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FORE\\7 0RD 
This course of study is one of a senes of curriculum publications to be pre-
sented the high schools of the state from time to time by the Department of 
Public Instruction. It has been prepared by a subject committee of the ,Iowa 
High School Course of Study Commission working under the immediate direction 
of an Executive Committee. If it is of concrete guidance to the teachers of the 
state in improving the outcomes of instruction, the major objective of all who 
have contributed to its constructiOn will have been reahzed. 
From the start the need of preparing working matenals based upon cardmal 
objectives and adaptable to classroom Situations was emphasized. The use of the 
course of study in the development of proper pup1l attitudes, Ideals, habits, and 
skills was the criterion for selecting and evaluating subject matter material. At 
the same time it was important to consider the relation of the single course of 
study unit to the variety of textbooks used in the high schools of the state. The 
problem before the committees was that of preparing suitable courses of study 
in such a way as to guide the teachers in using the textbook to greater ad-
vantage in reaching qpeclfied outcomes of instruction. 
The selection of texts in this state is a function of the local school boards. 
The Department of Public Instruction and the committees do not recommend any 
particular text as essential to the working success of this course of study. The 
titles listed on the following pages are not to be interpreted as having official 
endorsement as against other and newer publications of value. They were found 
upon investigation to be in most common use in the high schools of the state at 
the time the units were being prepared; a f ollow-up survey might show changes. 
Although many valuable studies have been made in the etrort to determine 
what to teach and how to teach it, and to discover how children learn, these 
problems have not been solved with finality. For that reason and because no 
fixed curricultVJl can be responsive to changing needs, this course of study 1s to 
be considered as a report of progress. Its revision in accordance with the en-
riched content and improved procedures constantly being developed is a con-
tinuous program of the Department of Public Instruction. Your appraisal and 
evaluation of the material as the result of your expenence with it are sincerely 
requested. 
• 
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I 
GE rERAL I TRODUCTIO 
At the first general meeting of the various subjeet eommittees a suggestive 
pattern for the courses of study, embodying the fundamental needs for teaehing, 
was projeeted·. Four erueial factors that should be emphasized in any course of 
study to make 1t an Instrument that would cause teachers to eonsult it for 
guidance in the performance of their daily work were set forth as follows: 
objectives, teacher procedures, pupil ncti,• itie~, nnd eddences of ma!Stery. 
Objectives-The meaning of objectives as here used is those concepts which 
are set up for pupils to achie,ye. As used in current practice, there is a 
hierarchy of objectives as c;hown by the faet that we have objectives of 
general education, objeetn: es for '\Tarious units of our educational system sueh 
as those proposed by the Committee on Cardinal Prineiples, objeetives for 
subjeets, objectives for a unit of instruction, and objeetives for a single 
lesson In each level of this hierarchy of objectives a constant element is 
expressed or implied in the form of knowledge, a habit, an attitude, or a skill 
which the pupils are expected to acquire. · ,. 
In the entire field of secondary education no greater problem confronts us 
than that of determining what these fundamental achievements are to be. 
What shall be the source ~f those objectives, is a problem of too great pro-
portions for dv,cussiOn here, but it is a problem that each committee mu~t face 
in the construction of a course of study. A varying consideration of objec-
th·es by the various committees 1s cviuent in the courc;cs of study they have 
prepared. The value of the cour~es "·aries in terms of the objectives that have 
heen set up, according to the Yalue of the objecth·e in social life, according to 
the type of mental technique-s wh1ch they stimulate and exercise, and according 
to the objectivity of their statement. 
Pupil Activities-In our educational science we are attaching inereasing sig-
nificance to self-aet1v1ty on the part of the learner. Recognition is made of 
the fundamental pnncipal that only through their own aetivity pupils learn 
and that the teacher's role is to stimulate and direet this aetivity. No more 
important problem faees the eurnculum-maker than that of discovering those 
fundamental activities by which pupils learn. In a well-organized course of 
study, that series of activities, in ooing which pupils wtll attain the ob-
jectives set up, must be provided. These activities must not be chosen in a 
random fashion, but care must be taken that appropnate activities for the 
attainment of eaeh objectiYe are provtded. 
Teacher Procedures-\VIth the objectives determined and the aetivities by 
whtch pupils learn agreed upon, the function of the teacher in the pupil's 
learning process must be considered. In a course of study there should appear 
those teacher procedures of known value which make learning desirable, eco-
nomical, and permanent. Here our educational science has much to offer. 
Where research has demonstrated with a high degree of eertitude that a given 
teehnique is more effeetive 1n the learning process than others, this teehnique 
should be ineluded in a course of study. Common teaching errors with sug-
9 
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gested procedures to replace them may be included. Pupil difficulties which 
have been discovered through research should be mentioned and methods of 
proven value f or meeting these difficulties should be included. Suggested 
ways of utilizing pupils' experiences should be made. And as important as 
any other feature is the problem of motivating learning. Whatever our 
educational research has revealed that stimulates the desires of pupils to learn 
should be made available in a course of study. Valuable types of testing 
should be incorporated as well as effective type assignment. The significance 
of verbal illustrations as evidence of comprehending the principle at issue 
should be featured as a procedure. Where there is a controlling procedure of 
recognized value such as is recognized in general science-bringing the pupil into 
direct contact with the phenomena studied-forceful effort for the operation 
of this procedure should be made. 
E vidences of Mastery-What are to be the evidences of mastery of the ob· 
jectives set upt There are all degrees of mastery from the memoriter repe· 
tition of meaningless terms up to a rationalized comprehension that shows 
grasp of both the controlling principles involved and the basic facts necessary 
to a clear presentation of the principles. These evidences of mastery may be 
in the form of dates to be known, formulae to be able to use, types of problems 
to be able to solve, quality of composition to prodlu-ce, organization of materials 
to be made, floor talks to be able to give, papers to be able to write. 
In no part of educational procedure is there need for more effort than in a 
clear determination of those evidences, by which a well-informed teaching 
staff can determine whether a pupil has a mastery of the fundamental ob-
jectives that comprise a given course. As we clarify our judgments as to what 
comprises the essential knowledge, habits, attitudes, and modes of thinking in· 
volved 1n a certain course, we can set forth with more confidence the evidences 
of mastery. Teachers are asking for the evidences of mastery that are ex-
pected of pupils, and courses of study should reveal them. 
While these four elements constitute the basic pattern, the principle of 
continuity from objective to pupil activity, to teacher procedure, to evidence 
of mastery was stressed. The maker of a course of study must bear in mind 
that what is needed is an objective having accepted value; a pupil activity, 
in performing which, pupils gain a comprehension of the objective that is now 
being considered; that a teacher procedure is needed which evidence has 
shown is best adapted to stimulating pupils to acquire this objective for which 
they are strivingj and that evidences of mastery must be incorporated into 
the course by which to test the degree of comprehension of the objective now 
being considered. 
The courses of study vary in the degree to which these four fundamental 
features have been objectified and in the degree to which the principle of 
continuity from objective to evidence of mastery has been cared for. On the 
whole they will provide effective guides which teachers will use. 
Realiz1ng that these courses of study were prepared by school men and 
women doing full time work in their respective positions, one fully appreciates 
the professional zeal w1th which they worked and the splendid contribution 
to high school education which they made. 
THOMAS J. KIRBY, 
Chairman of the Executive Committee 
• 
STATE HIGH SCHOOL COMMERCIAL COURSES 
OF STUDY 
No curriculum plan presented here could be claimed as the one bc:st suited to 
the needs of coi'1mercial training eve1 ywhCl e, nor even for nny city from now on 
indefinitely. About once in eYcry ten years new doctrines or new customs force 
the revamping ot old curricula, or the inti oc.luction of new ones 1 o ::mit new needs. 
Commercial education strives to fill a specific need by providing special <'du-
cation and special training for commercial worker~ and for the better manage-
ment of one's own business affairs. In con:;idcration of these needs tho sub-
committe~ for commercial education rec0mmmHls that commCl cial curriculums be 
constl ucted in recognition of local need aud of probable future nc •us C'lsewhere. 
Eff1cient service in bu iness occupations is the out:stauding objective of bus-
iness education. A second objccth·o of business euucation in secondary schools 
is an understan<ling and appreciatiotl of l'usinc::,s and of busine:ss relation:ships 
from the standpoint of the user of busmes:s sen•ice. To <letermiue what sort of 
education and training is ne~dc<l to accompli:sh the c objectiYe:; is the duty 
assum~d by those who undertake tho con!)truction ot a commercial cuniculum. 
Furthermore, if the 1Je:,t intere::,b of society arc to he served, tho g<'neral purposes 
of education and tho objectives of business must be uu<lcr:stood and hce<.lec.l. 
X o general di-.C'u :;ion of the objectives of public education is necessary here. 
1fany volumes h:no been written on this subject an<l it remains for each educator 
to make his o" u 1nterpretatiow:;. Two points, however, seem worthy of mention; 
first, the <h:scovery that there IS littlo diffcrcnco in the minc.l training values of 
different lugh school subjects; and seconc.l, that education :should "t1 i\'e to enable 
the learner to do better the wo1 th-while things he will <lo anyway. 
The objectives of commerce are peculiarly social. .A study of the slogans of 
the larger and more successful lJusiness Institutions re,·cals cml<'lusivcly the social 
tendencies of business serYice. One can he a producer of raw materials, an inYent-
or, a chemist, or an elcct1 ician, Without bcn1g much concerned about the feelings 
of othezs. In their "ork they a1 e dca ling '' ith thing-s and are guic.lcd hugely by 
11atural or physical laws. But one "ho "ould succce<l in commerce must be guided 
by many kin<ls of la"s, 1 ules, and social customs in his more intimate relations 
with people. In fact, a iamilianty with tho social tcndenc1es, or so<'ial reactions 
of people is responsible for many comn1e1cial succc"~cs Among· the sperific ob-
jectives of business to-c.lay are greater efficiency in proc.luctiou, moro cconom) and 
· justlco In <hst11 butwn, a1 d better judg·mcnt in consumption. 
\Ve must assume then that commerce is lat ge1y a soetal e1 vice and that a 
trainmg for commercial scn·ice should be largely a social trammg A study of 
local commerc1al employments and of su1 \eys will be convincing of the accuracy 
of thcso assumptions. 
The curriculum outlined in the follo,\ing pages p1 ovides for the tiaining of 
boys and girls in certain clencal and commercial techniques, but tho teache1 '' ho 
uses the subject matter of 1.he courbes outlined only for a training in technique 
falls far short of the performance of his full duty to the pupil and to soc1ety. 
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The pupil ·whose whole objective is to get ready to earn a living has only a 
narrow and selfish attitude of mind and may become a menace rather than &. 
benefit to society. The standing of a business institution is affected by the atti-
tudes of the workers toward employers, toward coworkers, toward creditors, to-
ward customers, toward the general pubhc, as well as by their business conduct, 
and by their conduct outside of working hours. 
Com met cial training then has to do with the t1 aining for nght social attitudes 
and rig-ht social conduct. This imphes that not only the subject matter but also 
, the collateral matetial used in commercial training must be such as to develop 
attitudes of thoughtfulness of one's obligations as to accuracy, responsibleness, 
<lependabihty, courtesy, Illltiative, tact, personal pleasantness, 1nterest 1n work, 
poise, self-confidence, honesty, ItHlustriousness, loyalty, OI derlmess, alertness, 
ambition, foresight, thoughtfulness, thoroughness, willingness, modesty, patience, 
resou1 cefulncss, self-contl ol, faunc:ss, and many other vutues which contnbute 
to efficiency. 
It 1s conceivable that one could teach the subject matter of shorthand without 
being able to train a stenographer; could teach the principles of debit and credit 
and not C\ en introduce the pupil to the duties of the accountmg department of a 
modern busmess Institutwn; could u1scuss the philosophy of salesmanship and 
yet not be of much p1 actical help to the boy 01 gnl "·ho must become a member of 
a sales 01 gamzation; but such a person is not an efficient teacher of these sub-
jects. Busu1ess trainmg is vocatiOnal training-, and efficient teaching in a mod-
ern commercial uepa1 tment imphes training· for efficient business sen ICe and 
efficient hving. 
• ORY AL F. BARNES 
E. G. BLACKSTONE 
GEORGE R. MACH 
R. E. NYQUIST 
BI~A ~llE TRAXLER 
CLAY D. SLINKER, Chah man 
COURSE OF STUDY IN GREGG SHORTHAND 
In recent years the stenographic department has l1ecomc mnnerically the mo:::t 
important in the average commercial school or ullpartment. 'This is duo to the 
indbpen ability of the stenographer in the modern bu:::iness oiiiCl"~. Ji.,or young 
women, stenography is one of the mo~t agrct'ablc and mo::t remunerative occu-
pations and offers abundant opportunit~" for promotion to sccrrtarial and e .. ·-
• 
ecutive positions. Young men stt)nograph')rs wo1k in clo:::e touch with nH111agers 
and department heads, and thus gain ready promotion. 
The ~tcnographer should a~pire to till' hauuling of increa,ing portions of the 
correspondenco \\ithout the uece~sity of havj11g· ea<-h l ')ttcr dictated. 'l'ho mere 
abili tv to write shorthand. is not sufficient recommendation in t hcs ""~ ua ,.s of 
• • 
highly orgauized business. Business tn•eds intelligent young p ·oplo with a 
general knowledge of busine:ss and a good commaud of lt..uglish to do tho stcn-
ogiaphic work. There is al~o work for people posse~sing a stenographic t raiuiug, 
1n certain t} pes of offices where a person is nccdPd to answer the telephone, l\eep 
simple records, type occasional letters, anil run the ofrico in the ab~euco of the 
proprietor or manager. 
For highly trained or specially gifted stPuogra ph ')rs, c•ourt reporting and gt)ueral 
reporting arc a ttracti·~e profes::,ioual fields where the 1 emunera tion is fairly com-
parable to that in. other profes~ions. 
Tho above is pre~ented here to sugge t that there are different le,~els of sten-
ographic employment and that the 1 "quiremcnts arc different for the various 
levels. Teachers should study the aptitude!5 a1Hl capaeitie:, of iudividual pupils 
and aim to fit them :for the type of vocation for which they seem best allapted. 
Unless a pupil can learn to spell colTC ·tly, it is useless to look toward stenog-
raphy as a vocation A study of the pupil's past record of achie,•emcnt in con-
nection \\ 1th his I. Q w1ll tell a story of his industry and earnestness. 
In con51dering the I. Q. it must be rcmemhCI ed that this is an i11dication of 
tho pupil's a bill tv to make grades, "hercas the real question is whether in-
di,•iduals under consideration may hope to succeed. as stenographers. Special 
attention should be paid to grades in Euglbh and in foreign languag-e, for a 
thorough groundwork in the former is indispensable and the same le\'el of in-
telligence and industry as arc necessary for the latter arc necessary for shorthand. 
No employer can use a 75 per cent or an 5 per cent perfect stenographer. 
S1nce stenog1aphy is essentially a voca t ional subject, special caro should bo 
taken to diagnose the case of each pro~pcctive pupil Ly a part or all of the 
following means: one of the many intelligence tc:sts, a pt ognostic test of sten-
ographic ability, spelling tests, inspection of the pupil's permanent record, per-
sonal interview. 
A. Aims 
• 
1. Vocational 
a. To prepare the pupil to perfo1 m tho duties of stenographer and secre-
tary in the business office 
b. To inculcate correct hab1 ts and high standards of service 
.. 
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c. To develop ability to perform to a satisfactory degree, the duties 
nghtfully required of the off1ce assistant 
2. Educational: The educational values of the subjects are reahzed 
a. By teaclung of phonetic analysis of the language and a thorough 
knowledge of the pr111C1ples of shorthand 
b. By teaclung tho student to Cl j ticise his owh transcript as to sen-
tence structure, spelling, punctuation, paragraphing, grammar, and 
appearance 
c. By the selection and dictation of such matter as will train the stu-
dent to discriminate 1n the better use of words and to apprec1ate 
good English and good style in the content of business letters 
3. Disciplina1y and soc1al : These values are obtained 
a. Through the development of the power of concentratiOn; through 
the quick response of the hand to the command of the brain; through 
the forma bon of hab1ts of accmacy and neatness; through teachmg 
rhe pupil to be lus ''own supet nso1 '', i.e. to check lns own work, no 
matter "hat kind of "01 k it may be; and through tea clung the 
uecess1ty for follo" ing dtrections exactly and punctually 
b. Through the teachmg of cou1 tesy as a distinct busmess asset and 
the cultivatwn of a sen~c of honor in regard to the private business 
affairs of tho employer 
c. Through the cultivation of a spirit of service that of gi' ing ability, 
attention, interest, enthusiasm, and deration plus personality 
4. Guidance : 
a. A development of an undet standing of the value of stenog1 aphic 
training and a fair and honest appreciation of tho ad' antages and 
disadvantage~ of stenographic "·ork for young women and young 
men 
B :Methods 
No one set of procedures wtll produce the same results in the hands of alJ 
teachers or when used with all groups of pup1ls. Neither will a gnen pro· 
cedure always produce equal results for any one teacher, nor fo r any one 
group o-f pupils. The procedUl es forming a part of the course are offered as 
sample ways of effectn ely usmg the subject matter. They aro recommended 
for use where by p1act1cal demonstration, better methods ha'o not been 
found. 
C. Time Allotment 
One period a day, five days n. week, should be devoted to tho suhject of 
shorthand through four semesters. 
D. Standards 
The standards mentioned for reading, "riting, and transcribing are gx oup 
medians (not ind1ndual requirements) established through research studies. 
The course for the first' ear of shorthand was written by ~rr~. Ruth T Reich, 
~l1ss Helen Hill, j\fiss Helen Halbersleben, and 11r. D"ight R Easter v; 1th the 
cooperation of the chairman of the sub-committee. The course for the second 
year was written by ~ilss Bina. ~Mae Traxler and the chairman of the sub-com-
mittee. Ac .. o" ledgment 1s due to the other members of the sub-committee, to 
the chaumen of the shorthand departments of the Des Moines high schools, and 
to Dr. Thomas J. Kirby, all of whom contributed materially through cntlctsms 
or constructive suggestions. 
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FIRST YEAR 
I. THE FOR\V .. \ RD CIJ.AR.ACTERS AND TIIE 
CIRCLE VOWELS 
Time Allotment: about 9 days 
Unit Objective 
T o recognize the sounds rep-
resented by k, g, r, l, n, m, t, d 
and the chai"acter for each; to 
recognize the sound~ 1 epresented 
by the a and e g1 oups and the 
characters for each; to combme 
these characters in word forma-
bon and to mem011ze specific 
outlines for certain fixed "ords 
Specific Objectives 
1. To acquire an interest in 
shorthand 
2. To learn the phonetic 
sounds of k, g, r, l, n, qn, t, 
d 
3. To learn to write the char-
acters for the forward con-
sonants k, g, r, 7, n, m, t, d 
4 To learn the phonetic 
sounds of the vowels In the 
a and e groups, I e., sho1 t 
a, broad a, long a, short t, 
short e, and long e 
5. To acquire the ''prepared-
ness for work" attitude 
6. To learn to write the char· 
acte1s for the -vowels rn the 
a and e groups 
,.. TQ learn to . . circle I • JOin 
vowels to smgle curved 
stro~es 
8. To learn to . . circle JOln 
vowels to smgle straight 
strokes 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. Grve talk on novelty of a system of wnting 
which enables one to I"ecord speech a~ fast 
as the most rapid speaker will t alk. ~Ien­
t!on the great men, Caesar and others, who 
have written shorthand and drscuss Its prac-
tical uses. ~Iention the -vocatwnal oppor-
tunities for those who can make intelhgent 
use of shorthand. Explarn that this study 
rs as dlfflCult to master as a modern lan-
guage, and recommend t he study of short-
hand to those only who can study roo1 e 
than the average amount of time and with 
mo1 e than a -vet age persistence 
2 Gh·e the sounds of k, g, r, l, n, m, t, a. 
Explain that t he hard sound of g IS called 
gay 
3. Explain and demonstrate the forms of the 
forward consonants ( left t o right) 7~, g, 
r, l, n, m, t, a. Show the relation of the 
shorthand characters to the longhand 
letters 
Explain the ''line of wnting'' rs the ruled 
line 
Explain and demonstrate that k and g 
begm and end on the line of wntmg, are 
never st raight, and curve most at the encl. 
Demonstrate that k and g are s1milar 
strokes but that k is app1 ox1matcly one 
half the length of g 
Explain and demonstrate that r and l rest 
on the line of writing though they begin 
and end above the line, they arc never 
straight, and curve most at the begin-
. 
nrng 
Demonstrate that r and l are similar 
strokes but that r is approximately one 
half the length of l 
• 
SHORTHAND 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will: 
1. Tell of positions held by friends and ac-
quaintances. GiYe reasons for selecting 
this course. Ask for adYice as to need for 
other prcpara.tion for busine~s u~c of short-
hand, such as business knm~ledgc and the 
use of English 
2. Sound 7~, gJ 1·, l, n, m, t, d 
-
3. Write the forward consonants 7c., g, r, l, 12, 
m, t, d. 
'Vrite the forward con~onants in pairs; k 
and g, r and l, n and 1n, t and c1, to dis-
tinguish the diff~rence in length. 
Practice sh01 thand penmanship drills 
4 , c und the Yowcls in the a au<l e groups, 
• 1.e .. short a, broad a, long a, short i, short 
c, and long e 
5. Practice good posture until It becomes ha-
bitual. Usc fine pointed fountain pen and 
notehook made for pen use. Clear top of 
desk for shorthand writing without inter-
ference 
6. 'Y1 itc the characters for the circle ' 'owels 
distingui~hing carefully between the size 
of the a group and the e group 
7. Practice the joining of both a and r circle 
vQwels to single curved strokes. Form the 
habit of completely closing the circles when 
joining to single curved sti okes 
8. Prachcc the joining of both a and e circle 
vowels to single straight strokes. Forming 
the habit of completely closing Circles "hen 
joined to single straight strokes. Practice 
shorthand penmanship drills 
9. 'Ynte and read familiar and unfanuliar 
"ords containing circle vowels joined to 
single curved strokes and single sti aight 
strokes 
10. ~femorize brief forms 
11. Wtite and read shorthand marks for the 
penod, paragraph, interrogation mark, 
dash, hyphen, and parenthesis 
• 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Enthu~1a~m and re$ponse 
~\.b1hty to: 
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2. Recognize and reproduce the 
sounds of k, g, r, l, n, m, t, rl 
3. Recognize and write the for-
ward consonants 7;, g, r, l, n, 
m, t, d 
•1. Recognize and reproduce 
phonetically the short a, 
broad a, long a. short i, 
short c, and long e 
5 SC'lect suitahle materials 
and tools. ~faiutain health-
ful posture 
G. Recognize and writ c the 
characters for the vowels in 
the a and e groups 
7. Join circle vowels to single 
cui Yed strokes 
. Join circle vowels td single 
straight strokes 
9. 'Vnte and read familiar 
and unfamiliar words con-
taining circle 'o" cls joined 
to single cun ed strokes and 
smgle straight strokes 
10. Wnte and read brief [01 m.s 
11 Use shorthand marks for 
the period, paragraph, 
terrogat10n mark, dash, 
ph en, and par en thesis 
• ln-
hy-
12. Wnte and read simple 
phrases 
• 
• 
I 
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Specific Objectives 
9. To learn to write and read 
wo1 ds containing 
vowels j 01ned to 
CUI v-ed strokes and 
straight strokes 
circle 
smgle 
smgle 
10. T o learn brief forms ( spe-
cific outlines for certain 
fixed words) 
11. 'l'o lea1 n shorthand marks 
for punctuation, i.e., period, 
parag1 a ph, interrogation 
mark, dash, hyphen, and 
parenthesis 
12. To learn to phrase or join 
simple words 
13. Test on Unit I 
, 
Teacher Procedures 
Explain and demonstrate that n and m 
are hoiizontal stlokes and 1est on the line 
of ·writmg 
Demonsb ate that n and 1n are sirnila1 
strokes but that n is approximately one 
half the length of m 
Explain and demonstrate that t and d 
are straight stx okes and are 1VTlttcn up-
\\atd and fonvard from the line of wnting. 
Dcmonsbate that t and d are similar 
:strokes but that t 1s app1 oxtmately one 
half the length of d 
• 4. Gi ,.c the phonetic \'Owe) sounds m the a 
group, i.e., short a, broad a, and long a 
GtYC the phonetic vowel c:;ounds 1n the e 
group, i.e., "hort i short e, and long e 
5. Teach conect posture; correct pos1tlon of 
hand and notebook; necessity of using 
good tools and rnateristls 
6. Explain and demonstrate that the vowels 
in the a. and e groups are represented by 
circles but that the a circle is approximate-
ly three times the s1ze of the e cucle. Show 
the relatwn of the shorthand characters to 
the longhand letters. Insist that the vowels 
be marked to express the different sounds. 
Short a and short z represented by un-
marked circles; broad a and short e are 
rep1 esented hy a dot below the circles; 
l01ig a and long e are represented by an 
oblique dash below the ciicles 
7. EA-plain and demonstrate that circles are 
always written inside single currcd strokes. 
Show that the inside of a single curved 
stroke is the space between or inside the 
(\nds of the curve 
E'Xplain and demonstrate that rircle vowels 
must meet single curYed strol{es squarely 
and that the circles must be completely 
closed 
8. Explain and demonstrate that circles are 
written with a right motion (clockwise) 
'""hen joined to ~1ngle straight strokes 
Explain and demonstrate that circle vowels 
must meet smgle strokes squarely 
«· Pupils should be able to omit vowel 
ings after completing Chapter IV 
mark-
• 
• 
• ~'1 IIORTH ... \~1) 
Pupil Activities 
12. 'V1 ite and read ~imple phrases 
13. 'Vritc in shorthand from dictation a list 
of fiftv word · of which ten per cent, at 
• 
lea .... t, ~hould he unfamiliar, then trans-
en be in longhand 
• 
• 
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Evidences of Mastery 
13 ' Yntc and transcnbc in 
longhand correctly at least 
fortY-four words from a list 
~ 
of fifty. 'rhis may be sup-
plemented by sen tonccs if 
desired. The following 
teacher-made te:st i:; sug-
gested 
add heed hen 
• an 
ca r 
hat 
hirn 
me 
Emmn 
han1 
hilly 
hag 
lay 
tl•a. 
cat 
hay 
hair 
alley 
lu·c 1 
• 
ray 
eddy 
aid 
any 
egg 
heat 
hato 
Harry 
kneo 
hymn 
eke 
. 
a1n· 
• 
may 
a to 
eicrh t 0 
her 
• 
henna 
t.eho 
\ nna 
ntl 
hack 
• 
Ullll 
duy 
hnd 
hi 11 
ill 
gny 
key 
era 
c1rur 
• 
array 
I 
• 
20 
• 
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T eacher Procedures 
9. Drill on famihar and unfam1har worcls con-
taining circle vowels joined to s1ngle curved 
stl okes and to smgle straight strokes. For 
example, J.ey, egg, airy, lay, md, may 
10. Explain and demonstrate that bnef forms 
are high frequency words not necessanly 
wntten according to rule and constituting 
over fifty per cent of Ol'dmary dictatwn 
and about se,enty per ·cent of commercial 
dictation 
Drill on brie.f forms 
Insist on accuracy 
11 Show the shorthand marks for the period, 
parag1aph, interrogation mark, dash, hy-
phen, and the parenthes1s 
12. ExplainJ and demonstrate that a pronoun 1s 
generally joined to the wo1 d it precedes 
13. Dictate test 
Following are suggested stan<lards (based 
on shorthand ability only) for grading 
fifty and one hundred word tests 
14. ~!ark tests according to the following sug· 
gcsted plan 
Plan No. 1 OxE HUXDR.ED \YoR.D TEST 
Enors Grade 
0 to 3 
----------------
1 or A or 100 to 9-!% 
4 II 6 () II n II 92 II 8 C'o 
--- ---·--------- -
7 " 9 3 II c " 86 II 82% ------·--------· 
10 II 12 4 II D " 80 " 76% ......................... 
13 or mo1e 5 II E " 74 II 0% ----------
Plan No. 2 FIFTY WORD TEST 
Errors Grade 
. 
0 to 1 ........ --------······----···--···-·--------- 1 or A 
2 II 3 .......................... ---------------~ 2 II B 
4 ..................... _,..................... 3 II c 
5 II 6 ............................................ 4 II D 
7 ............................................ 5 II E 
The suggested class median in tests is a 
grade of 2 or A It is further suggested 
that pupils fallmg below the class median 
should be given a second test for the pur-
pose of rais1ng their grades . 
• 
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Notes by Teacher 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
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II. CIRCLE VOWEL \VRITTE~ BET\\TEE 
AND THE SI GN FOR TH 
STROKES 
Time Allotment: about 6 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn to write ci1cles be-
tween forward consonant com-
binations, to write consonant 
combinations of equal and un-
equal length, and the s1gn for 
th 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn what consonant 
combinations make an angle 
or a point 
2. T o learn to write words con-
taining circle vowels and the 
forward consonant com-
binations that make au 
angle 
3. To learn what consonant 
combinations do not make 
an angle 
4. To learn to write words con-
taining circle vowels and the 
.forward consonant combina-
tions that do not make an 
angle 
5. To learn to write words in 
which t he circle vowels me 
written with the right 
motion (clockwise) between 
straight strokes in the same 
direction 
6. To learn what consonant 
combinations form rev-erse 
curves and how 1·ev-erse 
curves are written 
7. To learn the sign for th 
8. To learn br~ef forms 
9. Test on Unit II 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain and demonstrate how an angle or 
pomt is made when X- or g j01n k, g, n, m, 
t, d; when r or l Join r, l, n, m; when n 
or m join k, g, r, l, t, d; when t or d JOin 
·r, l, n, m 
2. Dictate words containing circle v-owels and 
the forward consonant combinations that 
make an angle 
3. Explain and demonstrate how a curv-e is 
made when r or l join t 01 d; when t 01 d 
join k or g 
4. Dictate words contaming circle vmvels and 
the forward consonant combinatwns that 
do not make au angle 
5. Recall circle Yowel joinings to smgle 
stl aight strokes. Show the relation of me 
to mean, dn.y to dad 
Dictate wo1 ds contaunng circle 'owels be-
tween stra1ght strokes 111 the same direction 
• 
6. Explain and demonstt ate that the re' erse 
curYcs are kr, 7.7, gl, 1 k, lg, gr, rg, lk. Show 
that the equal curYes 7l r, gl, rl", lg, are 
flattened slightly (smoothcu out) when 
joined. Show that the unequal cut ves k 
and Z, g and r, arc written with a '' distmct 
hump.'' Drill ou peuihanship 
7. Explain and demonstrate that the sound of 
th (1th) is expressed by a slightly cun·ed 
t 
• 
8. Drill on brief form.s 
9. D1ctate test 
t 
HORTII 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will: 
1. \rritc the different consonant combinations 
that make angle~ 
2. \Vnt~ and read words containing circle 
vowels and the for\"\ ard consonant com-
bination that make angles 
3. "~rite the different consonant combinations 
that do not make a11gles 
4. \Vrite and read words containing circle 
'\'0\,els and the forward consonant com-
blnahons that do not make angles 
5. Practice words in which circle Yowcls arc 
written before and after single straight 
strok~ and between straight strokes in the 
same direction 
6. Write consonant combinations of equal and 
unequal length that form reverse cun·cs 
7. " .. rite the sign for th 
. ~Iemonze brief forms 
9. \Y11te in shorthand from dictation a list 
of fifty words of which ten per cent, at 
least, should be unfamiliar, then transcribe 
into longhand 
Evidences of M astery 
Abihtly to: 
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1. Recognize when con onant 
combinations make angles 
2. \\ 11 tc and read words con-
tanung circle ,~owels and the 
forward consounnt com-
binations that make angles 
3. Recognize when consonant 
combinations do not make 
angles 
• 
4 \Vrite and read wor<ls con-
taming circle vowels and the 
forward consonant com-
binations that do not make 
angles 
5. \Yrite and read '\\ ords in 
which circle 'o" cis are 
written before and after 
single straight strokes and 
between straight strokes in 
the same dn ectwn 
6. R~cogn1ze and write the 
consonant combinations of 
equal an<l unequal length 
that form re' ersc cun es 
1. Recogntze and reproduce the 
s1gn. for th 
8. Write and read brief forms 
I 
• 
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Notes by Teacher 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
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Evidences of Mastery 
9. ' Vute and transcnbe 
. 
lll 
longhand correctly at least 
forty four words from a 
list of fifty. This may be 
supplemented by sen tenees 
if desired. The following 
teacher-made test is suggest-
• 
cd. 
cake laid. game 
camo t.ake made 
cat lako thin 
mean neck thick 
meal dead . mn1n 
gray need xnako 
rear deed get 
green rag rnto 
crate tan read 
headache team • gra111 
cattle late reel 
meat mad cream 
clean train track 
milk dream kill 
• Daddy ran eaincho 
lady . nick ra1n 
red • gatn 
• 
, 
III. BLENDED CONSON.A.NTS 
T1me Allotment : about 3 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn the syllables ex 
pressed by blending t and d 
into one long stroke, the syl-
lables expressed by blending m 
and 11. into one long stroke, and 
the simple phrasing principles 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn that the blending 
or joining of t and d Into 
one long stl oke forms the 
syllables ted, ded, det 
2. To learn to write words con-
taining the syllables ted, 
ded, det 
3. To learn that the blending 
or joining of m and n into 
one long stroke forms the 
syllables me?t, 1nem, mw, 
mum, and mun 
4. To learn to write words con-
taining the syllables men, 
mem, mtn, mum, and mun 
5. To learn bnef forms 
6. To learn that only short 
and common words should 
be joined in phrasing 
7. Tests on Units I , II, and 
I I I 
\ 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain that the obscure vowel sounds in 
the syllables ted, ded, det are om1tted to 
secure speed in ~nitmg 
Show the difference between the strokes for 
t, d, and the t and d blend 
2. Dictate words containing S) llables ted, iled, 
dot 
3. Explain that the m and n blend always ex-
presses m plus n or · m plus m but never ex-
presses n plus m 
Show the difference between the strokes for 
m, n, and the m and n blend 
4. Dictate words containing the syllables 
tnen, mem, wnn, mum, and mun 
5. D1ill on brief frJrms. Point out that for 
convemence the long z, in my and ltl.,e is 
expressed by the a circle 
6. Explain that phrases are formed by : 
a. Joining short and common words 
b. Joining forms easy to read and wute 
c. Joining "ords that are naturally 1 elated 
d. Joining pronouns to words they p1 ecede 
e. Joining a qualif)'lng word to the word 1t 
qualifies 
f. Joining prepositwns, conjunctions, and 
auxiliary ve1 bs to the "01 d5 they precede 
Dictate phrases. Drill on phrases with par-
ticular emphasis on rules d, e, and f 
7. D1ctate a set of three review tests~ 
a. Bnef form t~t to be passed w1thout 
error 
h. Phrase test to be passed "ithout error 
c. Vocabulary test 
• 
HORTHA m 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will: 
1. Practice again the strokes for t, d, and 
compare them with the t and d blend 
2. Write and read words containing the syl-
lables ted, dcd, det 
3. Practice again the strokes for m, n, and 
compare them with m and n bleud. Prac-
tice penmanship drills 
4. \Vrite and read words containing the syl-
lables men, m.em, min, mum, mun 
5. ~femorize brief forms 
6. Practice simple phrases in which the pro-
noun IS JOmed to the word it precedes. 
\Yrite phrases in which prepositions, con-
junctions, qualifying words, and auxiliary 
Yerbs are joined to the words they precede 
7. R.e·dew. Write in shorthand from dictatiOn 
brief forms then transcribe in longhand. 
\rnte in shorthand from dictation phrases 
then transcribe in longhand. 'Yrite in 
shorthand from dictation a list of fifty 
words of which ten per cent, at least, 
should be unfamiliar then transcribe 1n 
longhand 
Evidences of M astery 
Ability to : 
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1. Distinguish between t, d, 
and the t and d blend 
2. \Yrite and read words con-
taining the syllabels tad, 
dcd, dct 
3. Distinguish between m, n, 
and the m and n blend' 
4. ' Yritc and read '' ords con-
taming the syllables men, 
. 
mcm, nun, mum, mun 
• 
5. \Ynte and read ln'ief forms 
6. Write and read simple 
phrases. "\Ynte and read 
phrases in which pronouns, 
prepositions, conjunction, 
qualifying wo1 ds, and aux-
iliary verbs are joined td 
the words they precede 
• 
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Notes by Teacher 
• 
• 
I 
• 
• 
• 
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Evidences of Mastery 
7. \\"nt e brwf form test With-
out error. \Yritc phra~e 
test without error. \\rite 
and transcribe in longhand 
currecth" forty-four words 
. ~ 
from a list of ftfh 'fhis 
may be supplemented by 
sentences if desired. 'rhe 
inclu:5ion of brief forms in 
genera 1 word li ts tests 
pupils' ability in rPcalJ. 
Fifty words may be ~elected 
• • 
from tho following teuchcr-
mado test of ~''ventY-.five 
words 
added 
data 
hated 
meant 
heated 
any 
treated 
a to 
deed 
cat 
dark 
clean 
Daddy· 
• 
cream 
amen 
eliminate 
limited 
memory 
mnintatn 
• • 
m1m1C 
eight 
heat 
• gru1n 
hair 
green 
• 
hen 
hill 
hail 
' many 
to-day 
related 
money 
deal 
aided 
month 
leg 
lake 
lay 
lato 
. 
main 
minute 
men 
. . 
nnn1mum 
mend 
traded 
needed 
• remain 
rated 
mineral 
may 
• 
milk 
middlo 
was 
dreary 
• 
lS 
JlPCk 
take 
of 
ready 
nut 
ragged 
teeth 
trco 
that 
their 
lad 
caddy 
Ill) th 
nero 
mental 
wreck 
camo 
eager 
• ra1ny 
taken 
• 
• 
IV. TI-IE DO\V f\V.ARD CHl~.R.ACTER~ 
Timo Allotmc:'nt: about 5 days 
Unit Objective 
To recognize the sounds rep-
resented by p, b, f, v, slz, clz, j 
and the character for each and 
to memorize brief forms 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn the phonetic 
sounds of p, b, f, v, sh, ch, 
. 
J 
2. To learn to write the chat-
acters for the do,Ynward 
consonants, p. b. /, v, sh, 
ch, j 
3. To learn to join circle 
vowels to single downward 
consonants 
4. To learn to write p, b, in 
combma tions with r and l 
5. To learn to write f, v, in 
combinations with r and l 
and cHcle v-owel 
6. To understand the joining 
that each of the downward 
strokes makes with other 
known consonant strokes 
(a curye or an angle) 
7. To understand what stroke 
rests on the hne of wnhng 
8. To learn that . certain ln 
high-frequency words a 
stroke for sound . e'erv lS 
• 
not necessarilv used 
• 
Test on Unit IV -9. 
• 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. Gn·c the sounds for p, b, f, v, slz, ch, j. 
Explain that the sound of slz is called 1sh 
and ch 1s called chay 
\ 
2. Explain and demon"'trate the forms of the 
downward consonants, p, b. f, v, sh, ch, j, 
and the relation of the shorthand char-
acters to the longhand letters p, b, f, v, j . 
Explain and demonstrate that p and b are 
oblique curYes, begin above the line of 
writing and rest on the line of WTltlng, 
arc lleYer straight and curYe most at the 
end of the stroke. Demonstrate that p and 
b are similar strolws hut that p is approx-
imately one-half the length of b. Explain 
and demonstrate that f and v are oblique 
curYcs, begin aboYe the line of writing and 
end on the line of writing, are never 
stlaight and curve most at the beginning. 
Demonstiate that f and v arc approximate-
ly one-half the length of v. .,Bxplain and 
demonstrate that sit, ell, j are straight 
lines, begin abov-e · the line of wn tmg, are 
w:ritten downward and backward and rest 
on the line of writing. Demonstrate that 
sh, ch, j are similar strokes but that clt 
1s approximately one-half the length of J 
and sh 1s approXImately one-half the length 
of ch 
3 Dictate such words as. ape, pay, bay, fee, 
E1· ,, age, each, she , ask for reasons of 
cucle vowel jonling~ Usc these in apply-
ing the principles of Units I, II, and III 
4. ~ how that the joining of p or b with r or l 
is a continuous curve 
Explain per is always p plus r. 
Drill on penmanship 
• 
• 
SHORTHAND 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will : 
• 
1. Sound p, b, f, v. sh, ch, j 
2. \V1·ite the downward consonants p, b, f, v, 
slt, ell, j. \Vrite the downward consonants 
in pairs, 1> and b, f and v to disti11gutsh 
the difference in length. r e a little llll~(·J 
movement as the doWJH\ ard strokes are 
written, so that they will talie a natural 
s" 1ng. Practice the penman~hip oYals, 
then disjoin the separate strokes 
3. Experiment with new words in which 011ly 
a don·nward con~onant and a ,~owel occur 
and explain the joining. Find that all the 
• rules leatned iu units I, II, III arc true 
always for circle vowels joining consonants 
4. Practice the eon sonant comhina tions, pr, 
pl, br, bl, with special care as to cun·e, size, 
and legibility 
5. Practice on the rapid writing of .a vowel 
between f or v with r or 1. Practice on the 
slurred angle joining. \Yrite at the boanl 
frequently. Practice the pe1unanship drills 
• 
6. Practice again the circle vowel joinit'g' of 
Units I, II, I II. Bring to class a h .... t of 
words selected from current reading Illus-
trating consonant joinings. Practice pcn-
manshi p · drills 
7. \Yrite a list of ten new \Yords having two 
or more consonant strokes and explaining 
what stl oke rests on the line of writing· 
8. ~Iemonzc the new hst of bt ief forms. 
\Vnte unfamiliar sentences, to be supplied 
by t he teacher, which will gl\ e p1 actice in 
the writing of word forms auc.l phrasmg 
ability 
9 \ Vrite in shor thand from dictat ion a list of 
fifty words of \\hich ten per cent, at least, 
should be unfamiliar then t1 anscribe in 
longhand 
• 
Evidences of Mastery 
Abili ty to : 
• 
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l . Recognize and 
the sounds of p, 
ch, j 
reproduce 
b) [, v, sh, 
2. Hecognize and write the 
downward consonants p, b, 
f, v, sh, clt, j 
• 
3. Join conectlv a circle 
• 
,·owcl to any one of the 
downward stroh: •s 
4. \Yrite and read consonant 
combinations p or b with r 
or l in wo1ds or ~i\ntences 
5. \Vrite and/ read the con-
sonant combinations f or v 
with r or l and a circle 
vowel 
<3. Hcc ogmzo each consonant 
JOming as an anglo or a 
. cun·c. Insert correctly a 
circle vowel between con-
sonant strokes 
7. Sta te c.lcfimtcly the st1 oke 
that rests on t he hne of 
writing 
8. \ Vn te and read perfectly 
each brief form in 1solat10u 
or in sent ences 
I 
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Teacher P rocedures 
5. Have class write the :figure two (2). Show 
that by eliminating the tip of the :figure 
the joining of f or v to r or l IS given, as 
in wutmg fair, vale, fail, fear, etc. Ex-
plain that the circle may assume the form 
of a loop for convenience In wutmg as in 
(lttch, fade. Explain that ~hen f or v join 
r or l without a vowel the angle becomes 
rounded or slurred as fret., frail, jla1e 
6. Du:.tate wo1 ds that will reYiew joinings in 
Units I, II, III; as ache add, me, gate, 
rate., deck, deed, m<;a n, rag, kill. Demon-
strate that between an oblique curve (p, b, 
/, v) and a C\ti aight line the circle 1s placed 
on the outside. For example, pen, pad, 
baclge, dip, fan, 1.wt, L'ain, fish. Explain 
that k or g joined to f or v IS a contin-
uous cun·e 'y I i te on the boaz d k or g 
j01ueu to p or b, explain the angle. Ex-
plain that sh, ch, j join r or l without an 
angle. Ha' e class wute gage in notebooks, 
I e,·crse notebooks and the resultmg word 
IS )lltl 
7. Cite again the line of writing by using 
such words as paper, ra'f!ge, trip, etc Ex-
plain that the base of the first consonant of 
a word rests on the line of writmg 
8 Demonstrate that the prefix over IS ex-
pressed by the o hook. Explain that It IS 
a hook and is written midway between the 
ruled lines, must be kept narrow and deep, 
follow the slant of ch and with the begm-
ning and end of the hook equally d1stant 
from the line of writing 
Explain that been after has, had, 01 have 
1s wntten b. '£h1s has been s1mphfied for 
ease in \Hitmg. Explain that one and most 
.are the two words In this group which w1ll 
contain new strokes. Do not try to explain 
the sounds, simply say that these arc to be 
memorized ~ithout considering the constit-
uent parts of the word. Drill daily, as a 
short review, on all brief form lists 
9. ])ictate test 
• 
• SHORTHAND 
, 
• 
• 
• 
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Evidences of Mastery 
9. ' Vrite and t ranscnbe in 
longhand correctly at least 
forty-four words from a 
list of fifty. This may be 
supplemented by sentences 
if desired. The follow1ng 
teacher-made test is sug-
gested 
pay 
heave 
br!lY 
play 
. fray 
pepper 
fish 
each 
braid 
prayer 
reach 
cash 
brave 
~heen 
dish 
pretty 
fret 
fringe 
etch 
shade 
baby 
peach 
live 
fell 
lava 
reef 
gem 
valid 
flake 
hash 
bar 
peal 
calf 
beef 
par 
flannel 
gaugo 
jail 
shack 
bait 
gnash 
trench 
fib 
appeal 
cave 
bark 
pinch 
wrap 
lamp 
able 
··r. TilE SIG1 FOR S 
Time .A.llotment: about S days 
Unit Objective 
To learn the two methods of 
w1 iting s or z as a part of a 
word; the two methods of fo1 ru-
ing the plural, and the method 
of wnting the suffix wg or 
tlnng 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn the sound of s 
2. To learn the strokes for s 
3. To learn the relation of s 
to the line of TI"l itiug 
4. To learn that s as a fh st or 
last stroke in a wo1 d joms 
any curve so as to p10uuce a 
continuous motion 
5. To lea1n to write words con-
taming s, a cun·ed con-
sonant, and a circle Yo"rr·el 
6 To learn to write s JOinod 
to the straight lines n, m, t, 
a, sh, ell, j 
7. To lea1n the ma1k of dif-
ferentiation for z 
8. To learn to wlite s between 
strokes 
9. To acquire facility in '\rit-
ing the ses sign and to know 
when to use tlus sign 
10. To learn to exp1 ess the suf-
fi..x zng or tllwg 
11. To learn to add s to a brief 
form that ends in s 
12. To learn brief forms 
13. Test on Unit V 
• 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Sound the s from a group of words, taken 
at random from the dictionary 
2. Explain that s is al" ays "ntten uownwaru 
anu may be e1the1 right (hke a comma) or 
left, depending on the character t.o which 
it IS joined 
3. Explain again that the base of the first 
consonant rests on the line of wntlng; use 
pay, pass to illustrate. Demonstrate that 
when s is followed bv a downward stroke 
• 
the downward stroke is placeu on the line. 
Illustrate using sap. Demonst1ate that 
when two s 's occur together the second us" 
is placed on the line; as sa usage, sauce. 
Demonstrate that when only s and a Yowel 
occur in a word the s lS placed on the hue; 
as, easy 
•l. Demonstlate that sis written 'uth the same 
movement as the curve to wluch it is 
joined Show that all the curved con-
sonant.;;, p, b, [, v, r, l, k, g. are of two 
sotts, nght or left motion. Tlus may be 
uetermineu by continuing the stroke untll 
the circle is nearly cornpleteu. Assign 
board work of s joiueu to (hoth before 
anu after the stroke) every curve; call at-
tention to the fact that the same s IS used 
in both cases 
5. Explain again the placement of circle 
Yowels; outs1de angles; I made cu1 \CS. 
Compare sale and slay, in each case a~kmg 
'\hat Is the joining of s and lJ Discuss. 
If all these can be seen as angle JOinings 
it will simplify the explanation. (The 
following· illustration might he used: write 
the word sack.s on the board and explain 
that the second s makes and angle with k, 
in order to be 1 ead; then write the word 
c.ase on the board, the angle is still there 
and the circle vowel is written outside) 
l 
a 
II RTII.AND 
Pupil Act1vities 
Pupils will: 
1. I ound s from li. t of WO' a .... ~;;upplif•d by the 
teacher 
2. Practice ·" as a. !Single trok" 
or Teft s as it is written 
an<l c·\11 right 
• 
3. Explain what stroke is written on the line 
of writing f1 om the list of wo1 ds giv •n in 
the text paying no attention to which s 
is used but. working only fol' pla<'emcnt 
accuracv 
• 
4. DiYide the curYed eonsonauts 11, b, f. 1, k, 
g, r, l, in separate lbts of right an<l left 
motion cm ves. \\' .. rite each of the <'Un'ecl 
strokes and add s both as a :first and Ia .... t 
stroke 
5. Cover the longhand words and JPad frmn 
the shortha11d outlines the word.s in the 
text. Practice w1 iting of the words pre-
viouslY studied. \Yrite and read unfamiliar 
words whi<'h have been dictate<l hv the 
• 
teacher 
6. \Yrite and read words in which s is the 
intbal or final stroke 
7. ~fake a list of ten words containing· =· 
\Vnte the shorthand outline<; for this same 
group 
. \Vrite a list of words in 'vhich a choice 
of s must be made 
9. Prachce penmanship drHls to get an easy, 
free moYement. 1Iake a plural list of 
words endtng iu s wh1ch are not brief fo1 ms 
10. Practice ·writing words to which the suffix 
ing or tltu~g is added 
11. 1Iake a complete list from the manual of 
known brief forms ending in s adding the 
p lural in each case. Explain how s is 
added to brief form ending 1n s 
12. 1I emonze new brief form list. Practice 
penmanship drills on all new brief foims, 
especially working with 'Under and always 
13. Write in shorthand a hst of fifty words of 
which t en per cent, at least, should he un-
familiar, then transcnbe in longhand 
• 
• 
Evidences of M ast ery 
Abilitv to: 
• 
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1. Recognize nnd reproduce the 
S !'OUlld 
2 \\ 1 it c t h c rig h t and 1 t f t s 
:t ICnow that :::;trokr- i writtl\11 
on tho line of 'n iting in m1y 
word <'OBtaining s 
4. Join thP iuitial or final s to 
anY C\ll'\1e 
• 
5. \Yri to and rcacl wore I' in 
which s anr1 a eircle vowel 
• • 
JOlll a CUl'\'e 
G. \Vrite aml read words in 
whi<·h ~· is joined to any of 
the straight st l'oltc con-
sonants 
i. \Vrite and read wo1 cls con-
taining z 
. \V11te and read the follow-
Ing suggested words: 
Rights Lefts 
chasm paste 
"ast cla.;;scd 
calcium taste 
nest 
flask 
9. Rccogtuze and reproduce the. 
ses outhne. 
10. Add the suffix ing or thing 
to a word 
• 
11 A 1d s to an\ brief form 
• 
ending In s 
12. \Ynte and transcribe in 
longhand without cnor the 
new brief fo1 ms 
36 
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Teacher Procedures 
6. Explain that right s is used joined to sh, 
ch, j, also before n, m, t, d. Left s is used 
after n, m, t, d (the s forming the sharpest 
angle with n, m, t, d). illustrate with 
words as stay, Stts, mace, same, sage, 
sashes, etc. Discuss what the joining is-
an angle 
7. Write the word gas on the board. Explain 
that shorthand has no separate stroke for 
z but we may write z by stnkmg an oblique 
dash to side of s which makes the above 
word gaze. Explain the z dash is struck 
on the outside of the word 
8. EA'J)lain that in the body of a word if a 
circle vowel immediately precedes the s, 
treat tho s as belonging to the preceding 
consonant; if the circle follows the s, the 
s should be treated as belonging to the fol-
lowmg consonant. Demonstrate that in 
maslv s preceded by a vowel is written left 
to agree with m, and in ransack the s is 
followed by a vowel so s IS written right to 
agree with k 
9. Expla1n that to add s to any word ending 
in s (except a brwf form) use the ses 
stroke. D1ctate unfamiliar words 
10. Explain that thtng as a suffix (added to 
an otherwise complete word) is expressed 
by a dot written close to the last character 
11. Explain that to add s to any brief form 
ending in s an angle is made and the 
second s is written tho same as the first. 
Dictate a mixed list of words ending in s-
brief forms and others 
12. State that under, thorough, always are the 
the new signs which are not suggestive. 
Drill in class and dictate unfamiliar sen-
tences in which the new brief forms are 
used 
13. Dictate test 
• 
• 
HORTIIAND 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Evidences of Mastery 
13. \ Vrit() and transcnhc in 
longhand correctly at least 
fortv·four words from a hst 
• 
of fifty. The following list 
of words is suggt'-stecl as re-
' tew or test material 
race 
"pace 
chance 
sick 
gas 
gases 
lace 
sleds 
sense 
senses 
steel 
stages 
sell 
salary 
causes 
sketch 
tea os 
checks 
basket 
crases 
systems 
season 
matches 
France 
slash 
these 
basis 
ends 
leased 
has 
ships 
beams 
cheese 
self 
keys 
• 
cabs 
bricks 
ta k 
• 
UlmS 
acid 
seen 
asp 
businesses 
goods 
works 
cea es 
lambs 
guesses 
spell 
busy 
• 
' 
• 
·vr. THE ~ I G~~ 1 FOR .:r, 1IIr.Y, P ... \.ST TEX~E, .. \XD BRIEli, 
FOR:\I AS P .AHT 011' TIJE \YORD 
Time Allotment: about 4 days 
Unit Objective 
T o learn the method of ex-
pre~smg x; the method of ex-
picssmg shun (swn, twn ); the 
method of writing pa~t t<>nsP. 
the use of b1ief forms a~ pat t~ 
of words; and certan1 specific 
outlines for certau1 defini tc 
words 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn to write x and to 
form plmals in x words 
2. To learn to wnte and lead 
~ 
twn, swn 
3. To learn to form the pa~t 
tense of any word 
• 
4. To learn fixed gpecific out-
lines for certain 'WOlds 
5. To learn to form wo1 us 111 
wh1ch one or more btiCf 
forms occur 
G. To acquire simple phrasing 
abilitv 
~ 
7 Review 
Test 
Teacher Procedures 
1. ~ how that .r. m gJwtihand 1s wntten as a 
modified s, to "·lueh 1t IS so clo..,ely l'elated 
in sound Demonsttate that a modified s 
means a slight pull to the nght of the s 
stroke. Explain that to form the plural of 
x word.;; a reverse s is added making a mod-
ified ses stroke 
2. }~xplain that in shorthand the entn c suffix 
slt u n is explc~~u.l ln .. one stroke slt. Dtcta te 
a group of "01 cls containing f1011 or <;ton 
a'> stu<ly prepara twu words 
~- Explain that there aro three methods of 
forming past tense, dcpcncling- on sh01 t-
hand form and the sound heard 
a. Dl"join t: after a hln eYiated word~ as 
clwngell, or when a distiuctiYe joimng 1s 
imposs1hle, as feared 
h. J om t: when that is the ~ound heard, 
a" 111 pa.ssBJ,l 
c. J 0111 d or ted when that is the sound 
heard and an cas) joiuing is posstble, 
as, men twned, 01 'tz.<.;ited 
4. E~plaiu the brief fonn list with particular 
mentiOn of also, another, u oman, tell, :dill, 
and unttl. I n also tho s re~b; on the line 
and 1s a left s because it is jomed to o 
5. Explain that a brief form is f1 cqucntly 
used as a prefi.x, or as a part of another 
wot d ; as, o go 1s made up of the Yowcl a 
and the bnef form go, income is made up 
of two brief fOI ms n for in and bn for 
coma 
G khow that by a careful study of the 
pJuases t,ri\'Cn in each case the combination 
is formed from short easv-to-read words . 
• 
Explain that in phrasing to may be con-
tracted to t when followed by a downstroke 
• 
IIORTII ... \~~ 
Pupil Activ1t1es 
Pupils will: 
1. Practice writing and reading of words end-
ing in x, abo their plurals 
2. Read the outlines as well as the word:s in 
the li~t gh·en in the text bouk. \\ .. rite the 
new h·--t dictated lH· the teacher and circle 
• 
the sufhx in each of the longhand wor<h. 
Exchange notebook:s and 1 P-ad tlH• words 
fron1 their neighbor hooks 
3. Practice forming past tense by ~tudying 
the hst of word:s given in th" text. Bring 
to cla~::; a li--t of t •n unfamiliar word' to 
which the pa_t t n!le has l1e<~n aJ,h•d. Di~­
cuss the unfamiliar wonls, both criticizi11g 
and defending the outlines given 
4. ~femorize hrief form Jist. ,\.1 itt" sentence:s 
given by the teacher iu which t)w::,C new 
brief forms occur with high frcquen~y 
• 
5. Break into th•ir constituent parts th• 
grvup of word~ in the text. Pra<"tic • with 
familiar and unfamiliar material wor!l-. 
which are in part madP. by th' u~e of 
studied hrief forms 
6. Practice the joil1ing of sho1 t, easy, high-
frequency words t o form plna--es. J>raetice 
the writing of to as t when followed hy a 
downward strol\:c; as, to ella ngr, to ship , to 
p ratse, etc. 
7 'Vrite the brief forms and phrases as dic-
t ated and later trausc1 ibc in longhand. 
S1nce this must be passed perfec·tly it may 
need t o he '"11iten mo1e than ouee. "~ute 
the sentences or words from dtetation and 
later tl auscn be in long hand 
• 
Ev1dences of l'y1:astery 
AbilitY to: 
• 
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1. " 7rite and read wonls cnd-
iug in x ahd their plurals 
2. " ... rite and read ti.on, sion 
3. Porm, "ith ~om' (h~grf'C of 
cPrtainty, tho pa~t ton:::{~ of 
w,n·<ls 
• 
• 
·!. \\7 ri tc and rPa«l the 1ww 
ln·il f forms quickly and ac-
em atcly 
• 
3. U:so a brief form compound 
with other st rokes to form 
liP.\\ "01 ds 
6. li'onn and use short easy 
plu ases 
• 
I 
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• 
Teacher Procedures 
7. Dictate a set of three tests: 
a. Brief f orm- to be passed without error 
b. Phrases- to be passed without error 
c. Vocabulary- not more than six errors 
• 
' • 
• 
• 
• 
, 
• 
' 
SHORTHAND 
• 
' 
• 
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Evidences of Mastery 
7. Use readily the principles 
and signs studied. The 
.following short teacher-
made test is suggested 
tax 
' . 
YlSlOD 
ttmed 
raced 
diction 
permit 
instead 
ago 
section 
fixed 
visited 
glared 
almost 
labored 
begin 
• 
::iCSSlOll 
praised ' 
information mission 
handle 
The following teacher-made 
review test is suggested: 
fi..x affair 
relation appeal 
shipped impression 
liked sea rce 
shaped fence 
informed risked 
fit saved 
shape 
pa"'e 
Sllly 
mention 
taxes 
forgot 
overcharge 
undersell 
asleep 
as 
sheets 
also 
see 
feared 
helped 
mi..xed 
each 
actton 
• 
schemo 
• lnCOIDO 
forgive 
salary 
• 1ncrease 
basis 
ages 
laughed 
overbear 
checked 
favored 
leavo 
:fish 
:filling 
cash 
shall 
chickens 
pity 
• 
• 
' 
• 
, 
• 
• 
YII. THE 0 IIOOK 
Timo Allotment: a bout 5 days 
Unit Objective 
To recognize sounds repre-
sente<l bv the o hook and the ~ 
cha1 acter for each; to comhme 
these characters mto word for-
mation; to learn brief fotms 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn the phonetic 
sounds of the \O\Yels 111 the 
o hoqk group (short o, aw, 
and long o) 
2. To learn to wute the char-
acters for the \Owels in the 
o hook group 
3. To learn to write words con-
taining the o hook 
4. To learn brief forms 
5 Test on unit \J:I 
' 
' 
' 
• 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Gn·e the sounds of the yowels 1n the o 
hook g-roup ( ~hort o, a w, and long o) 
2. Explain and demonstrate the form of the 
o hook and the relation of the shorthand 
character to the longhand o. Explain and 
demonstrate that the o hook is small, 
narrow, deep, open at the top, and should 
have the slant of ch with the bcginnmg 
and end of the hook equally d1~tant f1 om 
the ,line of writing. Insi!'t that the o hook 
he ma1 ked to e'\."}>ress the different ,~owP} 
sound~. Short o is represented hy an un-
marked o hook, aw is rcpte~entcd by a dot 
below the o hook, and long o IS represented 
by an obhque dash below the o hook 
3. Explain and demonstrate that the o hook 
is \Yntten with a contmuous motion after 
k and g, motion similar to writing g1. Ex-
plain and demonstrate that the o hook 
folio\\::; downward characters w1thout an 
angle. For example, bow, phone. E:\.-plain 
and demonstrate that the o hook is written 
without an angle between f, u, p, b, and k 
or g. For example, poke, vogue, bog Ex-
plain and demonstrate that tho o hook is 
placed on its side before n, m, r, l, unless 
preceded by a downward stroke. For ex-
ample, own, bone, ltome, phone 
4. Drill on brief forms. Insist on accuracy 
5. D1cta te test 
• 
• 
• 
• 
IIORTH~\.~1) 
Pupil Act1vities 
P upils will : 
1 . ~ ound the 'Towels in the o hook group 
( "hort o, a w. and long o) 
2. 'Ynte t he charactllrs for t he o hook YO\\ eb. 
P ractice penmnnc;hip drills 
3. "~rite and read words containing the o 
hook. Read outlines from notebool{ of 
other mcmh 1 s of the cla~s 
4. 1 Iemorize hric•f forms 
• 
5 "~t ite in shorthaud fl'O.$ d.ictnt ion a list. 
of fifty words of which.., ton per c •nt, at 
least . should be un famili:!r tlwn t1 all::-crihc 
in longhand 
• 
• 
' 
l 
• 
• 
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Evidences of Mastery 
_\ hihty to: 
• 
1. Hecognize aud reproduce 
pl.~. .. netically ~hort o, a w, and 
loug o 
2. Recognize and writl' the o 
hook • 
1 • 
3. \Yri tc and r a(l word~ con-
taining th.., o hook 
n 
1. \Yrito and read brief forms 
COlTC<'lly in i~ola t ion Ol' in 
~cu h•uces 
3. 'Vrit ~ aud t ra uscri ho in 
lo11ghand corrc~tly at lca~t 
forty-four wonb from a lbt 
• 
of fifty. '1 his may Le sup-
plemented hy sentences if 
de::-ired. '1 ho .following 
teacher-made test is sug-
ge::-tc<l 
rob hroken borrowed 
bought pony drawn 
notes law bono 
alouo ~olcmn hot 
jolly wholo hrought 
door omit ted sauco 
~obcr taught foam 
often blocks 1·oar 
fellow own job 
homo shoro hopo 
talked rolling Ycto 
shown st 01 y coal 
colic go loans auto 
solo lot oh 
open volley shop 
ltnown t all ouo·ht b 
hall loss 
• 
• 
VIII. ~IETHOD OF EXPRESSING R 
Timo Allotment: about 5 days • 
• 
• 
Unit Object ive 
To learn t o express r by n. 
reverse circle before, after, and 
between straight strokes in the 
same direction, to add s to 
wo1 ds ending in reverse circles, 
to add er, or to brief forms, and 
to learn brief forms 
Specific Object ives 
1. To review circle vowel join-
ing before, after, and be-
tween straight strokes in the 
same direction 
2. To learn to express ,. by a 
reverse circle before, after, 
and between straight strokes 
in the same direction 
3. To learn to add s to words 
ending in reverse circles 
4. To learn to add er, or, to 
bnef forms 
5. To learn brief forms 
6. Test on Unit VIII 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Dictate familiar words containing straight 
strokes and right motion circle vowels as 
1nay, hat, ham, etc., units I and II 
2. \Ynte and compare words containing right 
motion circles (had, aim, day) and words 
contairung reverse circles (hard, arm, 
dare). Explain that If the circle is re-
versed to express r, r must follow the vowel, 
not precede it. Compare the words dAJ re 
and dray. In the word dat·e the circle is 
re\ersed to express r beeause r .follows the 
vowel a. In the word dray the circle cannot 
be reversed to express r because r precedes 
the vowel a 
3. Explain and demonstrate that s 1s added 
to words ending in reverse circles by 
changing the form of the circle to a loop. 
For example, chair, ohatrs j dare, dares j 
sister, St:.Sters 
4. E::-..1>lain that in words ending in reverse 
circles, er, or are expressed by disjoining r. 
For example, nearer, dearer. Explain that 
when the last heard sound in a brief form 
is a straight stroke and when it appears in 
the shorthand outline, er, or are expressed 
by a reverse circle. For example, stranger, 
roomer, recorder, in which er is expressed 
by a reverse circle. Changer 1n which er IS 
expressed by a disjoined r beeause though 
the last heard sound is a stra1ght stroke it 
does not appear in the shorthand outline. 
Purch(lser in which er is expressed by a 
disjoiner r because the last heard sound is 
not a straight stroke. Explain that in all 
other cases er, or are expressed by a joined 
r. For example, reporter, officer 
• 
SHORTHAND 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will: 
1. Write familiar words containing right 
motion circles from a review list dictated 
by the teacher 
2. Bring to class a list of ten words selected 
from outside reading in which r follows a 
circle vowel. Discuss the above list of 
words. Write and read words in which the 
circle vowel is rever~ed to express r 
3. \Yrite words in which the s i.~ added to 
words ending in a reverse circle. Add s to 
all words in frequent word drill ( 73) 
4. Write and read words in which cr, or, are 
exprec:sed by a disjoined r, reve1 .;;.e circle, 
and a JOined r. Read from some standard 
supplementary text 
5. \\'nte and read teacher-made brief form 
sentences. Fold paper as directed then 
write and transcribe dictated brief forms 
with ease and speed 
6. \\'"rite in shorthand from dictation a hst of 
fifty words of which ten per cent, a.t least, 
should be unfami1iar, then transc11he in 
longhand 
45 
Evidences of Mastery 
Ability to: 
1. " rrite and read with dex-
terity and speed words con-
taining right motion circles 
joined to straight strokes 
• 
2. Recognize when to reverse 
. 
the circle to express r. 
\Vrite and read words in 
which the circle is reversed 
to c ··pr~ss r before, after, 
and bet" cen straight sti okes 
in tho samo direction 
3 . .Add s to words eucling in 
reverse circles 
4. R<•cognize and write brief 
forms ending in er, or 
5. \\ nte and read sentences 
contaiuing brief forms. 
\Vrite and read brief forms 
G. \Y ri to and trauscri be in 
longhand correctly at least 
fortv-four words from a 
.. 
• 
list of fifty. This may bo 
supplemented by sentences 
if desired. The following 
teacher-made test is sug-
gested 
heard 
keeper 
church 
teachers 
greater 
hear 
army 
debtor 
ledgers 
hurdle 
employer 
heater 
erm1ne 
sooner 
sta1rs 
caller 
turtle 
owner 
publisher 
shares 
urged 
dealer 
s1ster 
hearty 
mannel'S 
herinlt 
startle 
believer 
summer 
harness 
collector 
dreamers 
murmur 
shipper 
cheer 
latter 
motor 
arched 
• 
recetver 
daughter 
former 
hardly 
cashier 
Easter 
dared 
chapter 
harmony 
tardy 
worker 
minister 
• 
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• 
' 
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• 
Teacher Procedures 
5. Dictate sentences especially compiled con-
taining only brief forms. For example, 
] ,z, my opunon it is ncces~ary to prepare a 
book about that impo1 tant sub;ect. Duect 
the follo,,ing method for class work : Fold 
lengthwise a sheet of ruled paper into four 
equal parts. Open the paper and in the 
first column wnte from dictation b1ief 
fo1 ms, in second column transcnbe. Fold 
first column under and in the third column 
w11te the shorthand then fold in the second 
column under and in the fourth column 
transct ihe again 
6. Dictate test 
, 
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Notes by Teacher 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
IX. THE TH JOININGS 
Time Allotment: about 5 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn to use the th sign, 
the prefixes oon, com, oog, coun, 
the suffixes ly, ily, ally, to ex-
press the plural of brief forms 
ending in a circle, to phrase the 
words to, as, able, and to learn 
brief forms 
Specific Objectives 
1. To review right motion th. 
Unit II 
2. To learn to use the left mo-
tion th 
3. To learn to express the prc-
fi.."'\.es con, com, CO'ltn, cog 
4. To learn the suffix ly 
5. To learn suffixes tly and 
ally 
6. To learn to express the 
plural of brie.f f orms end-
ing in a circle and of some 
words ending in a loop 
7. To learn to phrase to, as, 
able 
8. To learn frequent phrases 
9. To learn brief forms 
10. Tests on units VII, VIII, 
· and IX 
T eacher P rocedures 
1. Emphasize that th (curved t) is written 
upward. Dictate 1·ev1ew words containing 
right-motion th (over th), as thin, thick, 
math 
2. Explain that the left-motion th (under th) 
I S used when joined to o, r, l. All other 
times the nght-motion th IS used. Dem-
onstrate by writing on the board some 
words in which th is Joined to o, r, l, as, 
throw, Z.ath, oath, etc. Direct penmanship 
drills for writing !aft-motion th. Dictate 
familiar and unfamiliar material (words, 
sentenees, short letters) in which left-mo-
tion th is used 
3. Explain that a prefix in shorthand is an 
initial syllable. Explain and demonstrate 
that con 1s expressed by k unless followed 
by n, r, l, or a Towel in which case it is 
. expressed by kn. Explain and demonstrate 
that com is exp1 essed by k unless followed 
by m, r, l, or a Towel, in 'vhich case it is 
expressed by km. Explain and demonstrate 
that coun, and cog are always expressed 
by k 
4. Explain and demonstrate that ly IS always 
expressed by e cucle. After words ending 
in a circle vowel ly is wntten on tho back 
of the circle vowel. In all other cases ly 
will ober cucle vowel rules 
5. Explain and demonstrate that tly and ally 
are expressed by a l oop. Explain that the 
ally loop is not used in words of only one 
stroke and the loop For example, Stlly, 
which is written s-e-l-e 
6. Explain and demonstrate that the plural of 
brief forms ending in a circle and of some 
Words ending in a loop IS expressed by the 
abnormal s. Either the s contrary to rule 
is used as 1n ?UJ,mes and cares (right s) or 
an angl~ is made as 1n letters ( left s) 
• 
SHORTHAND 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will : 
1. 'Vrite from dictation a review list 'of words 
in which the right-motion th is used 
• 
2. Wnte and read familiar and unfamiliar 
words containing left-motion th. Practice 
penn1anship drills 
3. "rrite word containing prefixes con, com.. 
c<>un, cog. Bring to class a list of twenty-
five words selected from outside reading 
containing prefL"Xes, con, com, cozm. cog. 
Exchange word lists and write lists on 
board in shorthand 
• 
4. 'Vrite and read suffix ly 
5. Write and read words containing ily and 
ally 
6. Bring into class aU known bric.f forms end-
ing in a circl,e to which s may he added. 
Discuss and add s to abo\·e lists. \\rite 
and read plural of brir.f forms ending 1n a 
circle and of some words ending in a loop 
7. 'Yrite and read phrase combinations in 
wh1ch to, a.s, and able occur. 'Ynte from 
dictation and read supplementary material 
including sentences and short letters. 
Practice penmanship drills 
8 \Yrite from dictation frequent phrases and 
read during the next class period 
9. 1femonze brief forms 
10. Review. Write in shorthand from dicta-
tion brief forms then transcribe in long-
hand. \Vrite in shorthand from dictation 
phrases then transcribe in longhand. '\"rite 
in shorthand from d1ctation a list of fifty 
words of which ten per cent, at least, 
should be unfamiliar then transcribe in 
longhand 
Evidences of M astery 
Ability to: 
49 
1. 'Vrite and read words con-
taining right-motion t h 
2. Uso 
th 
correctly left-motion 
3. \\ ntc and read familiar and 
unfamiliar words contain-
• 1ng con, com, coun, cog 
4. \Ynte and rend the suffix 
ly 
5. \Vrite and read words con-
taining ily and ally 
6. \Vritc and 1 cad plural of 
brief forms ending in a 
circle and of some words 
ending in a loop 
7. \\~nte and read phrases con-
taining to, a.s, and able 
• 
8. \Vrite and read frequent 
phrases 
9. Write and read brief forms 
• 
50 
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• 
• 
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Teacher P rocedures 
7. Show that the prepos1bon to IS, wntten t 
before o, r, l, or a do·wnwa.rd stroke. Show 
that a.s when repeated in a phrase 1s wntten 
s. In eYery case the s 1s used that forms a 
sharp ang·le, a.s well as, (1ight s l left 
s). Show that able is expressed by a alter 
be or been, lza1.:e been able (v--b--a) 
8. D1ctate frequent phrases which ha'\"e not 
been studied. Dnll on frequent phrases 
9. Drill rhynlthically on brief forms by the 
U"'e of either the metronome or \ICtrola 
10. Dictate a set of three tec;ts: 
a. Brief form test to be passed without 
error 
I b. Phrase te8t to he passed w1thout error 
c. Vocabulary test 
.. 
' 
' 
• 
• 
"HORTHAND 
• 
• 
• 
I 
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Evidences of Mastery 
10 \Y11to bnef form test with-
out error. \Yrite phrase 
test without error. \Vrite 
and transcriho in longhand 
correctly forty-four words 
from a list of 1ifty. This 
may be supplemented by 
sentences if desired. l•'ifty 
words may be cho Pn from 
the following teacher-mndc 
t .,~t of se\'Outy-fiye word::> 
clock 
likes 
talking 
drovo 
dared 
soul 
omit 
stars 
honestly 
s touo 
hann 
motor 
::;toto 
dirtY 
cmplo) er~ 
authors 
dteamcrs 
concrete 
as soon as 
holiday 
art 
namely 
should Lo able 
SUO\\' 
johbets 
honor 
crop~ 
coun<'il 
hcat·t lly 
death 
comedy 
throw 
smaller 
conform 
sowing 
coffee 
th1ckct 
compress 
greatly 
both 
family 
comrado 
although 
meroly 
letters 
thief 
cognition 
1~eadily 
to he ablo 
throat 
can note 
earth 
totally 
themo 
healthy 
• • commt:s::;wner 
greatly 
to work 
• 
COilllC 
1 ega nl~ 
formally 
to which 
SOl'l'O\\ S 
editor 
~afely 
as little as 
dropped 
sol dims 
early 
fa.vors 
as many as 
con dolo 
healthy 
theater 
SOCially 
• 
X. THE 00 HOOK 
Time Allotment: about 5 days 
Unit Objective 
To recognize the three sounds 
of the oo hook and the single 
character which stands for all 
of them; to combine this chal-
acter w1th other characters to 
form words; to learn brief 
forms 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn the phonetic sounds 
of the ~owels in the oo hook 
group (short u, short oo, 
and long oo) 
2. T o learn to write the char-
acter .for the oo hook 
3. To learn to write words con-
taining oo hook in normal 
position 
4. To learn that oo sis written 
without an angle at tile be-
ginning of words, when it 
follows a downward stroke 
or ~or g 
5. To learn that the oo hook 
is placed on its side after 
n and m and after k or g 
when followed by r or l 
6. To learn brief forms 
7. Test on Unit X 
• 
T eacher P rocedures 
1. Give the sounds of the vowels in the oo 
hook group (short u, sh01 t oo, and long oo) 
2. Explain and demonstrate the form of the 
oo hook, the upper hal£ of the small loop. 
Explain and demonstrate that the oo hook 
1s small, na1 row, deep, open at the bottom, 
and should ha'"'e the slant of ch with the 
begtnning and end of the hook parallel to 
the hne of writing. Ins1st that the oo hook 
be mal' ked to designate the different \ owel 
sounds. Short ~~ is designated by an un-
marked oo hook, short oo is designated by 
a dot below the oo hook, and long oo is 
designated by an oblique dash below the oo 
hook 
3. Explain and demonstrate that the oo hook 
is written with a continuous motion after 
t, d, r, and l 
4. Demonstrate us combinations 1n such words 
as: shoes, us, cou.stn 
5. Demonstrate the elimination of an angle by 
placing the oo hook on its side after n and 
m., and show that the movement is con-
tinuous as in moon, noon. Dcmon~trate the 
elimination of the angle when k or g is 
followed by r or l and show that the move-
ment is continuous in such words as mw, 
cool 
6. Drill on brief forms. Insist on accuracy 
7. Dictate test • 
• 
• 
SH ORTHAND 
• 
Pupil Act ivities 
Pup1ls will: 
1. Sound the vowels in the oo hook group 
(short ll, short oo, and long oo) 
2. ""rite the character for the oo hook vowels, 
mnng a little finger movement to make the 
hook narrow and deep, mark1ng or omitting 
marking as the sound indicates. Practice 
penmanship drills 
3. "\Vrite anu sound words conta1ning oo hook 
in normal position 
4. "\Vrite new words containing us combination 
when written without an angle 
5. Write words in which the oo hook 1s placed 
on its side 
• 
6. 11emorize brief forms 
7. Write in shorthand from dictation a hst of 
:fifty words of which ten per cent, at least, 
should be unfamiliar, then transcribe in 
longhand 
• 
• 
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Evidences of M ast ery 
.A.bili ty to : 
• 
1. Recognize and reproduce 
phonetically short u, short 
oo, and long oo 
2. R~cognize and write the oo 
hook with correct markn1g 
under each sound 
3. "rrite and sound words 
containing oo hook in 1101-
mal position 
4. \Vritc and read words con-
taining 1cs combination 
5. \\ rite words containing oo 
hook, placing the hook on its 
siue or not as the word dc-
man<ls 
6. \Yrite and read brief forms 
conectly in Isolation or in 
sentences 
7. \Vrite and transcribe in 
longhand correctly at least 
forty-four words from a 
hst of fifty. '!'his may be 
supplemented by sentences 
if desireu. 'rhe followmg 
teacher-made test is sug-
ge!:lted 
duck fuss campus 
up 
pool 
carry 
bonus 
cool 
annul 
expect 
supper 
• 1ssues 
whom 
cut 
tough 
char go 
coupe 
oven 
position 
smooth 
blue 
took 
foot 
thus 
clear 
shoe 
nut 
curse 
noon 
sure 
rub 
moon 
. 
COUSln 
question 
bluff 
us 
mufi' 
full 
dozen 
true 
canoe 
cup 
usual 
status 
cautiOus 
does 
purchase 
renewal 
remember 
null 
' 
• 
• 
.. 
XI. l\IETI{OD Oli' EXPRES IXG 1V 
Time .Allotment: about 5 days 
• 
Unit Objective 
To learn the two ways of ex-
pressing w; t o learn to exp1 css 
w when sw is followed by a 
\Owel; t o express a at begm-
nmg of a word bef01 e h or w) 
to learn b1 ief forms 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn that w at the be-
ginning of a wo1 d, follow-
ed by a vowel, is exp1 essed 
by the oo hook 
2. To learn the position of the 
vowel when i t follows the 
oo hook 
3. To ~vrite words beginning 
~nth w followed by a 'owel 
4. To learn that w 1n the body 
of a woi d is e:\.'"Pressed by a 
honzontal dash beneath the 
following vowel 
., 
5. To learn t o usc oo hook for 
w when sw is followed by a 
cii cle ~owel ~ 
6. To learn that words begin-
ning with wh and followed 
by a ~owel are wntten as 
though spelled h w 
7. To lea1·n to express a at the 
beginning of a wo1u when 
followed by h or w 
' To learn frequent phrases 
9. To learn brief forms 
10. Test on Unit XI 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Place words we, way, woe, woo on boa1d 
in phonetic spelling, followed by ~ho1 thand 
outlines ~o that the pupd~ disco' cr oo hook 
1epre:sents w at the bcgmning· of a word 
when 1t IS followed by a vowel 
.. 
~. Dcmonstl ate that the oo hook IS d1shnct, 
and. that the chcle vow~l is al" ays placed 
outside the hook. Demon~trate joining of 
oo hook to a following oo or o hook. Em-
phasize the importance of keeping the hook 
small 
3. Renew the rule for the line of '' riting, p. 
23, art. -.18 Emphastze the fact that w is 
a Yowel. ReYiew sounds of o hook, em-
phasizing the ow :sound so that in words 
such a~ water the o hook will he useu Em-
phasl/e form of oo e bcfol'c p and b in 
such "01 u.~ as weep and webb 
• 
4. Demonstrate the lack of case in wl'iting oo 
hook for w in the body of a wo1 d, thereby 
preparing pupil fo1 second means of ex-
pressmg w. Demonstlatc the facll1ty of ex-
pressing w hy the horizontal cla~h, stress 
the fact that the 'owcl foll<>ws the dash. 
Dictate "ords 
5. Explain the use of the oo hook for w 111 
the sw combination when followed bv a 
ci1cle 'owel. Dictate such words as swun, 
swell, swift, switch 
G. Demonstrate that 7t is sounded before the 
w by placing hand in front of mouth when 
saying ~vords beginning with wlt as in 
wheel and whim. Show that the incorrect 
pronunciation of such words as what, UJhen, 
where, whiclt is due to the fact that the h 
Is not soWlded 
I 
l 
' h 
' 
IIORTIIAND 
Pupil Activities 
Pup~lc; will: 
1 ' pdl word~ from board thel cby uiscovering 
that the oo hook stands for w at the be-
ginning of a word 
2. \\~rite oo l10ok followed by c, a, o. and oo 
3. \Vrite words beginning with w followed hy 
a vowel 
4. Experiment. '\7rito 
words con tainiug 'lV 
word 
and read unfamiliar 
in the bodv of the 
• 
5. \\~rite the words dictatecl 
6. Say when, where, what with hand in front 
of mouth to get tho force of the It before 
the w 
7. \Ynte and read words beginning- with a 
followed by h or w 
8 \Ylite phrases as teacher demonstrates the 
bu1lding 
9. 1-femorize brief forms 
10. Write in shorthand from dictatwn a h~t 
of fifty words of which ten per cent, at 
least, should bo unfamiliar, then transcribe 
in longhand 
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Evidences of Mastery 
.. \bilitv to: • 
• 
1. DiscOver that the oo hook 
stancls for w by reading the 
words on board 
~. \\Trit ~ oo hook followed by 
e, a, o, aud oo accurately 
anu in good form 
• 
3. \Yrite and read words hqgin-
ning with 'tV followed by a 
YOWCl 
4. \\ lltC and read llCW WOl'US 
cJH~tated 
5. \\7 rite and reau words con-
taining sw followc<l hy a 
vowel 
G. R{!alize that the lt is sound-
ed first in words beginning 
with '' wh'' 
7. ""rito and read words be-
ginning with a followed by 
h or w 
8. Build own phrases 
9. \Ynte and read b rief forms 
correctly in isolation, or in 
sentences 
56 
# 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
Teacher Procedures 
7. Explain use of brief form a for a when it 
precedes w or h. Explain that the a is 
placed on the line close to the next char-
acter 
8. Build up a phrase by adding verb to pro-
noun and then add1ng the negative to this 
form 
9. Drill on brief forms. Insist on accuracy 
• 
10. Dictate test 
• 
• 
SHORTHAND 
• 
57 
Evidences of M astery 
10. ' Vnte and transcnbe in 
longhand correctly at lea t 
fortv-four "ords from a list 
.. 
of fifty. This may be sup-
plemented by sentences if 
desired. The following 
teacher-made test is suggest-
ed 
we 
wake 
wheel 
ahead 
square 
woke 
world 
• Will 
quit 
awake 
wave 
\\Omen 
qmck 
quoted 
remark 
a" a ken 
\\all 
I 
• 
weave 
acquit 
• 
SWlill 
width 
wo uro 
word 
sweater 
hardware 
walk away 
equity duty 
equipped water 
dwell wear 
awoke wore 
suppose further 
wait we will not 
"cary go no 
swift washing 
wedge await 
whale replies 
quarrel gate'\\ ay 
body 
• 
• 
I 
I 
• 
• 
XII. 1\IETIIOD OF EXPRESS! TG y 
Time AUotmeut: a bout 5 Jays 
Unit Objective 
To learn to express y, to ex-
press ng and ng1., to use the 
prefi'(es irt, en, un, em, zm, and 
e.z, the suffixes wgs and zngly, 
the negative forms of "on1s 
begimung with a 01 m, and to 
lean1 .frequent phrases, aud 
brief forms 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn to expx es~ y 
2. To learn to e:\.-press ng and 
71gk 
3. To leax·n to express the pre-
fixes w, en, 1m, un, em, ex 
4. To learn to exp1 ess the suf-
fi...xcs wgs and 111gly 
5. To learn to distiugmsh 11eg· 
ative forms of words beg1n-
ing with n or m, ft om pos-
xtiYe forms 
6. To learn frequent phrases 
7. To learn brief forms 
8. Tests on units X, XI, and 
XII 
T eacher P rocedures 
1. Place the phonetic spelling of such words 
as yet, Yale, yawn, yacht on boatd so that 
the pupils dtscover y has the sound of long 
e. Demonstrate that ye Is expzessed by a 
~mall loop, ya by a large loop; yo b~· the 
mall circle plus the o hook, yoo by the 
small circle plus the oo hook. Dtctate words 
containing y 
2. Demon:-:;trate the lowenng of n for ng. Ex-
plain that ngl.. is ng plus 7,·, therefore it 1s 
a long-er lowereJ :;ti oke: that ng corres-
ponds in length to n ~nd ngk to m; that 
mstead of being parallel to the lme of 
Witting as are nand m tlwy cut 1t a11d form 
an acute angle with it. D1ctate "ords con-
taining ng and tlglc 
3. Recall significance of a shorthand prctL'(. 
Explain and demon~trate that in, en, un are 
expteo::.;;ed by n, alHl im and em are ex-
PI t'ssed by m except when followed by a 
Yowel u1 which case the initial vowel b m-
scl ted in the pretL"l::. Explain and demon-
strate that ex is exp1 essed by es 
4. Demon8trate and explain that t ngs Is 
always expressed Ly a left s 111 the tng 
posttion. Explain anu demonstrate that 
wgly is ah\ ays expre"sed by the r en cle In 
111 the t ng position 
5 Show that unless the initial vowel Is 1n-
se1 ted the negative form is not dtstmgUish-
able from the positive form 
G. Dictate frequent phrase:; which ha\'e not 
been studieu. Drill on frequent plu ascs 
7. Drill on brief forms. In:-:;ist on accuracy 
• 
-SIIORTII ... \ ID 
" Pupil Activities 
Pupils will: 
1 1nd the word on the hoar<l thereby dis-
covering that J/ has the sound of long e. 
"·rite ua, ya. yo, and yoo. " rrit<' atu1 read 
woitls containing y 
2. CoYer longhand and read sho1 thand words. 
in manual to di ... tingui~h diffment'C in h""~ngth 
of ng and ngl(. 'VIite and rPa<l wonb con-
taining ?i[J and nglt 
3. 'Vrite aud read word-.: c011taining the pre-
fixes in, en, 'ltn, im, mn, e.r when fo1low ~d 
bY a con ~ona:n t or a ''owcl 
• 
4. '"\"rite and read woras containing the suf-
fL"{CS ings and ingly 
5. Experiment with positi,le and ucgative 
forms to show the necessity of inserting the 
initial vowel in negative f orm-
6. Write from dictation frequent phrases and 
read during the next class period 
7. :Memorize brief forms 
• 
8 R eYiew. \Vrite in 'horthand from dictation 
brief forms, then han scribe in longhand. 
\Yrite in shorthand from dictation pin ases 
then transcribe in longhand. Wnte in 
shorthand from dictation a lis t of fifty 
words of which ten per cent, at least, shouLd 
be unfam1har, then transcnbe In longhand 
• 
Evidences of Mastery 
\b1hty to: 
59 
1. Disc'OYP.r that y h:\ ~ound 
of 1ong e : wri tc form~ for 
Yl ', ya, yo , anti yoo: read 
:uul write woids containing 
y 
• 
!!. Dbtinguish hP.t\\ CPH ng n nd 
nqk. \\'ri te and read \\ orcls 
-
c•ontaining ng and ngZ~ 
3. \\"'rite a111l rend fmuiliar 
a nu un familiar wo nl · con-
taining in , en, 'll1l . im, em . ax 
4. '\\ nte and read word~ con-
tallling ings and ingly 
' 
5. \\11{e aucl read po:::;ithlc anu 
ncgath~e forms 
6. \Yn te and read frequent 
phrases 
• 
-
7. \Y1 1tc and read brief forms 
' 
• 
, 
• 
GO I OVv A COURSE OF STUDY 
Teacher Procedures 
8. Dictate a set of three review tests : 
a. Bnef form test to Le passed without 
.... 
error 
• 
b. Phrase test to be passed without error 
c. Vocabulary test 
• 
• 
• 
.. SIIORTHAND 
• 
• 
I 
I 
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Evidences of Mastery 
8. '\)Trite bnef form test "ith-
out error. "rrito phrase 
test without error. 'Vrite 
and transcribe in longhand 
correctly forty~four words 
from a list of fifty. This 
may I be supplemented by 
sentences if desire<.l. Fifty 
words may be chosen from 
the following teacher-made 
test 
do 
• 
unlike 
suppose 
awake 
wet 
king 
queer 
rang 
necessary 
group 
doorway 
widow 
swell 
envy 
twin 
correct 
emotion 
long 
quickly 
• 
even1ngs 
number 
utterly 
nature 
yearly 
banquet 
whirl 
unseen 
through 
unknown 
mood 
sk1ll 
whether 
roof 
await 
whistle 
• examine 
seemingly 
rank 
frankly 
• 
eng me 
enough 
cur 
rough 
drug 
yet 
communicate 
government 
exceedingly 
indeed 
yawn 
yacht 
year 
• nng 
infer 
innate 
hu~gry 
lovingly 
fingers 
openings 
known 
excess 
women 
among 
yellow 
answer 
yards 
blank 
impel 
expense 
• savings 
unfair 
• SWlm 
unnoticed 
list 
emphasis 
• 
• 
, 
, 
; 
• 
XIII. TI-IE J) IP HTHOKGS 
• Time Allotment: about 5 days 
Unit Objective 
To recognize the sounds of 
the four diphthongs u, ou:, ot, t 
and the character fo1 each; to 
mem011ze bnef forms; and to 
learn to express ly at end of 
word following the diphthong t 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn the sounds of the 
four diphthongs 'll, ow, O't, i 
and their forms 
2. To learn to read woi ds con-
taining diphthongs 
3. To learn to -write diph-
thongs in words 
4. To learn the four woi ds in 
which long i is expressed by 
a large circle 
5. To learn brief fo1·ms 
6. To learn to express ly fol-
lowing the diphthong i 
7. Test on Unit XIII 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. E"Xplain that a cb.phthong is a union in one 
syllable of two simple 'owcl sounds uttered 
111 rapid succe~sion. Demonstrate the for-
mation of the d1phthougs by saytng each 
d1phthong slowly. 
'lt- = e plus oo 
ow = a plus oo 
oi = o plus e 
i = a plus e 
• 
Stress ''Iitmg of 11, ow, oi, empha~izmg 
the pos1bon of the circle with relation to the 
hook. Point out that the broken circle for 
the diphthong i is the union of e with a 
2. Dii ect the phonetic spellmg of the short-
hand outlines 
3. Demonstrate on board WOI ds containing 
diphthongs. Point out that the characters 
.formmg- the diphthongs are "utten in theu 
sounded order. Dnll e"pecially on 11, ow, 
oz, 
4 Show that the substitution of the large 
circle for the broken circle in lt[e, l~ne, 
qutte, and mtght facilitates '\\ntmg and 
does not make the outlines less readable 
5. Drill on brief forms 
6. Explain and demonstrate the manner of 
writin~ suffix ly. \\nen a "ord form ends 
\nth the diphthong 1, a small circle is writ-
ten w1thin the large circle. Emphasize 
7. Dictate test 
• 
I 
• 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will : 
1. Sound the diphthong~ slowly to discoYer 
that each i composed of two vowel sounds. 
'Ynte the four <liphthong~ 
2. CoYer longha.ud and spell th • :shorthand 
words in the manual poiutiug out the diph-
thongs 
3. 'Yrite and l'ead words containing diph-
thong.;; 
4. 1:femorize li fe, li1w. quite, and might 
5 ~femorizc brief forms 
6. \Ynte and reaJ wo1 ds endi11g in ly follow-
Ing the ,diphthong i 
7. Write in shot thaud from dictation a hst of 
fifty words of \\hich ten per cent, at least, 
should be unfamiliar, then transcribe in 
longhand 
' 
Evidences of Mastery 
Ability to: 
63 
1. ound the diphthongs and 
to write them correctly 
<) Read shorthand with lung-.... 
hand co,•ered 
3. \Y1rjte and read WOJ'US con-
taiuing dj ph thongs 
4. 'Yrite and 1eacl Ufo, line, 
qHilc and might 
- \\' rite and read bri(•f forms ~. 
G. Head and writo word~ eud-
iug in diphthong i followed 
hy ly 
7. \YritP and transcrib• in 
longhand correctly at least 
forty""four wor(ls from a 
• 
lbt of fifty. rl'his maY he 
• • 
:upplcmcnteu by sentences 
if desired. 'l'hc followittg 
tPaclH~t-madc t \st i~ :sug-
gc:t u 
apply • ptpo • ll1 llC 
boy ride 
• 
. 
llOl~C 
e hoi co • fiSC oil 
CO\\' wife outline 
crowd wide outfit 
cry rr-alizo soil 
cute file st vlo 
• 
dining fire tic 
die fly 
• 
t wic·o 
d ri vo high . \ .. ICW 
design • lCO tov 
• 
dry • . JOin • \"01<'0 
. lie eDJOY . ~tgn 
excite life • WlSO 
few light supply 
whtto lino milo 
• p10 DlCe 
• 
• 
• 
-• 
XIV. OTHER VO\VEL COl\iBINATIONS 
Time .Allotment: about 3 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn the vowel combina-
tions oe, eo, diphthong i follow-
ed by any vowel, short i follow-
ed by a, e followed by the large 
cil·cle vowel and the character 
for each; to learn to omit nnnor 
vowels; to learn brief forms 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn the characte1 s for 
the vowel combinations oe, 
eo, and to write words con-
tabling them 
2. To learn the character for 
the vowel combination, the 
diphthong i followed by any 
vowel, and to write words 
containing it . 
• 
3. To learn the character for 
short i followed by a, and e 
followed by the large circle 
vowel and to write words 
containing them 
4. To learn to omit 
vowels 
5. To learn brief forms 
6. Test on Unit XIV 
• 
. 
mmor 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain the difference between diphthongs 
and other vowel combinations. Compare the 
two vo'\ el combinations oe and eo. Explain 
that they are wntten 1u the order in which 
the vowels are sounded; that s1nce the 
forms are the same, the long sound of o 
is marked in oe to d1stmgmsh it from the 
diphthong oi 
2. Demonstrate that the vowel combination, 
the diphthong i followed by any 'owel, is 
a small circle wntten within the large circle 
3. Compare the two vowel combinations, short 
t followed by a, exp1essed by a large circle 
with a dot within it, and e followed by the 
la1 ge circle vowel, exp1 essed by a large 
cncle w1th a dash 1\TJ.thtn 1t; both com-
binations have the a circle, the difference 
lies 1n the dot and the dash, the strong 
sound being expressed by the dash, the ob-
scure sound by the dot 
4. Demonstrate that when two vowels not 
forming a pure diphthong come together 
the minor vowel may be omitted wtthout 
loss of readability as in theory, th-e-r-e, 
and ge111i.!l.bs, j-e-7/rUrs. Demonstrate the 
omission of the circle in the diphthong u 
as in new, 11roo, due, d-oo. Mention that in 
the ordinary pronunciation of such words 
as due, red1tce, renewal the e is not sounded. 
Call attention to the use of the a circle for 
i in ideal and idea 
5. Emphas1ze the importance of the brief 
forms in the writing vocabulary of a 
stenographer 
6. Dictate test 
• 
• 
• 
SHORTH ... -\.ND 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will: 
1. ·,Yrite and read words containing eo and oe 
combinations 
2. \Yrite and rend words containing long i 
followed by any \'Owel 
3. \Vrite and read words containing short i 
fo1lowed by a or e followed by a 
4 Experiment with words omitting the minor 
of two vowels which come together hut do 
not form a pure diphthong 
5. 1femorize brief forms 
• 
6. \Vrite in shorthand from dictation a list of 
fifty words of \\luch at least ten pe1 cent 
should be unfamiliar, then tz anscnhe in 
longhand 
65 
Evidences of Mastery 
Abtlity to: 
1. Distinguish between a di ph-
thong and other \'Owel com-
binations. Read and write 
words containing co and oe 
combinations 
2. \Yritc and read wor<ls con-
taiiung long ti followed by 
any vowel 
• 
3. \Vrite and read words con-
tainiug short i followed by 
a or c followed by a 
4. Onlit the minor of two 
''owels which come together 
but do not form a pure 
diphthong and to write the 
strong ''owel 
5. \Yritc aud read brief forms 
G. \Vrite and transcl'ibe in 
loughaud conectly at least 
forty-four words from a 
list of fifty. '!'his may be 
• • 
supplemented by a list of 
sentences if desired. 'rhe 
following teacher-made test 
is suggested 
idea poem peony 
ideals \ diary SClence 
piano amuse mail 
due tedious • illUSIC 
quiet • reduce scm or 
radio Romeo avenue 
create dial rene·wal 
burial dollar • val'lOUS 
cereal • pnor across 
cameo theory ~adowy 
folio • add res:; gent us 
duly genuine progress 
serial new violence 
trial due area 
rcahze re~pectfully enclose 
poet please ' pneumoma 
poetry trust 
I 
• 
XV. O~IISSIO OF SHORT U AND 01V 
Time Allotment: about 4 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn to omit short u and 
ow; to learn to use the prefixes 
per, pro, p1£r, and the su.ff1xes 
sume, ble, ple, and 1nent; and to 
learn b1 ief forms 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn to omit short u in 
the body of a word before 
n and m, and also before 
straight downward stiokes; 
also to omit ow in the body 
of the word before n and m 
2. To learn to express the 
omission of a vowel between 
two horizontal stx a1ght 
strokes by a jog 
3. To learn that u is omitted 
in the termination su me 
4. To learn that the syllables 
per, pro, pur, are expressed 
by pr; the syllable ble by 
b; the syllable ple by p in 
certain words; and the syl-
lable ment by m 
5. To learn to join two or 
more simple prefixes 
6. To read fluently from good 
shorthand notes 
7. To write with readiness dic-
tated n1atter 
8. To learn brief forms 
9. Tests on Units XIII, XIV, 
and XV 
• 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Demonstrate that the Offilssion of the vowel 
still leaves a d1stinct readable outhne for 
the word. Drill on the sounds to be omit-
ted, short u and ow, and "hen they may be 
omitted, in the body of a word before n 
and m, and also short u in the body of a 
word before stra1ght down strokes 
• 
2. Demonstrate the jog, emphasize that 1t is 
just a Jog so that it will not be confused 
with a hook 
3. Dtlll on s-m as form for termination su me. 
Demonstrate readability of words contain-
mg the ternnnation su.me. Explain that 
the form of sume is always the same, 
comma s-m 
4. Explain that the syllables per, pro, and ZJ1.tr 
occur at the beginning of the word. 
Demonstrate that it is eas1er to ''nte the 
outline by inserting the o 1n pro when 1t 1s 
followed by an upward character or k. Ex-
plain that the syllables ble expressed by b, 
ple expressed by p in ccrtan1 "ords, and 
ment expressed by m occur at the end of 
a word 
5. Build words using stmple prefix:cs as form, 
con-form; form, ~n-form; seen, for, 'U n- fo7·-
seen. E>..-plain that 1n compound prefixes 
when the first pre:fi..x is followed hy a vowel 
the initial vowel is not requucd; as, un-
accountable, written n-a-coun t-ble Ex-
plain that two consecutn e honzontal pre-
fi.xes jOin with a jog; as unemployed, un-
jog-em-pl-ilisjoined t 
• 
6. Direct reading and practice of reading and 
dictation practice. From time to time have 
students read from longhand, matter simi-
lar in intensity to dictated matter in order 
to compare reading rate 
\ 
• 
RORTHAND 
Pupil Act ivities 
Pupils will: 
1. CO\'er longhand and read <:!.hOrthand \\'01 ds 
in manual 'npplying short 'll an<l ow, which-
eYer might be omitted. \Vritc and reau 
words in which short u and ow arc omitted 
2. \Y1ite and read words which employ the 
jog to show the omission of a ''owcl 
3. Recognize that s-m stands for termination 
s-u me. \Yri tc and read "or<ls containing 
termination sume 
4. Bring to chl'S a li. t of fifteen word~ from 
outstde reading containing the prefixes pet, 
pro, and pur and the suffixes ble and me nt. 
• \Yrite and read words containing prefixes 
per, 11ur, pro and suffixes ble, ple, mo-nt. 
Insert the o iu prefix pro hefore an upward 
character or k. 
5. Build words using two or more simple word 
prefi..xes. \Yrite and read words containing 
two or more simple joined prefixes 
6. Read and re-read ~horthand plates and own 
notes to develop reading rate comparable 
to longhand printed matter 
7. \Vnte with confidence and understanuing 
the matter <lictated 
8. 11emot ize bnef forms 
9. Write in shorthand from dictatton brief 
forms then tt auscribe in longhand. \Vrit e 
in shorthand from dictation a list of fifty 
words of which t en per cent , at least, 
should be unfamiliar, then transcribe 1n 
l onghand 
• 
67 
Ev1dences of Mastery 
AbihtY to: 
" 
1. R<'cognize when 
short u. and ow. 
to 
\\ 
omit 
tc and 
read words in wh1ch short 1l 
and ow are omitt<")d before 
n and m in the hodY of a 
• 
word. Omit short 1( in body 
of word before . tl·aight 
downstrokes 
~. \Vritc and reau wonls em-
ploying jog to show t he 
omission of a Yowcl 
3. Recognize termination S1tme. 
\Vrit" and read words con-
taining termination stnne 
4. R~au and write words con-
taining the prefixes zu r, 1n·o, 
pur, and the suffixes ble, 
pla, mont. RecognizP when 
to insCit the o in the pre-
fl~· pro 
5. Build words containing two 
or more simple joined pre-
fL'.:es 
6. Read from shorthand notes 
at a rate approximating 
that of reading from long-
hand printed matter of 
similar tntensity; class me-
dian eighty words a min-
uto 
7. 'rake dictation at the fol-
lowing ra tes: class mcuian· 
repeated mattc1, fm ty 
"ords a minut e. Class me-
dian, new matter , t wenty 
words a minute; sentences 
and continuous matter, 
thirty words a minute; syl-
lable 1ntcns1ty, lAO 
8. \ Vntc and transcnbe with-
out error t he new bnef 
forms 
• 
68 
• 
' 
, 
IO\V A CO"GRSE OF STUDY 
• 
Teacher Procedures 
7. D1ctate and re-dictate matter until pupils 
can wnte it :fluently. Dictate original or 
selected matter making use of words con-
tained in repeated dictation 
8. Drill on brief forms 
9. Dictate a set of two tests : 
• 
a. Brief form test to be passed without 
error 
b. Vocabulary test 
• 
• 
• 
SHORTHAND 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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EVIdences of Mast ery 
9. \\ nte bnef form test. with-
out error. 'Vrite and trans· 
cribo in longhand correctly 
forty-four word from n 
list of fiftY. This maY be 
• • 
supplemented by sentences 
if desired. Fifty words 
• 
mny be chosen from the 
following teacher-made te"t 
of one hundred wo1 ds 
assume 
fun 
perhaps 
profit 
protection 
run 
Yaluable 
town 
luncheon 
judge 
sensible 
reliable 
unexpected 
announce 
fuvornblo 
permit 
profitable 
provo 
rush 
son 
column 
brown 
presume 
miserable 
down 
• 
nune 
right 
SlZO 
sight 
excited 
smile 
human 
reduced 
• 
runrung 
s1mple 
moment 
settlement 
clement 
bunch 
• Jump 
person 
• pronuse 
pump 
sample 
sum 
lumber 
begun 
• • permiSSion 
inform 
apartment 
excitement 
million 
produce 
proper 
reasonable 
suitablu. 
summer 
lunch 
touch 
trouble 
terrible 
1mprobablo 
stop 
• pnce 
fight 
might 
outside 
bnght 
climate 
mouth 
personal 
available 
process 
treatment 
• 
• 
70 lOW A COURSE OF STUJ)Y 
Notes by Teacher 
• 
• 
... 
• 
• 
• 
• 
SHORTHAND 71 
Evidences of Mastery 
properly recogruzo 
comply pnze 
' 
died he1ght 
quite try 
sido kindly 
appoint final 
buying higher 
now news 
• funny produced 
noblo payable 
example compliment 
equipment payment 
suitablo recommend 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
, 
• 
• 
XVI. BLENDED CONSOJ. -rANTS 
Time Allotment: about 3 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn the nt, nd and mt, 
md blends; to eA.rpress ld; to 
learn days of the week, months 
of the year and brief fo1 ms 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn to use nt, nd blend 
2. To learn to use the mt, md 
blend 
3. To learn to use the ld com-
bination 
4. To learn the days of the 
week and months of the 
year 
5. To learn to transcribe on 
the typewriter 
6. To learn brief ;forms 
7. Test on Unit XVI 
, 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. Join n to t. Demonstrate how much easier 
and qu1cker it is to join n to t. without an 
angle. Explain that n controls the length 
of the blend whether JOined to t or a, the 
same blend stands for both nt and nil. The 
nt, nd blend corresponds in length to f. 
Pomt out that as this blend is a curve the 
rule for writing circles Inside cun es applies. 
E::-.:plain that at the beginning of words 
short e and short i are omitted before these 
blends, as in entry, Indian, induce. Point 
out that the rule for om1thng short u and 
ow in the body of a word before n and m 
also applies to the nt, nd blend. Point out 
that the s which makes the sharpest point 
joins the blends 
2. Demonstrate the joining of m to t, then 
show how much easier and quicker it would 
he to join them without an angle, forming a 
blend. Explain that the m, controls the 
length of the blend; that tlus blend cor-
responds in length to v. E"rplain that at 
the beginning of words sho1 t e and short 
i are omitted before these blends as in 
empty. Point out that as this blend is a 
curve circles would be written inside the 
blend 
3. Demonstrate how much time it takes to 
w11te d following l together. Show how 
much easier it is to express lil by gtving the 
l a swmgmg upward turn at the finish 
4 Show that these are similar to brief forms, 
not necessarily written according to rule 
SHORTHAND 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will : 
1. Write and read words containing nt, 11d 
blend 
2. Write and read words containiug mt_. nul 
blend 
3. Practice gh·ing the .z a swinging upward 
turn at the finbh. \Vrite and read words 
containing ld 
• 
4. ~Iemorize days of the week and months of 
the vear 
.. 
• 
5. Read understandingly and fluently the se-
lected shorthand plate, spelling any words 
and inserting punctuation as the entence 
is read. "\V1 ite accurately and rapidly as 
straight copy on the typewriter from the 
selected shorthand plate for ten minutes 
6. 11emorize brief forms 
• 
7. \Ynte in shorthand from dictation a list 
of fifty words of which ten per cent, at 
least, should be unfamiliar, then ti anscribe 
in longhand 
Evidences of M astery 
.AbilitY' to: 
• 
73 
1. Usc the nt, 11d blend in 
words 
2. U::ie tho rnt, m<! blend in 
words 
3 "\\lite and rend worcls con-
taming ld 
4. \Yrite and read days of the 
week and months of the 
vear 
.. 
5. 'rranscribe accurately and 
rapidly on the typew1iter 
the selected shorthand plate 
6. Write and read brief forms 
• 
74 l OW A COURSE OF STUDY 
• 
Teacher Procedures 
5. Duect pupils' readtng in class of easy 
shorthand plate in manual or reader, ex-
plaining the meaning of any sentences, 
taking up the spelling of any words which 
m1ght be mispelled, and directmg the in-
sertion of the necessary punctuation marks. 
Drill on the readtng, spelling, and insertion 
of punctuation marks sufficiently so ~hat 
the pupils' difficulties or problems are 
cleared up. Dnll on the most common 
punctuation rules such as placmg a comma 
between words in a senes, and between two 
parts of a compound sentence. A ten min-
ute transcription period, in the typewriting 
class, tw1ce a week, ts suggested 
6. D ill on brief forms 
7. Dictate test 
• 
• 
• 
I 
SIIORTH ND 
• 
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Evidences of Mastery 
7. " rnte and t ranscnbe in 
longhand correctly at least 
forty-four words from a 
list of fifty. 'rhis may be 
supplemented by sent ences 
1 f desired. The following 
teacher-made test is sug-
gested 
apparently 
en tiro 
sand 
promptly 
remittance 
laundry 
golden 
aunt 
indi\'idual 
failed 
buildings 
windows 
sold 
ptinting 
owned 
second 
suggestion 
shamed 
attention 
empty 
consent 
winter 
settled 
prevent 
outstanding 
I 
round 
event 
can<ly 
acknowlcdgo 
funds 
filled 
• 
wild 
l!.,ebrua n· 
.. 
planned 
outlined 
compelled 
joint 
Current 
receipt 
gained 
granted 
Thursday 
rained 
parents 
older 
around 
• 
in veu tory 
count 
unablo 
'\Yednesday 
, 
, 
XVII. JENT-PE T, DEF-TIVE BLEND 
Time Allotment: about 4 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn to use the Jent, pent 
and de[, tilve blends; to learn 
special business phrases and 
brief forms 
~ Specific Objectives 
1. To learn the jent-d, pent-d 
blend 
2. To learn the def-v, tit"e 
blend 
3. To learn special busmess 
phrases 
4. To learn brief forms 
5. Test on Unit XVII 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. Demonstl'ate that 111 JOining J and p to the 
nt, nd blend the j is joined "1thout an angle 
to form a large open hook sunilar to the 
hook formed by p and nt, 1zd. Point out 
that the ends arc pulled together and not . 
spread out 
2. Demonstrate the joining of t and d to f or 
v. Show how much easier and quicker it is 
t o wnte it without the angle. Compare this 
with the jen t-d, pent-d, blend; the two are 
the same Size; the def-v 1s the JCnt-d turned 
up-side down. Explain that the blend never 
stands for ta·e at the beginning of a word 
but at the end 
3 Explain the one unfamiliar character in the 
h st, D ear :Jfr. 
4 Call attentwn to the form for to rnorrow 
Dull on brief forms 
5. Dictate test 
• 
• 
• 
• 
H ORTIIAND 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will: , 
1. Practice the jcnt..,d, pcnt-d hlcnd at•d recog-
nize eYery syllable for wh.ich it ma) ~tand. 
'\Yrite and read word~ containing the JCnt-(l, 
pent-d blend 
2. Pract ice the def-v, -tittre blend and recog-
nize every syHable for wh.ich it may :stand. 
'\Yrite and read words containing the dof-v, 
-tive blend 
3. 1femonze special business phrases 
I 
4. 1f emonze brief forms 
• 
5. \Vrite in shorthand from dictation a list 
of fifty words of which ten per cent, at 
least sh ould be unfamiliar then transcnbe 
' in longhand 
I 
Evidences of Mastery 
Ability to: 
77 
1. Use the jent-d, pent-d blend 
in words 
2. Use the dcf-v, -thre blend in 
words 
3. \Vrite and read special bus-
ine!:-S phrases in isolation or 
in sentences 
4. \Vrito and read brief forms 
correctly in isolation or in 
sen tcnces 
5. "\Yrite and tran~cribe in 
longhand correctly at least 
fort:y-four words from a list 
of fifty. This may be sup-
plemented by sentences if 
dcsi roil. The following 
teacher made test is sug-
gested 
devil 
lll0\'0 
agent 
dovoted 
diffcrenco 
defmito 
around 
fond 
holding 
enable 
divided 
endeavor 
different 
delivery 
tomorrow 
assigned 
cold 
prompt 
land 
quality 
spirit 
happened 
opened 
instant 
railway 
• 
influence 
cleaned 
bond 
seemed 
sound.s 
credit 
beauty 
position 
defray 
rule 
mistaken 
child 
grounds 
sent 
allow 
appear 
division 
a pproximato 
Tesponso 
altogether 
band 
held 
invoice 
events 
cents 
• 
• 
• 
XVIII. FREQUE T \VORD BEGL ... TI~G 
Time Allotment: about 4 days 
.. 
Unit Objective 
To learn the word begin-
nings: be, de, re, dis, mts; to 
learn the had not and ts not 
p ln ases; to learn brief fot nll:> 
• 
• 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn to express the prc-
fL"Ces be, de, re, dis, nns · 
2. To learn that had follozung 
a pronoun has a distincth c 
. . . JOinmg 
3. To learn the was-not and 
is-not phrases 
4.. To learn brie.f fo1 ms 
5. Tests on Units XVI, XVII, 
and XVIII 
' 
I 
• 
• 
-
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain and demonstrate that de is ex-
pressed hy d unless follollfed by 7v or g, in 
'\luch case it IS wutten in full, d-e. Ex-
plain and demonstrate that 1 e IS expresc::ed 
by r unless followed by k, g, r, l, n, m, t, d, 
in "hich case it IS written in full, r-e. Ex-
plam and demonsti ate that be, dis, and mrs 
arc always exptessed by b, d s, and m-s, Ie-
spectiYcly 
2. Explain that t o dtstmgu1sh the had pluases 
from the would phrases the circle is cut m 
the pronouns In the ph1asc~ I had, tltey had, 
we had, the h IS 1nse1 ted In the phrases yon 
had, he had 
3. Explain and demonstrate the use of the nt, 
nd blend in the was-not phrases Explain 
and demon~trate the uc::e of the left-s and 
the nt, nd blend inl the ts-not phrases. Ex-
plain the use of the apostrophe in chs-
tingUtslung the wasn't plna ·e:-- and 1.sn't 
plnases from the u-as-not anu ts-not pluases 
4 Dull on brief forms 
5. Dictate a set of tlu ee 1 e' iew tests: 
a. Brief form te~t to be passed "1thout 
error 
b. Phrase test to be passed w1thout eHor 
c. Vocabulary test 
• 
HORTHAND 
Pup1l Activities 
Pupils will: 
1. \\~rite words < ontaining prefi..xcs be, de, ro, 
dis, mi.s. Bnug to class a list of twenty-fixe 
words ~elected from outside reading con-
taining the prcfLxcs be, ife, rc, di.s, mis. Ex-
change word list and write lists in short-
hand on the board 
• 
2. \\ .. rite and read had and would phn1ses 
3. \Yrite and read wa-s-not, i.s-not, wasn't, i.sn 't 
phrases 
, 
4. ~:Iemorize brief forms 
• 
• 
5. Review. Write in shorthand from dictation 
brief forms then transcnbe in longhand. 
\Y'1 ite 1n shorthand from dictation a hst of 
fifty words of which ten per cent, at least, 
should be unfamiliar then transcribe in 
longhand 
• 
Ev1dences of Mastery 
Ability to: 
79 
1. "rrite and read familiar and 
unfamiliar words contain-
ing be, de, re, dis, m is 
2. \\"'rite and read had and 
wou,fd phrase~ 
3. \Vntc and read UJas-not, is-
1Wt, wa.sr11 't, isn't phrases 
4. Write and read brief forms 
• 
I 
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Notes by Teacher 
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Evidences of Mastery 
5 \ \"rite brief form test with-
out error. \Yrite phrase test 
without error. \Ynte and 
transcribe in longhand cor-
rectly forty-four words from 
a list of fifty. This may be 
supplement by sentences 
if desired. Fifty words may 
be selected f1 om the follow-
ing teacher-made test of 
seven ty-fh·e words 
August besides 
motive 
merchnudise 
releases 
delayed 
~ 
Tuesday 
killed 
reason 
display 
advertise 
decision 
reasonable 
dispatch 
event 
filed 
diligent 
gently 
devotion 
de\•elop 
begun 
quantity 
relief 
below 
• 1nsurance 
determine 
nevertheless 
education 
pleasuro 
reception 
sufftcient 
October 
mislatd 
delayed 
reception 
discharge 
won't 
determine 
discretion 
joined 
found 
display 
sensiti,•o 
relation 
record 
hundred 
eu\·elopo 
acquaintance 
depend 
replace 
depart 
catalogue 
refund 
stock 
front 
gold 
beginning 
improvement 
hadn't 
• 
rep au 
re\ 10\V 
ne" spa per 
• pre\'lOUS 
1nspection 
occasion 
difficulty 
resign 
revised 
sound 
wasn't 
discovered 
hasn't 
apparent 
reasons 
windows • 
X IX. TEN-DEN, TEl\I-DE:l\I BLENDS 
Time Allotment: about 3 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn to express t and d 
with n and m by blending the 
strokes, and to phrase by use of 
the blend 
Specific Object ives 
1. To learn to express ten, den 
t em, dem (right mot10n 
blends) 
2. To learn to phrase by ap-
plying the blending prin-
ciple 
3. To learn to write and to dis-
tinguish the phrases do not 
and don't 
4. Test over Unit XIX 
• 
• 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. Explain and demonstrate that the natural 
tendency of the hand IS to slur an angle 1n 
rapid wuting E::q>la1n that the direction 
of the blend IS go~erned by the first con-
sonant and the length of the blend is de-
termined by the n and m j the blends con-
taining n are shorter than the blends con-
taining m. Insist on calling the blends 
syllabically. Explain that an unac,.ented 
Yowel is included in the blend but that the 
strongly accented '\'Owels and diphthongs 
are wntten With the exception of taut which 
is wntten ten. Explain that when either 
the right or left motion blend may be used, 
the right blend is preferred; as, potent, is 
written p plus o plus ten plus t 
2. Show how simple phrases may be developed 
by the blending principle, for example, tt 
must be, is written tem plus s plus b j what 
to do 1s \\ritten o plus ted plus oo 
3. Explain that when do not is preceded by a 
pronoun it is expressed by the den blend, 
for example, I do not (a plus dn) Explain 
that the contraction don't is written in full, 
for example, I don't (a plus d plus o plus 
n) 
4. ])ictate test 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
SHORTHAi\rn 
Pupil Activities 
Pup .. s will: 
1 . .._ UnU the blendS ten, den, tent, acm. "Trite 
the blend~ noting particularly slant and 
curve. pell phonetically lists of words 
containing blends. Underline the right 
motion bleud:s found in a selected list of 
words o-iven ln• the teacher. Practice peu-o • 
manship drills 
' 
2. \Vrite and read srntcnces containing :simple 
blended pln·as ~s 
3. \Vrite from uictation sentences containing 
phrases do not and don't 
• 
4. 1femonze new brief form list. Practice 
penmauslu p drills on all new brief forms, 
especially working with under and always 
\Vrite in shorthand from dictation a hst of 
fifty wqrds of which at least ten per cent 
should be unfamiliar, and then transcribe 
in longhand 
• 3 
Evidences of Mastery 
Ability to: 
• 
1. \Vrite and read words con-
taining ten, den, tcm, dem 
2. \ \ rite and read sentences 
containing simple blended 
phrases 
3. \Vri te and read phra~es <7o 
not and don't 
• • 
·!. " rri te and transcribe in 
longhand without error the 
new brief forms. \Vrite 
and transcribe in longhand 
correctly at least forty-four 
words from a li~t of fifty . 
• 
1 he following list of words 
is suggestec.l as re,~icw or 
test material 
sud<len tennis 
threaten wooden 
evidence maintain 
retain medium 
victim seldom 
dinner straighten 
to n:crht h attorney 
chstauco audience 
est1mate extension 
danger instance 
continue sentence 
in ten tiou student 
stomach contents 
timid timber 
contain kingdom 
cotton random 
capta1n attainable 
obtain autumn 
temper 
, 
sweeten 
attempt academy 
freedom sustain 
bottom tender 
temporary continues 
attendance wnttcn 
bulletin broaden 
• 
• 
• 
I 
XX. :JIETIIOD OF EXPRESS! G R 
Time .Allotment: about 5 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn to express 1 follow-
ing a vowel by a reverse circle 
between a downward cha1 acter 
and a forward straight stroke, 
between a horizontal and an up-
ward stroke, by re~ersmg s be-
fore straight lines in ser, cer, 
sar, and by re~ersing th before 
straight lines in ther, thtr; to 
omit r in many words contain-
Ing a r, er, ir, or; to exp1 ess 
terminations worthy by th11 and 
worth by uth; to express tlwr 
by s1gn for th. 
Specific Objectives 
1. To recall by practice and 
study the circle join111gs 
between oblique cun~es, 
sti aight lines and straight 
hue blends 
2. To learn to express r follo,~­
lng a \Owel by a re~erse 
cu cle between a downward 
character and a forward 
straight stroke 
3. To learn to express r fol-
lowing a vowel by a reverse 
circle between a horizontal 
and an upward stroke 
4. To learn to reverse s before 
straight lines to express r 
in ser, cer, sar, and to re-
verse th before stra1ght 
lines, to express r In tlwr, 
thilr 
5. To learn to omit r in many 
words containing ar, er, or, 
• tr 
• 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. Dictate words that will provide additional 
practice on the c1rcle 'owe! joinings of unit 
IV. For example bat, pen, gem, chat 
2. Explain and demonsti ate that '\\'hen the 
circle is reversed to exp1 ess r it must be 
preceded or followed by a sti a1ght stroke or 
a stz aight stroke blend. Explain and dem-
onsb ate that r following a vowel is ex-
pressed by a reverse circle between a down-
ward character and a forward straight 
stroke. Compare clun, churn; sham, charm; 
Jennie, Journey. Explain that in each of 
these cases the vo,Yel is wntten outside the 
angle evert though It is wntten with a left 
motion. This 1s sometimes called the 
''sack'' loop. Compare pet, pert; batter, 
barter; bid, bird. Explain that in each case 
thE_) vowel is written inside the angle. Ex-
plain that any modification of t, d, n, m 
(ten, den, mt, nd blends) may be treated as 
straight strokes or cun·ed hnes at the begin-
lung but must always be treated as cun·ed 
lines at the end of a stroke. Compare 
harden and d1,nner. In harden, the blend is 
treated as a straight stroke. In rltnner the 
blend is treated as a curved stroke. The 
reversing principle may be used when the 
vowel and r precede the blend but • never 
when they follow it 
3. Explain and demonstrate that to express r 
following a vowel between a honzontal and 
and upward stroke the circle is wntten with 
a leit motion and outside the angle. Com-
pare cat, cart; mztten, M erton; gmned, 
guarantee j lad, lard 
• 
' 
STIORTHA m 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will: 
1. \\rite and read words containing circle 
vowels between oblique curves, straight 
lines, and straight line blends 
2. \Vrite and read words containing re,•erc:e 
circles between downward characters and 
forward straight strokes. Rnad ~hort ]etters 
and paragraphs from some standard sup-
plementary n1aterial 
3. Compile groups of words illustrating right 
and left motion circle vowels. "rite and 
read words containiug reverse circle vowels 
between horizontal and upward strokes 
4. Write and read words containing scr, ccr, 
sar in which r is expressed by rc,~ersed s. 
\Vrite and read words containing tlzcr, thir 
in which r is expressed by reversed th 
5. \\"rite and read words in which the r is 
omitted. \Vrito ::;hort letters (not more than 
fifty words) from dictation at the rate of 
twenty-fiye words per minute 
6. \\"rite and read words containing the ter-
nnnatlons worth, and worthy 
7. W rite and read words containing ther 
8. 1femorize new brie..f form list. Practice pen, 
manslup drills on all new brief forms, es-
pecially working with under and always. 
Wnte in shorthand from clictat10n a hst 
of fifty words, ten per cent of which should 
b e unfamiliar , then transcribe in longhand 
• 
Evidences of Mastery 
Abilitv to : 
• 
85 
1. \Yrite and read words con-
taining circle Yowels be-
tween oblique curves, 
st raight lines, and straight 
line blends 
2. Recognize and use rever e 
circles to e.·press r between 
down wa ru characters and 
forward straight st roltes 
• 
3. \Yrite and read woi'Cls con-
taining reverse circle vowels 
between horizontal and up-
ward strokes 
4. \Yritc and rend words con-
taining ser, cer, sar in 
which r is expressed by re-
\'Crsed s. \Yz 1te and read 
words contamwg thor, thir 
in which r is expressed by 
l 'O\"Cl'SCd th 
5 \\rite and read words in 
\\ hich t is omitted in ar, er, 
or, ir, combination 
G. \\"li te and reads words hav-
Ing the terminatiOns wo1 th, 
and worthy 
7. \V1 ite and read words con-
taining ther 
86 I OWA COURSE OF STUDY 
Specific Objectives 
6. To learn the terminations 
worth and worthy 
7. To learn that the svllable 
• 
ther is expressed by th 
• 
8. Test over Unit XX 
• 
• 
Teacher Procedures 
4. Explain and demonstrate that before 
stra1ght lines s is written contrary to rule 
to express r in ser, cor, sar. Compare de· 
ccit, des£.rt j concert, inctSWn, tnsertw·n; 
seige, serge. Explain and demonstrate that 
before straight lines tl'b is wntten contrary 
to rule to express r. (Under th). Compare 
theme, therrn 
5. Explain that in words containing ar, er, ir, 
or the r sound is more or less Indistinct or 
obscure. This may be referred to as the 
''Southern Accent Principle.'' Dictate 
wotds containing ar, er, or, ir in winch the 
r 1s omitted. Dictate short letters of not 
more than fifty wo1 ds at the 1 ate of t"·enty-
five worus ~ minute. Explain that the syl-
lables tern, dern are expressed by ten 
6. Explain that the termination worthy is ex-
pressed by the and the termination worth 
1s expresseu by 'ldh . 
7. Explain and demonstrate that for conven-
Ience the syllable titer is expressed by th 
wlitten according to rule. Explain that the 
left motion th is used In father to distin-
gwsh from faith 
8. D1ctate test 
• 
' 
SHORTHAND 
• 
• 
-
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Evidences of Mastery 
8. Wnte and transcnbc in 
longhand without error the 
new brief forms. 'Vrite in 
shorthand and transcribe in 
longhand at least forty-four 
words from a list of fifty. 
'l,he following teacher-made 
te~t is suggested as a review 
lLt or for test material 
period warmth • Journey 
shared court trustworthy 
chairman con1cr neither 
former worry hoard 
• 
courtesy 
.. 
certain born 
current sport towards 
merit. firm reserve • 
concert mother roYerso 
concern brother guard • 
search north guaranteo 
sermon cheered daughter 
largo charter standard 
learn pardon warrant 
sen·o charm water 
urgo card export 
turn skirt later 
was bird 
• 
XXI. COl\Il\IO PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES 
Time Allotment: about 3 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn to express the pre-
fLxes for, fore, fur, the suffixes 
ful, ify, self, selves, age,· and 
to phrase ago, early, few, htt m, 
hope, sorry, want, sure, posmble 
• 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn to express the pre-
fixes for, fore, and fur by 
f 
2. T o learn to express the suf-
:fi.xes ful and tfy by f; self 
by s; selves by ses; age by 
. 
J 
3. To learn to phrase the 
words ago, early, few, him, 
hope, sorry, want, sure, pos-
Stble 
4. Test on Unit XXI 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain and demonstrate that for, fore, 
fur are expressed by f, as forfe;~t I S written 
f plus Jet. Explaui that when for, or fo-re 
is followed by any YO'Wel the f must be dis .. 
JOmed. Compare forehe(ld and feed j form 
and forearm which will explain the need 
for disJoining f, when followed by a \Owe!. 
Explain that joined prefixes and suffixes' 
must join with an angle as f'Urnace. Ex-
plain that the prefix must be written in full 
• if outline is not legible, for example forest 
IS wntten f plus o plus r plus e plus s 
2. Explain and demonstrate that the suiiL""<es 
ful and tfy are expressed by f for example 
lawful is writtE~u l plus o plus f. Explain 
and demonstrate that self is expressed by s 
wutten according to 1 ule, for example 
yourself i<; written oo plus right s and her-
self IS "'ntten h plus e plus r plus left s. 
Explain and demonstrate that selt es IS ex-
PI essed by ses wntten according to rule, for 
example, the rnselves is wntten th plus 1n by 
left ses and yourselves is wntten oo plus 
right ses. E>..1>lain that age is written J, for 
example, storage is written s plus t plus o 
plus r plus j. Explain that the first vowel 
is written in package to distinguish it from 
baggage. Insist that these two outlines be 
memorized 
3. Explain and demonstrate that in phrasing 
certam words are e:h.--pressed as follows : 
ago by g, early by re\erse cucle, few by f, 
hun by -m, hope by p, sorry by so, want by 
nt, sure by sh, posstble by p 
4. Dictate test 
• 
• 
SH ORTHAND 89 
Pupil Activit ies Evidences of Mastery 
Pupils will: Ability to : 
1. Write and read words containing prefi.."Xes 1. \Vrite and read words con-
for, fore, fwr taining prefi..-.;:es for, fore, 
f 'UT 
2. ""'rite and r ')ad words containing suffixes 
ful, ify, self, selves, age. Bring to cla!)s a 
list of ten new words containing prefhes 
for, fore, furr and suffi.·es f'ltl, ify, self, 
selves, age. Discuss and write all the new 
words submitted 
• 
3. \Vrite and read phrases containing ago, 
early, few, ltim, hope, sorry, want, sure, 
posS'flble 
• 
4. Write in shorthand from dictation a list of 
fifty words of which ten per cent at least 
should be unfamiliar, and later trans-
scribing in longhand 
2. " Trite and read wonls 
taining suffixes ful, 
self, selves, age 
COD-
ify, 
3. \Yrite and read pluases con-
taining ago, early, few, Tntn, 
hope, sorry, want, Sllite, pos-
S?tble 
\ 
• 
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Evidences of Mastery 
4. \ Vr1te and transcnbe in 
longhand without error the 
new brief forms. \ Vrite and 
transcribe in longhand cor-
rectly at least forty-four 
from a list of fifty words or 
• 
pharscs. The following 
teacher-made test is sug-
gc~tcd as a review list or 
for te:st material 
forget pas~age 
forgivo fern 
furniture Germany 
furnish .Albert 
itself alert 
courago insert 
avera«e ~ surgeon 
awful march 
myself surface 
• 
useful barn 
package ascertain 
certify gather 
themselves praiseworthy 
helpful forenoon 
hopeful foresee 
message furnace 
I hope bashful 
wo are sorrv 
• 
harmful 
if you want ratify 
to meet storage 
months ago cottage 
few days herself 
be sure om·selves 
early reply baggage 
foreground manager 
hidden at an early 
evidence date 
sentence it must be 
kitten in due time 
suddenly I do not 
temper we don't 
condemn they do not 
obtain know 
continues do you want 
danger years ago 
intention as near as 
early inf orma- possible 
t ion I am sure 
detain forever 
simplify 
' 
XXII. F I AL T 
Time Allotment: about 2 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn when to omit and 
when to retain final t 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn final t is om1tted 
after s, k, p, den 
2. To learn when final t is 
retained 
• 
3. Test on Unit XXII 
( 
I 
• 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain that when final t follows s, k, p, 
or den it is shghtly enunciated and there-
fore is generally oirutted. Explain that by 
om1ttmg final t after s, k, p, or den derh--
abves may be readily formed; for example. 
act 1s written a plus k, aoted is written a 
plus J.., plus t, active 1s wntten a plus 7c plus 
2. Explain that final t is sometimes written 
after s and ten, when confus10n would re-
sult '"ith another outline, for example, tase 
is wntteu v plus a plus s, vast 1s written v 
plus a plus s plus t. Send a group to the 
board for class dictation. Keep a list of 
all words or outlines missed by this group. 
This may serve as a special drill for the 
next recitation. Write words in special 
dnll on board and have class give rule gov-
erning each 
3. D1ctate test 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
SIIORTHA m 
Pupil Activ1ties 
Pupils will: 
1. 'Yrite and 1·ead words in which final t is 
omitted after s, 7t, p, den 
I 
2. 'Yrite an<l read wor<ls in which final t is 
written. \Vrito at the board from dictation. 
Write words in ~pecial drill, giYin~ goven1· 
ing rules 
3. Write from dictation at least forty-four 
words without error of which ten per cent 
at least are unfamiliar, and later transcribe 
• 
93 
Evidences of Mastery 
.Ahilit:r to: 
• 
1. \Yrite and read worcls in 
which final t is omit ted 
2. "~J 1te and read words in 
"hich final t is written. 
Recognize when to omit a11d 
when to retain final 
3. \\rite and tran cribe in 
longhand correctly nt least 
forb·-four from a list of 
• 
fifty words. Tho followiug 
list of fifty words is sug-
gested as reYiew or test ma-
terial 
insbt 
cast 
protest 
longest 
just 
students 
briefest 
sweetest 
past 
modest 
persist first 
dentist act 
mixed distant 
request exist 
exhaust adoption 
latest finish 
proJect abrupt 
content han·est 
coast earnest 
exact adJusbnent 
least biggest 
youngest worship 
i'lvident 
PXtent 
faster 
fact 
contract 
conducts 
strict 
dofici t 
cast 
elect 
molest 
reduce 
induct 
affect 
largest 
deduct 
• 
• 
XXIII. Oni l\II SIO OF D, PREPIXE .A.J. TD SUFFIXE 
Time A11 otment: about 6 davs 
• 
Unit Object ive 
To learn when to omit d, to 
express the prefL"{es 1cl, al, sulJ 
and suffix less and t o form 
derivatives from brief forms 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn when final d 1s 
omitted 
2. To learn that d is omitted 
when it immediately pre-
cedes m or v 
• 
3. To learn the prefL"< ul IS ex-
pressed by oo hook, al by 
the o hook and sub bv s 
~ 
4. To learn to express the 
suffix less by l 
5. To learn to form derivatives 
from brief forms 
6. Test on Unit XXIII 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. Explain that when final d follows n it is 
sh ghtly enunciated and IS therefoi e omit -
ted; for example, propou.nd is wntten pr 
plus p plus n. E:,:plain that the past t ense 
of " ords 1n which final t or d 1s om1tted 
is expressed by the disjoined t. Explain 
that the final d 1s written in com mend to 
dtstmguish it from common, in contend to 
distingm"h it from' contatn, and 1n attend 
to dtst1ngmsh it from attain 
2. Explain that d 1s omitted before m or v to 
clarify the outline, if the d appeared in 
either case a blend "ould result. Explain 
that in the words, admtre, advwe, advtse, 
aata tiC(, the initial vowel lS dropped to fa-
Cllltate phrasmg, as to advt.se is "ntten t 
plus v plus 1r plus s 
3. Explain that the prefL"{ ul I S expressed by 
the oo hook, for example, ulcer IS wntten oo 
plus right s plus e plus r. Show the le-
lahonship between the brief f orm all and 
prefL"< al, in both cases the outline is the 
o hook; for example, alter IS o plus t plus 
reverse e. ~xplain that the prefix sub is 
expressed by s. Sub IS expressed by a dis-
jomed s written on the hne of writmg close 
to the rest of the word when prefix 1s fol-
lowed by a circle "Vowel; for example, sub-
agent is wutten disJomed right s plus oj. 
Sub is exptessed by a reYersed s before r, l, 
ch, J and a hook Yowel ; for example1 sub-
lease is wntten right s plus l plus e plus s; 
suborduuzte is written left s plus o plus den 
plus a plus t. E~-plain that in all other 
cases (before m, n, t, d, s, k, g, p , b, [ , v) 
sub IS expressed by normal s; for example, 
subdue is wntten right s plus d plus oo 
• 
, 
I 
1 
SHORTHAND 
• • 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will: 
1. Write and read words in which final d is 
omitted. ~:Icrnorize the three exceptions to 
the above rulo; oommcmd, con tend, attend 
2. R{''ld old a ... ignments from notebook:s and 
"tate rules for omi~::,ions. \Vri te and read 
words in which cl is omitted before m or u 
3. \\"rite and read words containing prefl .. 'i:es 
ul, al, sub. Dring t o class for di:scussion 
and write a list of twenty-five words con-
taining the pre.fLx sub 
4. \Vute and read words containing the suffix 
less 
5. ReY1ew brief forms. \Yrite in columns the 
buef fonns used in the derh·ative drill, 
then opposite each brief form write all 
p ossible derivatives. ""rite derh•atives from 
hst of brief fonns assigned by the teacher 
6. \Yrite in shorthand from dictation a list of 
fifty words of which t en per cent, at least , 
should be unfamiliar then ·transcribe m 
longhand \ 
E v1dences of Mast ery 
Ability to: 
95 
1. \Yl'ite and read words in 
which final d is omitted 
2. \\'rite and read words in 
which d is omitted before 
m. or v 
3. \\ rite aud read words con-
taining prefixes 1d, al, :mb 
4. \Vrite and read word~ con-
taining the sufl'i.: less 
5 \\rite and read bdcf form 
dcri,•ativcs 
6. \YrHe aud transcribe in 
longhand cor1 ectly at lea:st 
fo1·ty-four words from a list 
of fifty. This may be sup· 
!Jlcmcnted by sentences if 
desired. '.L'he iollowiug 
teacher-made test is sug-
ge ·ted 
command successful 
adverb requested 
admittance greatly 
clearly subhead 
subway a ppoi n tmcn t 
fullv 
w 
acquainted 
ad\'anco forces 
myself persunde 
in ad,·anco mostly 
usually attend 
almanac asked 
considerably intend 
substance advises 
ans\'ters thoughtless 
worthl<~'s kindly 
formerly pound 
allm' anco qualities 
acknowledgmentwe ad,•iso 
address r cpresonta ti \ 'O 
careful needless 
insisted changed 
goodness advancement 
admiro agreed 
longer submitted 
beyond recovered 
-
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Teacher Procedures 
4. Explain that the su:ff1x less is Z. Explain 
and demonstrate that less is written in full 
after a \Owel, for example, regardless is 
wntten re plus disjoined less to distinguish 
it from reality ( altty) . Expla1n that when 
another word would result less may be 
written disjoined Z, for example, speeohless 
is wntten sp plus disjoined l to distinguish 
it from spell 
5. E::-..'}>lain and demonstrate that the deriv-
ab\es of brief forms are made as are the 
den\a tl\es of other words, for example, 
acceptable is written a plus k plus s plus b. 
Assign two columns of brief forms, from 
the chart in the Manual, to each pupil from 
which derivatives are to be formed 
6. ])ictate test 
I 
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Notes by Teacher 
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• 
XXIV. PHRA I TG PRI CIPLES 
.T1me Allotment: about 2 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn any unimportant 
word may be omitted in phrase 
wnting 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn to omit unimpor-
tant words in phrase writ-
. 1ng 
2. Test on Unit XXIV 
• 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain and demonstrate that the, or, of, to 
are omitted in phrase miting. Dictate pro-
gressi,Tely some frequent phrases; for ex-
ample, I wtll, I wtll be, I will be able, I 
should, I sh011ld be, I sh<>uld be able 
2. Dictate test 
, 
• 
~ IIORTHAND 
Pupil Activities 
P upils will : 
1. \Ynte and read phrnses in which the, or, 
of, to are omitted. Write progressively 
f requent phrases as dictated. Compile and 
bring to class n list of progrcssi\'e phrases 
• 
• 
• 
• 
2. Write in shorthand from dict ation a list 
of :fifty '' ords or phrases of "luch ten per 
'":..nt at least should be unfamiliar t hen ~ ' ' 
transcribe in longhand 
E vidences of Mastery 
.Abihty to : 
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1. Omit unimportant words in 
phrasing 
2 " rite and transcribe in 
longhand corrc~tly at least 
forty-four words or phrases 
from a list of fiftY. '!'his 
., 
may be ::.upplementecl by 
:seutences if desired. The 
following teacher-made te~t 
is suggested 
ought to hn.Ye 
week or two 
able to say 
on the market 
ono of our 
in Ol'<h)r to prepare 
ought to rccei \'O 
in such a manner 
in auswer to our 
persist 
worst 
adapt 
contest 
resident 
advent 
needless 
subway 
answered 
greatly 
in tho matter 
out of the question 
on account of the way 
adversely 
competent 
formerly 
ought to be 
sooner or later 
some of them 
in a day or t wo 
incident 
for the time being 
in order to see 
that is t o say 
in reply to your 
I am of the opinion 
one or two 
• 
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Notes by Teacher 
• 
• 
, 
• 
• 
' 
• 
~ II0l{THA~1) 
, 
• 
• 
' 
• 
Ev1dences of Mastery 
ought to be ablo 
rc::,t 
adjust 
ex tout 
n1ixcd 
earnest 
compound 
extended 
although 
credits 
a ppcurance 
o bliga.tious 
names 
alternate 
a:::) ked 
considerably 
letters 
publi::;her 
question of timo 
bill of sale 
more and more 
subsidy 
1cpcat 
ono of the best 
somo of them 
up to the time 
hero and there 
in a week or two 
glad to see 
iu tho matter 
in such a condition 
honest 
defect 
potent 
elect 
enact 
demand 
submit 
diamond 
• 
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""rxy·. TilE 1\BBHEYIJ\TIXG PRIXCIPLE 
Time Allotment: about 5 days • 
Unit Objective 
To learn to abbrevwte "ords 
by writing through the uiph-
thong or strongly accented 
Yowel; by using the longhand 
abbteviation; by writing 
through the accented syllable 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn to abbreviate short 
words by writing tln ough 
the diphthong or stt ongly 
accented vowel 
2. To learn to abbrenate long 
words by using longhand 
abbrenations 
3. To learn to abbreviate long 
words by wnting through 
the accented syllable 
4. Test on Unit XXV 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain and demonstrate that an abbrevia-
tion ts a word-form in which the termina-
tion 1s d1 opped an<l that 1t 1s not a brief 
form. Explain that abbredabons are brief, 
suggestive, and form the begmnmg of the 
'' oru. Explain that some words ma)~ be 
abbreviated by writing through the diph-
thong (especially long 1) or the strongly 
accented vowel. Explain that unless a dis-
tinctive outline results the abbre~ 1ating 
principle must not be used. Explain that 
wo1 ds end1ng in out (excepting doubt) r e· 
tain the final t ). for example, trout. Die· 
tate unfamiliar short words which arc ab· 
breviated by writing through the diphthong 
or strongly accented vowel 
2. Explain and demonsti ate that if there IS a 
longhand abbreviation it generally funushes 
a distmctn·e shorthand outline; for ex-
ample, balance is written bal. Explain that 
street IS written str except with a street 
name at wh1ch time it is abbr~viated to st. 
Call attention to memoranda ( mcm plus a) 
and 1nemorandum (mem plus o). The 
second day place in columns on the board 
the longhand of words that have been 
studied 
3. Explain that writing through the accented 
syllable is really the gmding pnnc1ple of 
ahbre\lation and is used unless there is not 
enough given to keep the outline d1stmchve. 
Fo1 example, deposit is wntten d plus p 
plus. o plus s 
4. ])ictate test 
• 
• 
SliORTH ... \.:t\1) 
Pupil Activities 
Pup1ls will: 
1. \Vnte abhreYiated words from the manual 
in notebooks then exchange and read. 
\Vrite and read unfamiliar sho1·t words · 
which arc abbreviated by writing through 
the diphthong or strongly accented Yo wei 
2. \Yrit e and read the familiar lbt of abbre-
viated words. \V1 ite the shorthand outlines 
for the li. t of ahbredated words on the 
board, erasing the longhand and then 
transcribing, then cra.:;:i11g tho shorthand 
and again transcribing 
• 
3. Use the dictionary and ma1·k tho syllabica-
tion and accent of the list of words given 
in the D'"-lnual, drawing a line through the 
terminatiOn and writing the words in short-
hand. \Ynte an<l read long words that have 
been abbreviated by writing through the 
accented syllable 
• 
4 . \Yrite in shorthand from dictation a list of 
fifty words of which ten per cent, at least, 
should be unfamiliar then transcribe in 
longhand 
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Ev1dences of Mastery 
Ability to : 
1. \Vrite and read short words 
which are abbreviated by 
writing through the diph· 
thong or str011gly accented 
vowel 
2. \Yrite and read abbrc\iated 
long words by using tho 
longhand abbreviation 
3. \Vrite and read long words 
that ha ,.e been abbreviated 
by writing through tho ac· 
cen ted syJlablo 
4. "·lito and transcribe in 
longhand correctly at least 
forty four words £1om a list 
of fifty. 'J.'his may be sup-
plemented by sentences ii 
dt,sireu. The following 
teacher-made te:;t is sug· 
aested b 
engagement 
balances 
opera to 
provide 
deposited 
privato 
proceedings 
America 
Reverend 
. 
arnves 
equh·alent 
rolativo 
certificates 
U. ~ . A. 
applicant 
ma torial 
custom 
st rikes 
• 
unammous 
boulevard 
coopel'a tion 
principle 
t ravel 
excuse 
powerful 
m.iscellaneou~ 
fin a ucia 1 
poverty 
duplicato 
accu:.stomed 
• 
magazine 
length 
decidedly 
freight 
collateral 
• 
U1UOll 
crowded 
peculiar 
railroads 
grade 
developments 
derive 
doubtful 
doubt 
elaborate 
Februarv 
• 
discou u t..q 
memorandum 
became 
confuse 
• 
• 
• 
• 
XXVI. ABBREVIATIO S (CONTINUED ) 
• 
Time Allotment: about 3 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn . to abbreviate long 
words by w11ting through the 
consonant following the accent-
ed syllables; to om1t the \Owel 
before shun in termiantions 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn to abbre'date long 
words by wntmg through 
the consonant following· the 
accented syllable 
2. To learn to omit the yowel 
before shun in the teimina-
tions tttwn, tatwn, dttwn, 
datio'n, r~~ition, nation, mis-
sion, nt(ltion 
3. Test on Unit XXVI 
• 
• 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain and demonstrate that when ·writing 
through the accented syllable does not make 
a clear or distinctive outhne (absent, ab is 
not sufficiently clear) writing through the 
following consonant cla1 ifies as in the above 
illustration, abs suggests the word absent 
2. Explain and demonstrate what vowel is 
omitted in the terminations t1twn, tatwn, 
dtti-on, dation, rvitwn, nation, mission, ma-
tion. Explain and demonstrate when t is 
omitted in the root) word and when shun is 
• 
added; for example, expect is wntten e 
plus s plus p, expeotatz,on IS written e plus 
s plus p plus shun 
3. Dictate test 
• 
• 
SH ORTHAND 
P upil Activities 
Pupils will: 
1. Use the dictionary and mark each of the 
words given in the manual for accent and 
svllabication. 'Yrite outline for each by 
• • 
writing through tl1C consonant following 
the accented syllable. Read the words 
from outlines written on the board by 
teacher. ltfake an abbreviated word diction-
m·y in which spar..o is left after each word 
so that new and difficult worcL may be ad-
ded 
, 
2. Memorize the six terminations tiUon, tation, 
diti.on, dation, nition, ?lati.on, mi.ssion, 1M· 
tion in which the vowel is omitted before 
shun. \Vrite and read words in which the 
• 
vowel is omitted before shun in the ter-
minations tition, t-ati.on, dition, daticn, 
nition, natio11, mission, matiOtl. \Yrite and 
read sentences and short letters containing 
abbreviated wo1ds and words in which the 
vowel is omitted before s1nnt in termina-
tiOns tition., tation., dition, datton, niti.on, 
nati.on, mi.ssio·n, matton 
• 
3. Wnte in shorthand from dictation a list 
of fifty words of which ten per cent, at 
least, should be unfamiliar then transcribe 
in longhand 
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Evidences of Mast ery 
.. \.hllity to: 
1 \Yrite and read long words 
that have been abbreviated 
by writing through the con· 
sonant following the accent· 
ed sYllable 
• 
2. 'Yrite and read words in 
which the vowel is omitted 
before sll1ln in the termina-
tions titi.on, tation, clition, 
d(ltion, nition, 1wtion, mis-
sion, mation 
3. "rite and transcribe in 
longhand correctly at lea.st 
forty-four words from a. list 
of fifty. 'l'his may be sup· 
plcmentcd by sentences if 
de~ired. The following 
teacher-made test of fifty 
words is suggested 
associations apologize 
canceling imitation 
cousolida tion indicator • 
locally originally 
temptations condition 
gratitude invitations 
socially foundation 
' • • totally OmlSSlOn 
. 1nnocenco melancholy 
permanently recognition 
adequate destination 
sepa1ately information 
amblhOUS pamphlets 
tradition title 
celebrate territory 
comb1nat10n practice 
ridiculous prominent 
absolute similar 
arcomplish journal 
attitude local 
benefit numerous 
canvass ordinary 
competition indicate 
frequently enthusiasm 
notation splendid 
' 
I 
L""\:\ TII. COl\IPOUND \YORDS 
Time Allotment: about 5 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn to form compounds 
by joining brief forms; to ex-
press various quantities after 
• numerals and afte1 a, pc1, few, 
several; to wnte cents, per cent, 
per cent per annum 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn to form compounds 
by joining, as prefixes, the 
brief forms any, be, ever-y, 
here, there, where, some, 
u•tth, with other brief forms • 
2. To learn to express quan-
ti ties after nume1 als 
3. To learn to use abbreviated 
forms for quantities after 
a, per, several, few 
• 
4. To learn to write cents, per 
cent, per cent per annu,m 
with numerals 
5. Test on U n1t XXVII 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain and demonstrate that the brief 
forms any, be, ever-y, here, there, where, 
sonte, with, are treated as prefi.xes and 
jomed to other bnef forms to form com-
poundc;, for example, anybody is wntten 
any plus body, the vowel bemg written out-
Side the angle. 
Point out the modified forms : 
anywhere, the e in any is dropped 
anyhow, the e in any is dropped and use 
the h dot 
• 
however, the e in ever is dropped 
whoever, the e in ever is dropped 
wherea-$, the a in 
the rights 
as is dropped and use 
.. 
whatsoever, the e in ever IS dropped 
whosoever, the e in ever is dropped 
sometime, the m in some is dropped 
somewlurre, the r in where is dropped, and 
t he circle is reversed 
witlttn, the i is inserted in tn for legtbil-
itv 
.. 
wtthstand, the s is reversed in stand to 
join th with an angle 
Call attention to the here group and explain 
that when here joins a straight line the re-
versed circle and an h dot are used. The re-
versmg principle is also used 1n whtn-in. 
D1ctate compound words 
• 
• 
II 0 I~ TH.A:0. ro 
-
Pupil Activit1es 
P up1ls will : 
1. ~Iemorize the outlines for the mo(Hfied 
words and the words in\olving the re,•erse 
circle principle. \\'rite and read the bnef 
form compounds 
2. \Ynte and read abbreviated forms for 
quantlties; dollars. hundred, t ho~(.sarul, 
million. 1tu1tdred dollars, th O'tl.sand doll<Irs, 
hundred tlto1a;a lUZ, hundred thousand dol-
lars, millwn doll.a,·s, pou1uls, hundred 
pounds, thousmtd pounds, lt1oub·tNl 1 hou,<;-
and ZJ0llii<1S. oallons, barrels, bu .. ~lwls, feat, 
francs, o'cloclG 
3. \\rite and read tl1e a hove ahh1 e'yia ted forms 
after a, per, save1·al, few 
4. \Vrite and 1 ca<l related context, such as 
letters and articles containing the words 
cents, per cent, per ce-nt per annum for 
which the al}breviated forms may he used 
5. Wnte in shorthand from dictation a list 
of :fifty words 0 1 phrases of which ten per 
cent a t least should be unfamiliar, then 
' ' tl anscn be In longhand 
Evidences of M astery 
Ability to: 
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1. \ \"rite and read compounds 
in which a11y1 be, ever, 
t ucry, here, thert,, 'l.olwre, 
some, wi.tlt, occur at the be-
ginning of the word 
2. \Yrite and read some abbre-
viatnd forms for quanti ties 
\\Titten after Immerals 
3. \Yrite and read ~ome ab-
hreviatcd forms for quan-
tities after a, ptJr, several, 
few 
4. \\Trite and 1·ead the abbre· 
viated forms for cents, z>ar 
cvnl, JH;r ce11t per anwum 
with uumerals 
5. \Vrite aud transcribe in 
longhand correctly forty-
four words or phrases from 
a list of fifty. 'l'h.is may he 
supplemented by sentenc~ 
if <lc~ired. Fifty words may 
be selected from Ute follow-
ing tead1er·madc test of 
::>C\'Cllt'Y-fi\•e WOI ds 
• 
meanwhile 
within tho 
evorybody else 
outfit 
whereabouts 
several thousand dollars 
sometimo 
thcrcforo 
abandon 
absent 
therefore 
n.ccusn.tiou 
association 
appreciate . 
2% per annum 
balance 
hereafter 
celebrate 
clnldren 
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Teacher Procedures 
2. Explain and demonstlate that after nu-
merals: 
d<Jllars 1s expressed by a d written clo::;e 
to the numeral and cuttmg the line of 
·writing 
hundred IS expressed by an n written 
under the numeral 
thousand is expressed by an th close to 
the nume1 al and cuttmg the line of 
\\Titing 
million IS expressed by an m written on 
• the hne close to the numeral 
hu nclred dollars 1s e:Al>ressed by an nd 
cutting the line 
1ntllion dollars is expressed by an md 
"lit ten With an angle 
pounds 1s expressed by a p cutting the 
line 
gallons 1s expressed by a g written under 
the numeral 
ba1 rels 1s expressed by a br written be-
neath and to the right of the numeral 
bu-shels 1s expressed by a joined b and sh 
"ritten beneath and to the right of 
the numeral 
hundred weight is expressed by a joined 
n and oo wntten beneath the numeral 
feet 1s expressed by an f 'vntten beneath 
and to the right of the numeral 
francs is expressed by a jomed f and r 
written beneath and to the right of 
the numeral 
o'clock is exp1 essed by an o written 
aboYe and to the right of the number 
Explain that compounds of these are made 
by joining, for example, hund1 ed thous-
and dollars is written n under the number 
th joined then d joined 
3. Pomt out that these same conhactions are 
used w1th a (a dot) , per (pr), several (sev), 
few (! diphthong ·u) 
4. Explain and demonstrate that cents when 
preceded by dollars is written in numerals, 
\ery small, above the numeral representing 
the dollars; when cents is alone it is written 
as a right s above and to the right of the 
number; JJer ce·nt is right s below the fig-
ures, and by adding n to per cent you have 
per cent per arvnum 
5. ])ictato test 
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Evidences of Mastery · 
few thousand 
consequence 
invitation 
knowledge 
hereto 
defmition 
otherwise 
somewhere 
12 per cent 
3 o'clock 
few hundred dollars 
notwithstanding 
92c 
$10.92 
$100,000 
language 
45 bu. 
illustration 
combination 
a n1illion dollars 
policy 
pleasant 
sometime 
addition 
capable 
convenience 
develop 
paid 
someone 
answer 
apologize 
per gallon 
300 feet 
thanksgiving 
elsewhere 
whereas · 
herewith 
fourteen hundred 
dollars 
$3_,000,000 
500 lbs. 
:th·e gallons 
cooperate . 
900,000 
absolute 
a hundred dollars 
ambassador 
brilliant 
dictation 
cancel 
500 francs 
recognition 
anyhow 
cat alog 
station 
6,000,000,000 
calendar 
• 
XXVI II. .A 
Time Allotment: about 6 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn that certain prefi:"<es 
are disjoined to express tr and 
a followmg vowel; that deri\-
ati\eS of words in ct do not 
diSJOin cd, or, er, ive; and that 
s1mple syllables such as l n, u n, 
dt.S, re, 11on, may be joined to 
word beginnings to form com-
pounds 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn to recogu1ze that 
certain prefixes followed by 
tr and a vowel are disjoined 
to show omission of t r and 
the vowel. 
2. To learn to place the dis· 
joined prefix above the lme 
of writing near the remamd-
er of the character 
3. To learn to recogmze and 
read fluently words Involv-
ing "tr" principle 
4. To learn that derh·abves of 
words end1ng in ct, drop 
the final t and join the end-
ings ed, or, er, tVe, and that 
ed 1s expressed by t 
5. To learn that simple pie-
fixes such as in, un, il~, re, 
now may be jomed to pre-
fixes for disjoined ·word be-
ginwng to form compounds 
6. To write and read fluently 
from good shorthand plates 
7. Test on Unit XXVIII 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain that the prefix is disjoined and 
placed aboYe the line of writing to sho"\Y 
om1ssion of t r and following vowel. Place 
long hand words on board and inclose t r 
and vowel in parenthesis to show omission, 
then "nte the prefix and the remainder of 
the word 1n shorthand thus connecting the 
omission 1n longhand with the shortened 
shorthand outhne. lllustrate that centr, 
counter is expressed by kj cmt.Str is ex-
pressed by ks i detr, deter is expressed by 
d j ilz,str, destr is expressed by ds j electr, 
electnc 1s expressed by el j extr, exter, excl 
is expressed by ex j intr, vtter, ente1·, intel 
is exp1 essed by n ). instr, is expressed by n.s ). 
retr is expressed by r j restr 1s expressed by 
rs 
2. Demonstl ate that the remainder of the 
wo1 d follows the rule for the line of 
wntmg and that the prefix is written above 
and close to it 
3. Additional practice of words into prefix tr 
and 'Vowel, and remainder of words 
4. Demonstrate the readabihty of the outline 
omi ttmg the 1inal t ). then add t for ed, r 
for or, or er, and v for ive and point out 
that the outline is easily readable. Illus-
trate by use of such words as contract, 
contracted, contra atar, con.str ucted 
5. Explain that the joinings of tn, un, dis, re, 
non to the prefix to f01 m a compound does 
not change the position of prefix, nor make 
the character less readable 
6. Direct reading and practice of ''Reading 
and Dictation Practice" 
7. ])ictate test 
SHORTH ... t\.Nf) 
• 
Pupil Act1vities 
Pupils will : 
• 
1. Point out the first syllable, the tr and fol-
lowing ''owel , and the remainder of word 
from words on board and from t eachers 
• 
dictation 
• 
2. "'\Ynte and read words involving the "tr" 
principle 
3. Co"\"er the longhand prefb: and read the 
shorthand outlines for words in the text 
• 
4. Take primitive forms and add tr and vowel 
to form derivatives 
• 
5. Cover longhand and read from shorthand 
Memorize the joining of these s1mple syl-
lables to dlSJOined prefixes • 
6. Read and write dictation practice 
7. Wnte in shorthand from dictation a hst of 
fifty words and phrases, of which at least 
t en per cent are unfamiliar, then transcribe 
in longhand 
• 
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Evidences of Mastery 
.A.b1lity to: 
1. Analyze the words recog-
nizing the prefi..x and the 
omitteJ tr and follo·wing 
YOWCl 
2. Recognize the prcfr: ·es and 
place them abO\'C the line 
of writing and close to the 
remainder of the word 
3. Sound the prefn:: and omit-
ted sylla b1e, and read the 
entire outline rapidly 
4. R~cognize and write tho dc-
rivath•cs of primitive forms 
5. 'Vritc and read words con-
taining compound disjoined 
word-beginnings 
6. R.ead fluently from short-
hand plates and from own 
notes 
7. \\ nte and transcribe in 
longhand correctly at least 
forty-four wor<ls or phrases 
from a list of fifty 
activo interested 
central interesting 
center interests 
construction interfere 
contract interview 
contrary introduced 
control contractor 
destroy countersign 
distribution construe 
district deteriorate 
effective distrust 
electric electricity 
enter extraor<linary 
entered extra~agant 
entering extenor 
entertain intrude 
exclusive internal 
extra introduction 
extremely entrance 
instruct interrupt 
instructed instrument 
Instructions retreat 
instruction restriction 
intelligent productive 
interest erected 
• 
.. 
I 
• 
I 
• 
• 
XXIX. A ALOGICAL WORD-BEGINNINGS 
Time Allotment: about 6 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn that certain dis-
joined characters represent 
analogical word-beginnings, and 
that these may be compounded 
mth other prefixes 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn to recognize the 
disjoined prefixes, and their 
correct positions; also that 
some may be jomed when 
outline is distmcthe 
2. To learn the meaning and 
spelling of words ha\ing 
disjoined prefixes 
3. 'Yrite and read words ha'\"'-
Ing disjoined analogical 
word-beginnings 
4. To learn that these word-
begnmings may be com-
pounded with other prefi.""<es 
5. To read fluently from good 
shorthand plates 
6. Test on Unit XXIX 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Demonstrate that with the exception of post 
the prefi."\:es are placed above the line of 
writmg near the remainder of the word. 
Explain that the s 's for the prefixes self, 
cz,reu, etroum are written as they would be 
if the prefixes were spelled in full. Demon-
strate that agr, aggr are expressed by agr 
loop ; amt is expressed by a circle; deel is 
expressed by de; inel is expressed by e 
circle; magn or me are e:\.1)ressed by m; 
multt IS expressed by mu; over is expressed 
by o; reel is expressed by re; grarzd is ex-
pressed by gay,· super, supre are expressed 
by right s; slwrt and ship are expressed by 
sh ,· susp, suseep are expressed by ses; trans 
is expressed by t; under is expressed by oo 
2. Point out that words compounded with otcr 
and 'ltndet are not hyphenated. Develop 
the meaning of these words 
3. Dictate words and sentences containing 
analogical word-beginnings 
4. Demonstrate that the joining of these pre-
fixes to other prefixes gives a distinctive, 
readabl~ form 
5. Dnect reading and practice of "Reading 
and Dictation Practice'' 
6. Dictate test 
• 
• 
• 
SHORTHAND 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will : 
1. Point out the part of the word which is the 
prefix and state which character represents 
it 
2. Define and spell words having disjoined 
prefi..xes 
3. \Yrite and read wo1ds dictated, also read 
from text with the longhand prefix covered 
4. Distinguish the compound disjoined prefbws 
and write and 1ead them 
• 
5. Read and write dtctation practice 
• 
6. Write in shorthand from dictatwn a hst of 
fifty words of which ten per cent, at least, 
should be unfamihar, then transcnbe m 
longhand 
• 
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Evidences of Mastery 
Ability to: 
1. Recognize the prefixes and 
character of each 
• 
2. Spell and give the meanings 
of words dictated 
3. Read and write accurately 
words containing analogical 
disjoined word beginnings 
4. Recognize and read and 
write words involving these 
compound disjoined prefi.....;:cs 
5. Read fluently from short-
hand plates and from own 
notes 
G. \Yrito and transcribe in 
longhand correcfly at least 
.forty-four words from a 
list of fifty 
agreo 
agreement 
circular 
grandma 
included 
inclusiYe 
OYerdue 
paragraph 
post office 
shortly 
support 
transaction 
transit 
understand 
a ggreYa tion 
antecedent 
dechno 
agreeable 
agriculture 
circumstances 
inclined 
includes 
over 
overlooked 
postage 
short 
superintendent 
supremo 
transfer 
transportation 
understanding 
antagonize 
antic 
magnify 
agreed 
anticipate 
grand 
includo 
including 
overcharge 
oversight 
postal 
shortage 
superior 
suspect 
transfened 
under 
understood 
antic1pation 
declaro 
• 
• 
• 
X rx. PHRA I TG PRI CIPLE 
Time Allotment: about 4 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn that in mt.sundcr-
.stand and mtS1ilnder.stood wo1 ds 
and phrases that the first syl-
lable, word or phrase 1s placed 
on the line of wutmg with 
stand or stood beneath to ex-
press 11nder; that such words as 
extra, ente1·, over, 11nder, short, 
center, 0011nter, and agree are 
expressed by prefL"'{al forms 
over next word; that do-ne is 
expressed by den in phrases; 
that than is expressed by n in 
phrases; .s may be used for u.s 
in phrases ; it is used for de-
partment in phrases; and that 
words arc omitted 1n phrases 
where grammatical construction 
necessitates their restoration 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn that in misunder-
stood and misunderstand 
that the first syllabi~, word, 
or phrase is placed on the 
hne of writing w1th stood 
or .stand beneath to e:\."Press 
1under 
2. To learn that extra, enter, 
over, 1tnder, short, center, 
counter, agree are expressed 
by prefixal forms placed 
over next word 
3. To learn to express done 
by the den blend in phrases 
4. To learn that than may be 
expressed by n 1n phrases 
5. To learn that u.s in phrases 
may be e>.."Pressed by .s 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Demonstrate on board mtsu,nder.stand, I un-
der.sta nd, I do not understand the read-
abihty of tins principle 
• 
2. P lace phrases on the board illustrating use 
of these pre:fL"<:es as words in phrases and 
point out the position of these prefixes in 
relation to rest o~ the phrase 
3. Explain that den blend saYes time by 
eliminating the angle, and is easily read' in 
phrases 
4. Demonstrate that n may be substituted 
for thn (than) in phrases to increase speed 
without loss 0f readability 
5. Show the readability of s for 1t.s, and 
demonstrate "that it is often joined contrary 
to rule to distinguish from other possible 
words 
6. Expla1n that the d is placed in the ing-
position 
• 
• 
7. Analyze phrases on board pointing out 
modifications or omissions which must be 
restored to make phrase grammatically 
correct 
• 
IIORTHAND 
Pupil A ctivities 
Pupils will : 
1. Write and read words and phrases contain-
mg underst() nd and u'1uit rstood 
2. Experiment with phra~es containing these 
prefixal words, thereby learning the use of 
them in phrase writing 
3. \\rite and road phrases containing the word 
d()ne • 
4. Practice phrt4'3CS which use n for t}l(l n 
5. Practice ph ra~es in which 'ltS is expre"sed 
by s 
6. Suggest names of departments with which 
they are familiar, thus de,·cloping the use 
of disj oined d in plu ases 
t 
7. \Vrite and read these phrases until 
thoroughly fixed in memory 
8. Read ' ' Dictation Practice' ' 
9. Write tlus exercise 
I 
10. Write in shot thand from d1ctation a list 
of thirty five phrases and later transcnbe 
1n longhand 
, 
Evidences of M astery 
Ability to: 
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1. \Ynte and read these 
phrases 
• 
2. ~fake usc of the'c prefL'~al 
forms in phrase writing 
-
3. Apply the clcn blend to 
phrase Clontah1ing the word 
done 
• 
4. \\ ... rite and read fluently 
phrases in which n is used 
for tlta ,z, 
5. \\"rite and real} phrases in 
which s is u:sed for us 
6 \\ .. rite and read J>hrases in 
which d is u~ed for depart-
ment 
7. \Yrite and l'cad these 
phrases without he~itation 
8 Read fluently from short-
hand plates and from own 
notes 
9. \Yt ite w1th high degree of 
accuracy on this new ma-
terial 
' 
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Specific Objectives 
6. To learn to express depart-
ment by illsjoined d 
7. To learn that word forms 
are modified or a word is 
omitted where grammatical 
construction of sentence 
makes its restoration neces-
sary for clear meaning 
8. To read fluently from good· 
shorthand plates 
9. To apply the phras1ng plin-
ciples to the '' \\'ntmg 
Practice'' 
10. Test on Unit XXX 
• 
• 
Teacher Procedures 
8. Direct reading of "Reading and Dictation 
Practice'' 
9. Assign this practice for study 
• 
10. Dictate test 
• 
• 
IIORTI-I.\J\D 
• 
• 
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EVldences of Mastery 
10. \\ nte thuty fh e phrases 
from the following list and 
later transcribe in long-
hand correctly at least 
thil'ty one 
1\ o·rE: The following is 
sugge ted R!' n prac-
tical plan fo1· grad-
ing this test and 
· Himilar ones 
34 or 35 correct - 1 or A 
33 II 2 Of n 
32 " 3 or C 
31 " - •! or D 
30 or less " = 5 or E 
I do not understand 
under any 
• 
short time 
agrco with you 
has boon done 
greater than 
better than 
. 
gl\'0 us 
write us 
shipping department 
of course 
at once 
day's sight 
great deal 
your order 
first class 
to a great extent 
at tho same time 
onco in a while 
in my opinion 
in the first place 
as soon as possible 
as a matter of fact 
over and over agatn 
on hand 
I cannot understand 
should be done 
nearer than 
let us 
shipping department 
as follows 
on account of the fact 
whether or not 
at all events 
do you know 
• 
XXXI. A4. .ALOGIC~\.L "\VORD-E!\~I TGS 
Time Allotment: about 6 days 
U nit Objective 
To learn certain analogical 
word-endings which are joined 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn that the joined 
word-ending represents a 
definite syllable or com-
bination of syllables 
2. To learn to write joined 
analogical word-endmgs 
3. To learn to read words 
containing analogical word-
endings 
4. To learn the meaning and 
spelling of words in the 
manual 
5. To read fluently from good 
shot thand plates 
6. Test on Unit XXXI 
Teacher P rocedures \ 
1. Place the word-endings on the board, show-
ing that their outlines represent the long-
hand syllable or syllables. Demonstrate by 
wubng shorthand outlines that JOining 
these word-endings makes a clistmct, lead-
able outline 
2. Drill on words containing joined word-
endings Point out 1n such words as, 
cirou msp(; ct and introspect that the dls-
joined prefi..'\: is written abo~e the rest of 
the outline; that the jog 1s omitted in 
termination nment. In the termination 
fl eet, flict joined to consonants at angle the 
suffix is "-ritten without an angle, and when 
jotned to consonants without an angle the 
l of the suffix is jo1ned 'Hth an angle. 
Demonstrate that the endings sonbe, pute, 
flrct, fllCt are abbredated, and that shun 
1s added to give the twn ending; swnt and 
t1ent are expressed by sllt and that cienoy 
adds sc; ure is expressed by r }. ture is ex~ 
p1 essed by tr; 1ULl and tzwl are exp1 essed 
by Z; quoe expressed by ki; pire is ex-
perssed by ZJi; nst ve 1s expressed by 11sv 
and that the n may be blended w1 th t 1n a 
t en blend; snre, jlllre are expressed by slm 
and Jlb 
3. \York through the words in manual em-
phasizing the readability of the jOined 
suffixes 
4. De~elop through oral spelling and defin1tlon 
the correct spelling and meaning of words 
in the manual 
5. Duect rea rung and practice of ''Reading 
and Dictation Practice'' 
6. Dictate test 
• 
1 
5 
g 
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Pupil Activities 
P upils will : 
1. ~Iemorize joined word-endings Read words 
from shortltand outlines on the board 
2. 'Vrite and read words studied from the 
manual. Experin1ent with the joined word-
endings on new words to de,·elop the ability 
to recognize the word-ending in unfamiliar 
words 
3. Cover longhand suffixes and key and read 
the :shorthand words invoh·ing word-end-
ings without hesitation 
4. Spell and define these words. Write sen· 
tences containing these words 
5. Read and write "D1cta tion Practice" 
• 
6. " rn te in sh01 thand from dictat10n a list of 
fifty words and t1 anscribe later in long-
hand 
• 
Evidences of Mastery 
1..1nlity to: 
1. Recall won1-endings, and 
read from outlines on the 
board 
2. Use the joined word-end-
ings in familiar and un-
familiar words 
3. Read shorthand outlines 
fluently 
• 
4. Spell and define the words 
and to usc them correctly 
in sentences 
5. Read fluently ·from short-
hand plates and from own 
notes 
6. 'Vrite and transcribe in 
longhand correctly at least 
forty-four words from a 
list of fifty 
subscription 
ancient 
proposed 
secure. 
picture 
equal 
prospect 
• • tnqune 
agency 
a. sore 
treasure 
assignment 
cxpectat10n 
disposal 
• • • 1nqmnng 
proposition 
secured 
describe 
patient 
disposition 
nature 
feature 
actual 
e:Kpect 
require 
urgency 
measure 
result 
assuring 
inspect 
assurance 
patience 
supposed 
required 
description 
disposed 
reputation 
lecture 
mutual 
inspection 
requirement 
• expensn·e 
leisure 
pressure 
adjournment 
prospective 
eventual 
expected 
pictures 
r esults 
• 
XXXII. A ALOGI CAL WORD-ENDINGS 
Time Allotment: about 6 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn certain analogical 
word-endings wh1ch arc dis-
joined 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn that certain word-
endings are disjoined and 
it is understood that the 
preceding vowel is omitted 
2. To learn to read words 
containing disjoined ana-
logical word-endings 
3. To learn to write words 
containing disjoined ana-
logical word-endings 
4. To learn the 
spelling of 
manual 
meaning- and 
words in the 
, 
5. To read fluently from good 
shorthand plates 
6. Test on Unit XXXII 
4 
• 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Demonstrate on the board the division of 
the words into the beginning syllable, the 
omitted ~o"Wel, and the disjoined analogical 
word-ending 
2. Explain that the vowel must be supplied in 
reading words containing the ilisjoined 
analogical wo1 d-endings 
3. Assign words in the manual pointing out 
the positions of the endings, showing that 
they are written close to and after the last 
character with the exception of egrahpy and 
its derivatives which ate placed above the • 
last character. Explain that ward is joined 
in fonvard, afterward, 1tpward and back-
ward. Point out the two positions for logy, 
logteal, and in normal position for ograph 
and its derivatives. Show that -toal, iole, 
acle are expressed by 7 .. ,· tic is expressed by 
a circle, tioal by a loop, ttoally by a loop 
with e loop inside like the longhand o ,· lity 
is expressed by l j u.late is expressed by 11 
and ulation adds shun j btltty IS expressed 
by b j city is expressed with nght s as 
though city were written out; ficatwn is ex-
pressed by f j grarn is expressed by gay j 
ship is expressed by sh j mental is expressed 
by m j mity is expressed by mt blend and 
nity by nt blend; stio is expressed by st 
4. Dictate words to be spelled orally and de-
fined 
5. Direct reading and practice of ''Reading 
and Dictation Practice '' 
6. Dictate test 
• 
1 , 
• 
SHORTHAND 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will: 
1. Recognize the three divisions of \Yords con-
taining disjoined word-endings; analyze the 
words which are placed on the hoard 11.to 
the three divisions 
2. CoYer longhand endings and key 
phonetically shorthand outlines 
and read 
3. Read and write words studied from the 
manual. Recognize and write the disjoined 
·word endings iu unfamiliar words 
4. Spell and define these words and use them 
correctlv in sentences 
-
5. Read and write '' D1ctation Practice'' 
• 
6. 'Vnte in shorthand from dictation a hst of 
fifty words at least ten per cent of wluch 
are unfamiliar and transc1 ibe later 111 long-
hand 
121 
Evidences of Mastery 
Abihty to: 
1. Recognize the disjoined 
analogical word-endings 
and to diYide words into 
the three divisions 
~. Read shorthand outlines 
phonetically. upply the 
01nittcd vowel aud recog-
nize the suffixes 
3. \\"'I ite and read words in-
voh·ing the disjoiucll ana-
logical word-endings 
• 
4 Spell, define and usc cor-
rectly words inYolving ana-
logical word-endings in 
manual 
5. Head fluently from ~hort-
• 
hand plates and from own 
notes 
G. \\'"rite and trauscribo cor-
rectlY at least fortv-four 
• • 
words from a list 9f fifty 
article 
politic 
political 
personality 
formula to 
1egulation 
sensibility 
simplicity 
theoretical 
security 
class1 fication 
J usti fica tion 
photography 
t elegraph 
telegram 
afterwards 
fraternity 
practical 
phystcal 
cntlC 
local i tv 
• 
formulation 
possthility 
rehahility 
scarcity 
authority 
sincerity 
specification 
photograph 
desirab1hty 
telegraphy 
program 
friendship 
domestic 
musical 
medical 
critical 
formality 
regulate 
ability 
capacity 
elect ri <-I ty 
majority 
popuhtrity 
notificntion 
tvpogrnphv 
tc>lc>grnpher 
telegraphic 
forward 
courtship 
' 
• 
• 
• 
XXXIII. INITIALS 
Time Allotment: about 3 days 
Unit Objective 
To understand that initials 
have no context, and when 
written the characters must be 
very accurate. To learn that 
small longhand letters are given· 
preference in writing Inittals 
and to learn that certain phras-
es make use of the expedient 
of intersection 
• 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn that accm acy is 
of prime importance in 
writing shorthand initials 
2. To learn that legible long-
hand is essential in writing 
initials 
3. To learn to shorten oft-re-
peated phrases pecuhar to 
the business by means of 
mtersecting, without loss of 
readability 
4. To learn intersected phrases 
in the manual 
5. To read fluently from good 
shorthand plates 
6, To fix rules and methods of 
writing words in the last 
three units 
7. Test on Unit XXXIII 
• 
• 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Demonstrate that the character represent-
ing the sound is used for the inrtlal 
2 Explain the vast amount of time and money 
wasted in trying to figure out incorrect 
names 
3. Explain that the -n'Titer must use his own 
Imtiative in making up and wnting inter-
sected outlines) and that the intersectiOn 
must be Iapidly and easily w1itten in order 
to bo a time saver 
• 
• 
• 
4. Explain that these' are oft-repeated phrases 
common to many businesses, and they Will 
serve as models for their own imtiatn e In 
intersecting 
5. Direct reading and practice of ''Reading 
and Dictation Practice'' 
G. Dictate and ha"e pupils transcnbe new 
words for additional practice. Analyze 
these for class to show application of rules 
7. J)rctate test • 
, 
' 
• 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will : 
1. l\I emorize the outlines for initials 
• 
• 
2. \\ .. rite names containing initials and ex-
change notebooks to sec if names are easily-
read bv another 
• 
• 
3. Coin new inter~P.ctions from pupil's knowl-
edge of terms used in different organiza-
tions 
4. \\"'nte and read intersected phrases in 
manual 
5. Read and write ''Dictation Practice'' 
6. W rite and transcnbe new words 
7. W rite additional p ractice t est 
• 
• 
Evidences of Mastery 
Abihty to : 
.. 
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1. 'Vritc the outHnes for 
initials accurately 
2. 'l,al\C names ac<'uratcly 
and speedily 
3 . .Apply 
ciple 
phrases 
intersecting priu-
to oft-repeated 
4. 'Vrite and 1·cacl int 1·::sected 
phrases with as much free· 
dom as other phrases 
5. Read fluently from short-
hmld• plates and f1 om own 
notes 
G. \Yri tc and transcribe in 
longhand the new words 
given for additional prac· 
ticc 
7. \Vrite and transcribe test 
with usual efficiency 
price list 
list price 
bank draft 
order blank 
political party 
enclosed blank 
selling price 
market prico 
School Board 
member banks 
st ock market 
General Manager 
ARsistant General Manager 
lnlls payable 
bills receivabe 
profit and loss 
Board of Trade 
applicat ion blank 
bond and mortgage 
chairman of t he board 
commercia l paper 
account current 
cer tificat e of deposit 
commercial draft 
F ederal Reserve Boa ru 
tortu re 
ascribe 
transcrip tion 
p roficient 
• 
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Notes by Teacher 
• 
• 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. . 
H ORTIIA D 
• 
., 
• 
• 
EVldences of Mastery 
expose 
exposition 
computation • 
d.tspute 
departure 
capture 
eventual 
ritual 
umpire 
expiro 
stringency 
radical 
logical 
surgical 
athletic 
emphatic 
poetic 
.fatality 
frivolity 
facility 
stimulate 
insulation 
stipulate 
stipulation 
impartial 
feasib1hty 
possib1hty 
1·especta hili ty 
durability 
"'eracity 
scarcity 
tenacity 
geologist 
biology 
apology 
popularity 
sincerity 
security 
identification 
classification 
curb market 
Chamber of Commerce 
Board of Education 
endowment policy 
VlCe versa 
idemnity policy 
125 
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XXXIV. STATE , TERRITORIES AND PRI CIP.AL CITIES 
OF THE U. S. 
Time Allotment: about 4 days 
-
Unit Obj~ctive 
To learn the outlines for 
states 
cipal 
States 
and territories and prin· 
cities of the Un1ted 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn the outlines for 
states and territories 
2. To learn the adopted long· 
hand abbreviation 
3. To learn the outlines for 
principal cities of the 
United States 
4. To read fluently from good 
shorthand plates 
5. Test on Unit XXXIV 
' 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Stress the similarity between longhand 
abbrev-iations and shorthand outlines 1n 
many of the states 
2 Point out that the abbre\iations in long-
hand are those adopted by the Post Office 
Department 
3. Explain that few cities are spelled out, and 
that most of them make use of the abbre· 
viating principles 
4. Direct reading and practice of ''Reading 
and Dictation Practice'' 
5. J)ictate test 
I 
• 
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Pupil Activities Evidences of M astery 
Pupils will: Ability to: 
1. Practice outlines for states and territories 1. Automatically write and 
2. ~femorize the correct longhand abbrevia-
tions 
I 
3. ~femonze th~ outlines for the principal 
c1ties by w1·iting and reading 
I ' 
• 
4. Read and write ''Dictation Practice'' 
5. Write in shorthand from dictat10n a list of 
fifty names of states and c1t1es and later 
transcribe in longhand 
· read outlines ior states and 
territories 
2. Transcnbe accurn tely and 
rapidly an abbre,~iation 
3. 'franscribe accu1·ately and 
rapidly the outline~ for 
these cities 
4. Read fluently from short-
hand lllates and from own 
notes 
5. 'Vrite and transcribe in 
longhand correctly at least 
forty-four of a list of fifty 
• 
names of states and cities 
Calif. 
D. 0. 
Guam 
Iowa 
~faine 
~font. 
NY. 
Pa. 
R. H. 
Utah 
Yt. 
"\Vyo. 
Chicago 
Philadelphia 
Los Angeles 
St. Louis 
San Francisco 
Mtnneapolis 
Kansas City 
St. Paul 
Louisville 
Rochester 
Denver 
Houston 
Akron 
1 
Omaha 
San Antonia 
Richmond 
Norfolk 
Bridgeport 
~1iami 
Des 1\foincs 
Jacksonville 
Salt Lako 01 ty 
'V1lmington 
Albany 
Lowell 
Duluth 
El Pasco 
Spokane 
Alabama 
Conn. 
Idaho 
1Id. 
Texas 
Pittsburgh 
Indianapolis 
Memphis 
Dayton 
FaJl River 
• 
• 
XXXV. NAl\IE TERl\II ATIO S, "STATE OF" JOir ED, 
CANADIAN PROVINCES AND CITIES 
Time Allotment: about 5 days 
Unit Objective 
To learn name terminations, 
burg, ville, field, port, ford, ing-
ton, ingham, ton, and town; 
ce1·tain cities and states may be 
phrased; of is om1 tted in 
phrase ''state of''; also learn 
Canadian p1 ovinces and ci bcs 
• 
Specific Objectives 
1. To learn the terminations 
b'l.t,rg, ville, 2Jort, ford, field, 
ington, ingllam, ton, and 
towr~t 
2. To learn to join states to 
Cities when possible 
3. To learn to omit of in 
phrase ''state of'' 
4. 'ro learn outlines for Ca-
nadian provinces and cities 
5. To read fluently from good 
shorthand notes 
6. Test on Unit XXXV 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain that the terminations bw g, vtlle, 
field, and port are generally expressed by 
the first letter of the termination joipcd or 
disjomed; that ford is expressed by fdj 
"ngton by the ten blend in the "ing" po· 
sition, 1;ngham by min the "ing" pcsitwn; 
that ton is expressed by ten blend and the 
termination town is written according to 
rule 
2. Demonstrate that the joining of states to 
cities saves time and speeds up transcnp· 
tion because the city and state is read as 
a unit 
3. Demonstrate that by omitting of and join· 
ing the word state to the name of the state, 
(with the exception of o-ver cm ves) the out· 
line is "Very legible 
4. Demonstrate that many of these outlines 
also make use of the abbrel;iating prin· 
ciples. Drill on these outlines 
5. Direct reading and writing of ''Reading 
and Dictation Practice'' 
6. Dictate test 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils wiU: 
• 
1. l\Icmorize names of cities using their word 
terminations to unfamiliar towns brought 
up by cla!:: 
2. Practice 
XXXIV 
practical 
writing 
• • • JOnnug 
names of cities in unit 
states to them whcrc,·cr 
3. Experiment with the joining of the word 
state to the outlines of tlu~ states and 
territories 
• 
; 
4. ""rite and read the outlines for the Cana-
dian pro,~inces and cities 
5. Read and write '' D1ctation Practice' ' 
6. 'Vrite in shorthand from dictation a list of 
fifty names of c1tles and countries, and 
transcribe later in longhand 
Evidences of Mastery 
~\hili ty to: 
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1. \Vrite and read outlines of 
ft\miliar 
cities 
and 
• 
unfamiliar 
2. Connect city and state out· 
lines into an easily read· 
able unit 
3. 1\falw use of this time sa-v· 
ing device in dictation 
4. \\7 rite and rqad with rea-
sonable fluency the outlines 
in the manual 
5. Head fluently from short-
hand plates and from own 
notes 
G. \\rri te and transcribe in 
longhand correctly at least 
forty-four of a list of fifty 
names of states and cities 
1larrisburg 
Pitch burg 
.Zancsvillo 
l{noxvillo 
Plainfield 
J ohuston 
Da veuport 
Rockford 
l{ensington 
Birmingham 
Charlestown 
Buffalo, N Y. 
Boston, ~lass. 
Detl 01 t, 1Iich. 
~ t.ato of Nebr. 
~tato of N J. 
Baltimore, Md. 
1:fem phis, Tenn. 
Minncapohs, Minn. 
State of Mass 
~ tato of La. 
State of Minn. 
N o\~a Scotia 
Quebec 
Ontario 
• 
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f,,1"lmtchewan 
.A.tbcrtn 
British Columbia 
N. \r. 'rorritories 
.l ... cwfouudland 
Calgnry 
Ilmnilton 
London 
i\!ontreal 
Peterboro 
R~ginn 
Toronto 
\Tn.nCOUYCr 
\Yin<1sor 
f.,· mt John's 
BoHovillo 
Covington 
Easton 
Freeport 
Galesburg 
Laporte 
1\forristown 
Pittsfield 
Vicksburg 
Nottingham 
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XXXY"I. A SHORT VOCABULARY 
Time Allotment: about 6 days l 
Unit Object1ve 
To learn the words of short 
vocabulary 
Specific ObJectives 
1. To learn there arc many 
words not of high fre-
quency which are necessary 
to make a workable vocab-
ulary 
2. To learn the words in the 
short vocabulary 
3. To learn spelling and defi-
rution of these words 
4. To read fluently from good 
shorthand notes 
5. To write with readiness 
dictated matter 
6. To transcribe understand-
ingly matter dictated dur-
ing a five minute penod 
7. Test on Unit XXXVI 
Teacher P r ocedures 
1. Point out that the words 1n the short YO· 
cabularv are common to practically all 
w 
businesses. Show that many make use of 
the abbrev1atmg principles and they also 
make use of the analogical word-endh1gs 
and word-beginnings 
2. Drill on the words 1n the short '\"OCabulary 
3. Dictate words 1n '\"ocabula:ry to be spelled 
orally and defined 
4. Direct reading and practice of ''Reading 
and Dictation Practice". From time to 
time have pupils read from longhand matter 
similar in intens1ty to dictated matter in 
order to compare reading rate 
5. Dictate and redictate matter until pupils 
can wnte it fluently. Dictate original or 
selected matter making use of words con-
tained in repeated dictation 
6. Dictate uniformly and with meaning orig-
inal and selected matter. Permit pupils to 
make use of dlctionanes and other author-
ities, Including the shorthand dictionary 
7. Dictate urut test 
, 
• 
SHORTHAND 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will: 
1. Realize the importance of these words as 
part of a hasic vocabulary for a stenog-
rapher 
2. " 'rite and 1·ead the words in the Yocahulan" 
• 
• 
3. Use these word' correctly in sentences die-
• 
tated to class 
4. Read and retcad shorthand plates and own 
notes to develop reading rato compa1·able to 
longhand print~d matter 
' 
5. Write with confidence and understanding 
the matter dictated 
6. Prepare for transcription by making use 
of dicbonarv and other authorities. Read 
• 
notes rapidly once before transcribing, thus 
avoiding dilatory habits in transcribing 
7. Write suggested unit test 
• 
• 
' 
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Ev1dences of Mastery 
Ability to: 
1 . .Appreciate the value of 
these words in one's ' 'ocab· 
ulary 
~. Recognize and write nil 
short vocabulary words 
3. '11ranscribc material con-
tn.iuing the worus in the 
short vocabulary 
.. 
4. Head 'frotn shorthand notes 
at a rate appro.·imating 
that of reauing from long· 
hand printed matter of 
same intensity. Olass me· 
• 
dian is 120 words a minute 
5. 'l'alte dictation at the fol-
• 
lol't;ng rates: 
C/(l.SS Mallians 
H~peatnd matter SO words a 
minute 
.:row matter 60 words a 
minute 
~yllable inten"ity approx· 
imately 1.40 
• 
6. 'rranscribe from shorthand 
11otes according to tho fol· 
lowing standards: 
Class ;llcdi.ans 
Rn te 20 words a minute 
.Accuracy 9 % 
SyHable intensity approx-
imately lAO 
'l'hose standarus 
contemplate an 
arrangement of 
letters 
do not 
artistic 
business 
,.. 
I • " Trite unit test with usual 
cfficicncv 
~ 
abandon likewise 
accura telv messenger 
alphal)ct mortgage 
Amen can observe 
argument paTcel 
attorney plaintiff 
bcnm·olm1t prosecute 
clerk punctual 
conclu<lo qualify 
fault salesman 
headquarters specific 
jurisdiction succeed 
legislate 
• 
SECOND YEAR 
Specific Objectives 
1. 'I'o tmdet~tnnd tho aim~ and 'alUl'S of stenographic training 
2. 1'o kno'' the facts ns to 'ocatwnal opportumtlcs fox youug "omen and 
)otmg men \uth :;tcnogl'aplnc ttamtng 
3. 'I'o kno" of the promotional po~silJili tics for young "omen and young men 
in stenographic positious 
4. 'l'o appreciate the \ 'Hhll! Ot personal hygiene, cleanliness, and pleasing per· 
sonal appearance, guod mnmters 
5 'l'o \.le\ clop UC!5irahl0 husim•-.-:; traits 
G. 'l'o unptO\O reading ahiht) 
7. 'I'o impz O\ e writing a bih t' 
'l'o hmhl a la rgo ''ocalmlat~ aiHl mali:o it automatic 
D. 'l'o undprstand aml npprPcwtc the value to the stenogtnphcr of exact U"C of' 
tho mechanics of Englbh 
10. 'I'o de' Plop nbillt) to detect errors in Enghsh and t) pmg 
11. 'I'o ncquno ~peed m tnl,ing· tlictntion 
12. 'l'o ttanscnho accouhng to :t commerczal standard 
Teacher Procedure~ 
1. E'i.plnin that r !5Can·h ::,tudics b~ leading p~ychologtsts and educators haYo 
punctl that the mind training detiYcd from shotthand study is equally as 
'alunblc us that pto' HlL'd through pursuit of the trndttionnl academic s tudies. 
Explain that thl' ma,]Ot' aim oi stenographic ~tudy 1s gaineul employment 
and that the Lest jobs u~ually go to tho:s0 '' ho ate mo:::~t fit Explain that 
culture 111 tho lu~1o1' of indivitlual~ and nations has 11e' c1 JHCccded in· 
dust n nntl el·onom1c :snccc~s. Explain that out of ~tcnographic training 
should como .t 1 cadi ness to scn·e not onl) Ill taking dictatio11 and t rami· 
cribiug but in tho multitudinou~ nctn 1tzcs of the bnsinc~s ofricc. 
2. Gno talks on athnntagcs nud <.lismhnntngcs of shorthand ns a 'ocation. 
Arrange for tnlks h) guuluntes nml others familia r " ith the hmnness and 
professional uses o C shorthand. Suggest hooks and at tlc lcs to be read on 
tins subject. l3tmg- onl tho fnct that 1n many instances ) oung people arc 
employed been usc of tlH•tr s tcnogrnpluc training, "here a maJor portion of 
tho "01 k hns to uo \\It h duties othc1 than stenographic. This suggests tho 
iact that stenogtapluc trnining should be accompnmcd \\lth other commer· 
<'Wl traimng 
3. E'i.plnin that rertnin busine~SL'S ofi'cr <'mployment to young· mrn '' 1th stcn· 
ogtaphic abiht~ hccausc of the poht' of advancing those who shO\\ capacity, 
to secretarial null ndministmth·o po~1tions. E'Xplain that many young wo· 
men gain promotion through success ful handhng o£ stenograplnc and cler· 
icnl "01 k. Securo t alks b) grnduntes "ho htn·o gained promotion through 
stenogt upluc sen 1co 
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4. GiYe talks on health. suggesting value of :c;lccp, recreation, and other ways 
of keepu•g personally .fit. Talk of ad\'autagcs of courtesy, deference to 
eldos and to superiors, cousidc1 at ion of others. l!avo pupils rate them· 
seh-cs on matter~ pertaiuing to personal a ppcarance, physical fitness, and 
COUite.._y 
5. DI:scu-.-; the ten most dcsit able traits of the secretary. &t.t up projects to 
develop desirable busincs~ trait::;. Call attention to htera turo that gh es 
<;uJgc tions for deYclorip~ superior per5onal qualiti .~, such us manners, con· 
duct, and appearance. "-t ess the value of phv .... iral fitness 
6. Time the reading of the daily assignment in ,..,pull ,_tudies, Intensive JExer-
c s£ ')' aud other ~upplcnwntm·y mate1 ial. E~tablish a minimum rate of 120 
"or-ds a minute. _\ssign matter in shorthand plates to be read in one-min-
ute relays. Have pupil attempt to read ~horthan<l notes at 1·ate equal to 
their reading rate of printe.l matter. :\otc rate as well as accuracy in all 
recitation work frotn pupil's own notc:-s. Dbcu~ s meaning of unusual 
words or selection!:: 
7. Dictate tho same lrttt~r or m tiel ~ at an increasing 1·ate of !:ipecd in order to 
d.e,·elop fluenc..y of outlines. Xote errors in 1 eadiug notes and find the 
causes. 'Yas it duo to proportion ~.r tilar outlines, iucorrect phrasingf 
Conduct penman hip drill .... on charactCI~, worcls phrases and :sentences 
8. Te~t on 25 word::, and phra~es daily in third seme~tCI; tt>st frequently in 
fourth ~eme~tcr. Givo frequent rc,·iews of toxt material. Emphasize wide, 
general readir·.g. Discu~s magazine m ticles which !jhould pro,'e of va luc for 
self-improvemeut. Conclate thi' work with that of tho English depa1·tment 
to gain as~istatwe in ma...,tery of vocabularies for s11ecific lines of business 
thu~ deriving benefit~ fro1n iutet1sive study 
n. Usmg shorthand reading matter H!:; a lmsb becide the spelling, punctuation, 
capitalization, ~cntencc ~tructurc, pnragraphiug, et,•. 'Vhero signs for quo· 
tatiorjs and parenthe::::e ... appear d~cide on th • correct u~o of other punctua· 
tion mat ks in conneetion with them. Repm t to English teachers the problems 
moc:.t difficult for steuographie pupils. Dictato for transcription excrc1ses 
"h1ch gh·e practice in discrin1hm tiug usc of punctuation rna rks 
10. !Ielp pupils to develop habib of criticall~· reading all typc!l matter before 
hand.iug 1t 111 a::> a :finbhcd piccP of work. Ha,•o pupils exchange typed 
matter Including transcripts for the purpose of proviuing- practice in de· 
techng and correcting error~ 
11. Empha-;ue that a good memory is a great aiu to one taking dictation. 
Repctitwn practice of prcpareu mn tter. In third scmcstct uictate about 
one-fourth new matter; at the beginning ~~5~ famihar matter; in the 
fourth ~emcster from one-fourth to thl'ee-fom ths new matter. Sustain 
Interest through competition. Di~tato memory sentences 
12. Seo that pupib ha,'e a thorough unde1stan<.liug of tho rules of punctuation, 
capitalization, and sentence sttuc.ture 
?\ ote: There shQuld be a close correlation a11d cooperatn e spirit bet\\ een 
this Jepartment and the Busmess Eughsh uepartment 
Ple,ent and discu~s letter fo1n s 111 conclatwn 'uth typewriting practice.-
• bess spelling Stre:::-s neatne'", placement, and arrangement of letter. 
Time tho transc11ption "01 k. De' clop im tlabve and Independence. Pro-
nde for practicaJ work of actual commercial value. Direct the editing of 
• 
• 
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letters brought in by members of tho clas~. Select dictation material for its 
practical valua and ethical and social content 
Pup1l ActlYities 
Pupils Will: 
1. Keep desks in order, file papers, get papers from files, clean and coYer rna· 
chu1es. Do "ork at ue:5k all(l machine in quiet, unobstrusivo ways. ObserYe 
things that need to be attended to UllU cooperate in attending to them. Be 
ready to assist matters of class and school admimstration routine. Yolunteer 
to do stenograpluc aml• clencal sen·ice for teachers and principal's office 
2. Intm view business men and women. Talk with g1 aduates who succ:e~sfullj· 
completed stenographic courses. Read articles on vocatiOnal opportunities 
3. Listen to talks on promotional opportunities 111 bmnness. Interview grad-
uates, business and profes~ional men and "·omen. Read biographies of 
successful peoplo 
4. Discuss ·ways of cleaning hands, faces, teeth, finger nails, and bodies; how 
to keep gat ments fresh and attractive; shoes 1n repair and polish ell. Discu"s 
the true meanmg.;; of courtesy aud deference Evaluate personal appearance, 
physical fitness anll courtesy according to some !::iCale, ox plan worked out 
-~. 
G. 
... 
I • 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
by class 
Obsen·e desuable t1aits of office \\OtkCls. :Make an analvs1s of 
.. 
attemptmg to evaluate one's efficiency. Report on readmgs 
the development of outstanding personal qualities. Learn and 
principles 
• 
day's work, 
that suggest 
• 
apply health 
Time the reading of the daily assignment. 
phrases; pt actice writing these In shorthand. 
increase in rato 
Underscore difficult worlls and 
Read fiye times and determine 
After reading the daily a:o,signmeut, practice difficult outlines, new words, 
and phrases. \Yute a minnnum of 2000 worlls daily of practice. work at the 
mid-year, and 4000 wotd-; daily of practice work at the end of the year. 
Cnt1c1ze notes and mall\. the best copy. Exchange theso copies and criticize 
for one speCifiC thing-~lant, proportion, artjsh~ outhnes. (Tse penmanship 
dnlls found 1n Tile Gregg TT'riter 
1Iaster the 'ocabula1y gn en in all texts used-Manual, Speed St udics, I n· 
tensti!Je Excretses, and Gc nt ral Readvtg. :Master ne'v '' o1ds found in sup· 
plementary reading 1n th~ Gregg 1Vnter, etc. Learn to wnte and to use 
the new words heard or read au) where. Cultivate a dtctionaty habit. \Yllte 
in sh01 thand lectures, sermons, speeches, heard direct, o'er the rau10, or 
from the phonograph. Ah' avs complete every sentence begun 
\Vhen reading shorthand plate.::i lle<~idc problems of spelling, punctuation, 
cap1tahzation, paragraphing, etc. Using typed exez e1ses, insert punctuation 
marks, ( apitals, etc., giYing reasons , 
Read all typed matter and make an needed corrections iu order that com· 
pleted work may be perfect or at least free from errors in grammar, punc· 
tuation, form, aud typing. See that .blotches, finger marks, etc. are 1 cmo,·e<l 
and that all errors are neatly corrected or that the paper is rewt:ittcn 
Develop manual dextelity by the use of digits or of a memorized sentenj:!e 
composed largely of brief forms. X ote and practice phrasing. Increase 
( 
• 
• 
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the memory span by gradually iengthcniug w1·iting, and longer phrases and 
sentences. Use initiatiYe in dedsing way~ and means of gctti11g supplcmen· 
tary dictation 
12. Hand in mailable letters daily. Learn to punctuate notes by listening to 
tho inflections that the dictator u es to conYey the meaning. 'rako dicta· 
tion for the prin "ipal, department head , and otqer teachers having com· 
mit teo work pertaining to !SChool. work. eek pa rt-timc WOJ k in a business 
office. ~fake a lbt of firms for whom members of tho class would lilro to 
worh:; let each member select one whom he interviews and from whom bo 
obtains one or more letters. Pat·ticipation in such inten·iC'ws strengthens 
the pupil's Yocational interP-st, builds up hi~ ''oeabulary, and also affords a 
means of contact between the commercial department itnd tho businc~s man. 
Discuss, and, if necessary, edit the letters brought in by tho cla s. 'I rans· 
cribc new material at the rate of ~5-30 words a minute or better. Pay 
• 
attention to details 
E vidences of Mastery 
Ability to: 
• 
1. Be apt in gh ing service. _\ttend to details and gain accurate results 
2. Realize that the1·c a1·e many cxagge1·ateu notions as to the opportunities open 
tv stenographers with no other commercial preparation or :fitness 
3. Serve willingly and do extras. Do the as:::,ignr1d work cheerfully and better. 
than necessary. Be alert in <lbco\•eriug thh1gs that need to bP. done and 
doing them 
4. Grow iu politeness to pupib, teachers, anJ visitors. Improve in pe1sonal 
traits desirable in lm incss 
-\). 
G. 
... 
I • 
• 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Carry out uirections without immcdiatt! supcrvbion. Develop an increasing· 
ly pleasing personality. Be present and to do effectively each day's work 
Get the meaning from a page of shorthanJ at a rato approximating that of 
a page of longhanu. Gla.ss median.s for reading shorthand notes: 3nl somes· 
tcr, 120 words a minute; 4th semester, 120 words a minute; syllable intcn· 
sity, 1.40 
Habitually write shorthand uotes legibly and rapiuly 
TaJw familiar matter at n. rate Jimited oulv b • manual dexterity 
.. .. 
ImprO\'O correctness in Euglbh cou~truction in transcript 
Improve correctness and neatness of all work handed in for appro\•al • 
Tako dictation at rate:s inuicated: 3rd semester, repeated matter, 100 words 
a minute and new mutter, 0 \\'ords a. minute, !"yllablc iutcn~ity, 1.40; 4th 
semester, repeated matter, 120 words a miuute, new matt<'r, 100 worus a 
minute 
Transcribe on tho typewriter at rates and skills indicated below:* 
Class 1l! etlia11s 
Third semester 
Transcribing rates, 25 words a minute 
Transc1 ibing accuracy, 98% 
Fourth semester 
Transcribing rates, 30 words a minute 
Transcribing accuracy, 98% · 
Rules for grading transcripts aro gi\'~n in tho Gregg Writer ''Shorthand· 
Typmg Awards'' booklet. 
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Another way of grading tianscripts is offered here as a suggestion. The ad· 
'Vantage of this method 1s that wlule adhe1ing to h1gh requirements the penaltiea 
for mtstakes aru so loaded as to bnng the 1e:mltant graJe down to that common 
in most school systems 
• 
Suggested Plan for G1 aclmg Transcripts 
1. Deduct 5% for each wrong word 
') 
.... 
II 5% II II word inserted 
3. II 5% II II word omitted 
4. II 5% II II word misspelled 
-
If 1% II II typmg e11 01· ~. 
6. II 1% II II eHor in cap1tahzat10n 
... II 1 c-~ II II error in use of major punctuation ma1ks I • 
II ¥.2% II II en or e1 a 'ed and acceptably conected • 
Sample Letter 
Gentlemen: 
The circumstances that ha' e made it imposs1ble for you to settle your account 
"hen due are fully apptec1ated and alS an eY1dence of tlus appreciation we are 
gomg to grant you a reasonable ext~nsion. 
\Yhat amount can you anange to send us monthly on this account~ It is to 
your Interest to make regular payments. If you do so, we can fm nish you the 
. goods you require, to a reasonable amount, to be paid for on the tenth of each 
month according to our regular t erms. 
It is our desi1e to cooperate in any way poss1ble. 
Yet y ti uly yours, 
• 
Total words 
Syllable i.ntenc;1ty 
Stloke intensity 
100 
1.51 
5.2 
Let us assume that the abo' e Jetter has been dictated bv the teacher and trans-
.. 
cnbed by a pup1l at an acceptable 1ate w1th these en01s: 
1. \V1ote "possible" instead of "1mposstble'' 111 the first sentence-(P enalty 
5%) 
2. Inserted :'not'' beforeet 'gomg'' in first sentence-- (Penalty 5%) 
3. Omitted "regular" in t hird sentence-(P enalty 5%) 
4. niisspelled ''reasonable'' 111 fourth sentence (Penalty 5%) 
5. Skipped space in writing "accordi11g" in fourth sentence-- (Penalty 1%) 
6. Began complimentary closmg w1th a small letter- (Penalty 1%) 
7. Ended second sentence " ·ith a period instead of in ten ogat10n point-
( P enalty 1%) 
Two erasures neatly done and correctwns acceptably made--(Penalty 1'2% 
for each == 1%) 
Total number of errors 
Total penalty 
Xet grado 
9 
24% 
76% == '' D '' or ( '4'' according to tho 
particular system of grading in use 
• 
• 
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If tlus pupil had made only errors 5 and 8 the grade ·would haYO been 9 co or 
''A'' or '' 1'' and the pupil's work would be satisfactory. If error number 1 
had been made and tho paper were otherwise correct the grade would be 95o/o, 
but on account of tho character of the error the letter is unsatisfactorY and a 
• 
pupil who could not submit a sufficient number of satisfactory letters to o\'ercome 
the deficiency should not be pa.;;~cd. In the case just cited two other letters of 
equal difficulty and length tran'-O ibed without error would b1 ing the avPrago up to 
9 c 0 , the suggested standard f01 trnnscripts 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
\ 
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